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IkTRODUCTION

BY

'DR. MOSTAFA KAMAL REMY

--olatasTp OF STATE FOR EDUCATION AND

CIENTIFIC RESEARa

Educationisoneofthebasioneeds of eaoh individual

in t4s society, as important as his need for food, shelter,

and health servioes. Unless the,effertg are united to

satisfy all such requirements, at least at their minimum

' level, sepecially among the economically and culturally

lessaftivoured individuals, this will reflect negatiVely

an edlreatian, and weaken its effectiveness.

If we ask about the minimum education tbs. has to be

provided in order that all individuals in the society

may get the basic amount of values, morals, knowledge

-and practical skills that accord with the conditions

of their varied environments, and enable them to be

true citizens, an answer may be that, in most under-
'

developed countries of the world, compulsory primary

eduoatien --with its six grades la most cases forms

tbe basis of popular education through whidh equal

opportunities are provided for all individuals. In

0
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some underdeveloped countries, ootipulsory baiio eduoation -

extends to eight or nine years, tha first six of which

form the first stage or,oycle of tliat edubatio#.

In egypti the State has beeri,keen, since,the

independence in the 1920's to include in the donstitutiona

1 that were promulgated, starting from the 1923 COnstitation

'until,the 1971 Constituvion, a statement that educatcOu

in the argot stage is comptasory far all ohildran of the

nation: males and females, and in ueban and raga ;west;

Alike. However, the'present Oonatitution (197i) hal

opened the way before extending this oompulsory eduontion

to encompass other stages. It,atates that education is

a right provided by', ihe State, and is compulsory in the

primary stage3 and StatemwOrks fcmtha extension of

compulsory eduoation to other stages: :This is what

the State is planning at the moment no that coMpulsory

education is extended to include the.preparatory stage

aS well.

It in to be noted that the dapacity for absorbing

children within the Compulsory age did not exceed 46%

of the,total number of such children until the rise of

the July 1952 Revolution. Thanks to the great efforts

exerted by.the State for the spread.of education, the

absorption ratio for those who reedh the age of compulsory

c.'
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education has si-eadily risen until it'has amounted to

about P7% in 1979/3.960.'1 Thust'the total number of

enrolled children in primary education has risen to

about 4,300,060 boy and girl pupils.

Notwithstanding the quantitative growth in

primary education, there are still about one million

children of the aie 'group 6-12 years who do not get

any sort of formal,education. Besides, a percentage

that ranges bttween 12% dad 15% of the total enrolments

in the p4mary sanoól drop out before they complete

their education and lig:: ,relaPse to illiteracy. Such

_phenomenon is - in the first ,plaoe - attributed to the

social_and pcmhanic conditions of 'students.

If the plan'of the Minifitry- of Education is head-

ing strongly"for thd realization of the complete absorp-r

time of the ahildren within the compulsory age in the

next few yeam,and with the conviction that the formal

education apportunities Will expand in the coming years,

the possibilities that this kind of education will encompass

such ohtldren is well as thoie who have not bad educational

apportunities before, will remain inadequate. Hence, the

only way to face such a situation is that the educational

authorities'in Egypt attempt modern educational forms

that are,more flexible,-and non-traditional, one of whiah

4,1
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is the "one,..classroom school". It is a pattern of

educational system parallel to :formal educertion but

has ita awn identity that makes it appropriate for lo9al

environments and their needs. The one .v.,classroom school

provides its servioes to groups of children at variOus

age levels;

The idea of establishing one - olassro0 schools

has merged in 1975/191 0 a fitting,fPrmula of the

education of children at the drillabitilasras that aro

di9rived of any eduilational servioe. It is 4 style'for

providing such ohildreiih the minimum Oucation that .

is required for citizenship, as well as a means for

complementing the role undertaken by t19 formal primary

school in blocking the sources of illiteracy and providing-

educational opportunities anew for those who drop-aut

from the primary education.

Five years have now elapsedisinae 'the'one -

room school eiperiment has been started, during which

it las spread in hamlets and small 'villages of-the country,

and the need has emerged to evaluate iti conditions. In

this respeOtlI have the pleasure to present to all those

who are responsible for the educational_propess - in local

councilor, educational directorates and in the Ministry of

Education this research which has been undertaken by

i

...r10......
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the National Centre For Educational Research in collabora-

tion with,the."International Development Research Centre"

(which icCaffil.iated to the Cimadian GoVernment). It las

been founciPd ch scientific and methodological bases, and

on the actuai 1iv.31y Conditions of these schools so as

to identify the points of strength.and weakness in them

with the view of bettering education that Jthey provide

and making it possible for them to undertake their mission

in accordance with what has been elaborated in detail in

.the recommendations.at the end of this research.

On.this occasion, I should like to convey my thanks

ana respect _to all the colleagues, members of the research,

from .the Ministry first among whom is Mr. Meinsour HusSein,

Deputi Minister of Education; and from the National Centre

for Educationel'Research, for the genuine scientific

effort in this research work.

I tnahk - as well - the concerned authorities, of
1

the International Development Researcl?. Centre for the

fruitful co-operglion that was shown in.all the steps of

thiS research.

May God guide our steps.

January 1981

Mostafa Kemal Helmy

VN

w Vinis er of State for -

Education and Scientific
Research.
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INTRODUCTION OP THE STUDY

BY

DR. YOUBBEP KHALIL YOUSSEP
CONSULTANT TO NATIONAL CENTREAll EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH

The absorption of ohildren of the compulsory school

age, at primary schools, as oae way for blocking th

illiteracy sources, seems to be au urgent oauae to which

the 1linistry of Education had directed special attention

La the last two decades.

Primary education has had an effective role in

blocking souwees of illiteracy. The illIteracy ratio

in Egypt hab come down from 76.2% in 1947 to 56.5% in

1976 (for Jadividuala aged ten years and over and who

fall within the age cf produotion)
(1)

. Still, the

absolute number of illiterates is steadily rising

due to the high annual rate of population growth

(2.6% - 2:0) and the quick rise in the number of

ahildren of school age and whose absorption in schools

does not go in line with the rise in their numbers.

The number of illiterates in 1947 was 10,393,272, and

(1) Ministry of Education, Working Paper an Developing

and Innvovating Educatimal 1979. PP. 24 and 49.

I ,j
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rose to 15.611.162 in 1976.(/) From hence emerges the

relevance of designing and implementing strategies and

plans.of illiteracy elimination in a way that creates

strong links between the spread of universal primary

eduoation aa one hand, and the programmes of illiteracy

elimination for youth and adults, an the other, in

a000rdanoe with the reoommendationo of the General

Conference of UNESCO held in Belgrade (Septsmber -

October 1980),
(2)

In its applied form, the idea of the one-olaseroom

has emerged in 1975/1976 in acoorltnoe with the re-

commendation raised by the National Council for Education,

Scientific Research and Technology, as one formula of

the non-formal education.

It allows an apportunity for the education of

children of the compulsory age (6-8 years) who do not

find a formal school to join in their remote areas.

It allows the chance to continue education anew for

those who leave the formal school whether they are

-----drup=out-scir-failures.

(1) Ministry of Education, General Directorate for
illiteracy Elimination, Cairo, 1974.
- Central Agency For Public Mobilisation and Statistics,
Preliminar Results of the Po ulation and Housing
-ensus, CaIro, November

(3) UniAed Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Orgaaizatian (UNESCO), General Conference, Twenty-
First Session, Belgrade 1980, Document No. 21 M/5,
para. 1384.
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Five years bac, now passed since the one-classroom

school has been established in most'of the Egyptian gover-

norates, and so it was thought fitting that the present

research will answer two questions:

(1) What are the present conditions of these schools as

regards the material and human potentialities, the

learning level of the pupils id than, and the attitudes

of teaohers, parents, and looal authorities, towards

them,

(2) How possible to olevate the performance of

the ane-classroom school and raise its efficiency

so that it oan realize ite aims, aa aspired fora

This study, which has been undertaken by the National

Centre For Educational Researoh in Collaboration with the

International Development Research Centre which is affil-

iated to the Canadian Government,according to the direct-

ives of Dr. Mostafa Kemal Helmy, Minister of State for

Education and Scientific Research. The study has some

characteristios and-Urends that urge us to feel satisfied

with the results that.have emerged from it, and the re-

ooMmendatians that it raises. In the first place, this

study applies the scientific method that is characterized

by objectivity and precision, starting frOm the limitation
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of .44e scope of study, and through the preparation of

research tools, seleotion of the representative sample

of the one-classroom school in various governorates,t4en

in the examination and applioatiOn of these tools-whether

the teats or questionaires, and orienting them idlhe

light of experimantations before using them as will as

the analysis of results quantitatively and qualitatively

under the guidance and supervision of two specialist

prufeesors:

Profeasor Roshdy Pam Mousour, Professor and Head of

Psychology Department, Girls' College, Aii Shama

University,

- Professor Roshdy Labib Killini Prof5ssor of Currioula,

Faculty of Education, Ain Shame University.

In the second slice, the present evaluative study

is characterized by comprehensiveness and totality for;

Cho objectives and levela of child learning, methods,

means, problems, buildings, administrative and financial
-

systeml'teachars and the Society's attitudes towards the

school, are-all involved in the study. Thus, it has come

out as a comprehensive study and it has become possible

through the study, to reach a detailed report on the

me-classroom school in proctice.

I t;
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Thirdly, it is a field research undertaken by a

great many researchers, and workers in the field all

working is an intergrated,teem ; and with its members

hiving the same vie* of.the objective that is concentrated

round the promotion of the educational effectiveness of

the one claesroom sohool,so that.it may undertake its

mession in 'Ur desired form for the service of the

communities that it bas been established to serve.

Fourthly, the study has had a supervision ,board

at the hishest level under the chairmanship of Mk, Mansour

Hussein, the Deputy Minister of Education, who has.given

the work vigorous pushes, and removed many obstacles

"at the study has encountered until it finally reached

its designed goals.

Also, the research has benefited greatly from th'e

attention directed to it by the responsible authorities

at the International Development Research Centre, Mx,

Salah Dissouki,.Regional Director of the Centre in &tiro,

ProfesEor Kenneth King, Aesistanttirector of the

Educational Research.Programme (Ottawa, Canada),

Professor Tunda Palmer, Regional Director of the Centre

(Singapore) who follimed - up various stages of the

project, step after another, and even participated with

the researchers of the NCER in the field visits to some

1 -
r
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saMple positions of the one - olassrcom school at Fayoum

The study includes seven chapterai

- Chapter One deals with the scope of the research.

- Chapter ewo deals with the.objectives of the one -

classroom sohool, its rise and gearal features.

- Chapter Three de.als tith ate methodology and steps

of the study.

Obaptr Pour'deali with the haman and material

potentialities of'the one -'olassroom school.

- Chapter Five deals with the learning level of the
C

pupils of the'one --classroom school in the school

subjeots.

- Chapter Six attempts to identify the attitudes towards

the oae - classroom sohool.

- The last Chapter (Chapter Seven) includes summary of

the study/and some recommendations

May God guide our efforts.

January 1981

Consultant to Nnyt

Dr. r sef Khalil Youssef
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CHAPTER ONE

THE STUDY AND ITS SCOPE .

- Aims of"the study.

- Terms and limitation of tha study.

- Tools of research.

- Plan of the study.

3
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CHAPTER ONE

THE STUDY AND ITS SCOPE

In its applied form, the one-tlassroom school came

into being in 1975/1976 as a fitting formula for meeting

the educational needs of children in remote areas with

meagre population that are deprived of any educational

services due to their remoteness from settlement areas

and from formal schools; and where the number of children

is too little for opening one formal.school with its six

'grades. Suoh a school was though of as a style through

which such children are provided with the minimum education

necessary for a citizen, and as a tool to complement the

role of the formal primary school in blocking the sources

of illiteracy.

These schools have spread in Egypt until thoar number

has reached 2521 schools in 1979/1980 encompassing 66.333

male and _female pupils in the hamlets, and smaller rural

divisions of 22 out of Egypt's 24 governorates.
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AiMB of the Study:

The one - classroom school is considered an inetit-

utian which is necessary for spreading education in the

areas that are deprived of any sort of educational instit.!.

utions as has already been mentioned. So far, five years

have elapsed since such schools have been first established

in Egypt. Hence, an urgent need is felt to evaluate their

position on a scientific and methodological bases to

identify points of strength and weakness in them with the

view-of bettering the education provided, and hence,'

enabling them to undertake their mission within the frame-

'work of the goals of the primary education in Egypt.

The accomplishment of such an aim has required the

following:

(1) Study of the actual material and human potentialit-

ies of the one-classrdom school.

(2) Identification of the learning level of the pupils

of the sohonl in the following areas:

a- Religious eduoation.

b- LangUage skint; (reading and writting).

0- Skills in arithmetic and geometry.
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d- Scientific eduoation.

e- Soaial eduoation.

(3) Identification of the attitudes of teachers, parents'
to the pupils, local leaders and.the pupils themselves
towards this school.

Henze, through identification Of the actual practice
in terms of quality and quantity, it is possible to raise
appropriate recommendations for bettering and Uprovement.

Terms and Limitation of the Stud :

Far the above aims to be resdized, it is necessary
to.define the implioations of the terms used,in this study
in order to give the required scope.

- The one classroom school:

It is s school that encompasses male and female pupils
belongAng to more than one*eduoational

level, in the
some place and taught by one teacher at the same time.

s It may be the case that one teaoher for Arabic and
another for arithmetio are found. Still, each of them
teaches more than one level in one plaoe and at the same
time.

2,3
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s The sishool may encompass one, two or three cycles,

and each cycle inoludes.two eduoational levels.

s In these schools, the courses set for primary education

are taught including:

C.

Arabio,.arithmetic and geometry, social studies,

Science and hygiene, religious edubation together

with other subjects'such as home economics and

agricultUrel education, provided that the potent-

ialities required are syilable. Thus, such

schools surpass the tradition4*"Kuttab ." (derived

from,the Arabic verb which means "to write") which

was assooiated with religiou6 eduoation, mastery

()treading and writing for the service of the Holy

Koran, traditions and Islamic Jurisprudence.

z The plan of study in such schools is 16 periodS weekly

of which 5 periods'are allocated far Arabia, 5 periods

for arithmetic and geometry, 4 periods for religious

education and one period for each of scientific education

and social education.

Eiasagslea1_91.219.:

2 The first oyole encompasses the pupils who study at

an educational level equivalent to grades one and two

primary.

ti
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x The second cycle enoompasses'the pupils who study4at

an educational level equivalent to grades three and,four
primary.

thx The third cycle encompasses e pupils who study at

.an eduoational level equivalent to grades five and six
primary.

x Each of the one - classroom schools pust have at least
one of the three cycles.

The Mother School Ochool to which the one - classroom
school is affiliated):

It is a forMal,primary school with six grades

reiiresenting six,eduoational yeers. In the school, more
than one teacher are involved in teaching. The head-
master of the mother-school supervises the one - ciasa-

0

room schools near his sehool in the following:

- Supply with books and notebooks, some furniture that
his school dispenses with: an old blackboard, some
old seats etc.

-.Be may be responsible as well-for providing the pupils
of the one - classroom schools with meals in oase the

mother-school applies the food system.
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Tlie One - classroom School Inspector:

'He is a primary ethool inspector who has started

his career as a primary school teacher, then W82 up-

graded to.a headmaster then inspector. He supervises

the ope - classroom school teachers in addition to some

formal pri.mary schools. Some governorateal.such as

Fayoub, has provided special inspectors for the one -

classroom school.due to the speoial - type effort that

such schools require.

The Promotion Exam. at the One - classrdom School: r

It is the exam, held at the one - 'classroom school

under the supervision of the headmaster of the mother -

school,
I

or one of the delegates with the aim of up-

grading atuaents from one cycle to-the next.

The promotion exam. IA held twioe a year, 'the

first in February, and the second in May. Thus, the

.one olwisroom,school'differs from the formal schools

in which the pupils are automatically up-graded in the

add gradeb but after their success in the exams. at

the end of the year in even grades.
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Education af the primary stage in the' moiher,-

school, or the one - classroom school ends with the
pupil's success st the Primary Education Certificate

whioh. is unified et the governorate level. Marking is
made through the educational directorates to which a

governorate is administratively divided.

Tools of the Research:

- Educational level tests.

x For the purpose of this research, a set of tests'
has been applied to measure the educational level in the
aforementioned case.

In these tests, the'explicit objectives were

translated into operationai
objectives,then into questions

related with life situation's with nc regard to the content
of the school book.

g The aim of tests is not the success or failure of
a student, or the reward or,penalty of a teacher, but
rather a tool to discover the educational level of pupils
so that the interpretation of thoir results may lead to
practical recommendationi for the promotion of the

educational level and the improvemeat,of the educational
process.'

21)

I
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a Questions are graded so as to covqr varioue

educational levels in the three cycles.

The question that is not answered by a pupil is

not eliminated for the aim is not to put questions for
*

differentiation. The aim iB rather to search for the

causes behind such inability to give an answer that

realizes the educational objective. This helps the

avoidance of such case in future so that education may

be bettered.

- Assessment Card for the Identification of Attitudes:

lt inoludes items that are stated in a linguistic

form in a way that refers to the extent to which the

respondent accepts or refuses the one - classroom school

and the roles that it undertakes so that the line of

such schools may be oriented in the direction that

elevates their eduoational efficiency.

MA19.1L3119.11g2a..zgaaLLY-JALJEUELV

Building upon the above - mentioned concepts and

tools that are especially designed for it, the research

attempts to give an answer to two major questions:

' 7
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Firstly The present position of the one - classroom

school in so far as its material and human potentialities

are conoerned, in addition to the eduoational levels of

its pupils, and attitudes of teachers, parents local

leaders and pupils themselves towards it.

acanaz: How can the performance of the one - classroom

school be elevated and potentiality be made more effect-

ive for the realization of its objectives?

These tso major questions spring from an agreement

that objective oohditions necessitate that such type

of sohools will be maintained for a period of time that

may extend until a better farmuld may be introduced for

better spread of education among meagre poPulation settle-

ments that are deprived of all educational services at

the present time.

Plan of Study:

In the light of what is stated above, the following

steps have been taken to answer the two questions of the
'study:

1- Definition of the philosophy and aims of the sohool.
2- Building tools for the measurement of what has been

rea,ized of these aims as well as the identifioation

26



of the foroes influencing such realization.

3- Application of tools on a representative sample of

tile one - olassrooln schools.

4- Analysis of tools' data with the aim of answering the

first question that is concerned with estimating the

present position of the one - classroom school.

5- To get visualizations with the aim of giving an

answer to the second question related with the ways

of raising the sfficienoy of the one - classroom school

in realizing its objectives in the light of-the faotors

that have an effect on the role of.such school.

The items included in this plan will be dealt with in

detail in the following chapters.
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CHARM TW?

OBjECTIVES AND GENERAL FEATURES

OF THE CtE-CLASSROOW SCHOOL

- Objectives of the one - olasaromn school.

- General regulations for the opening of the
one - olasaroom sohool and putting plan of

'its work.

. Some general indioatore frem the aotual
conditions of the one - classroom sohool.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ONE - CLASSROOM SCHOOL AND ITS

GENERAL FEATURES

In the previous chapter, reference is made that the

establishment of the one - classroom school has emerged

as a solution for the settlements with meagre population

who are depri:ed of educational services dus to their

remoteness from formal primary schools and where it is

difficult to build any sotiool as for the very little

number of children within the oompulsary school age.

As a starting point far the evaluation of this school,

which is the subject of the present study, we deal - in

some detail - with its aims, the role it is assumed to

undertake, rules of its establisnment Es the framework

of the evaluation process. This is what we attempt in

the present chapter.

Aims of the One - classroom School:

The one - classroom school VAS first established in

1975/1976 according to a recommendation raised by the

National Council for Education, Soientifio Research and

Technology so that it night contribute to the realization

3
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of the following aims:

(1) Allowing a chance for educating the children within

the compulsory age (6-8 years) and in whose area

there is not any formal school.

(2) Allowing a chance for the formal school leavers

whether failures or drop-outs for various causes

especially the remoteness of their school, and

accordingly the difficulty to attend a school re-

gularly.

This means that the broad aim of establishing

the ont -clailsroom school is the contribution to block-

ing the illiterocy resources in Egypt.

Some _eneral rules for the establishment of these schools

and theirllans of work:

- The National Council for Education, Scientific

Research and Technology:put general rules to be followed

in the establishment of these schools, and for the realiza.

tion of the aspired aims. Of these are the following: (1)

- That the efforts of the State should be united with

the self - efforts of the people in building and

(1) Report of the National Council for Education, Scientif-
ic Research and Teohnology (Cairo: National Specialized
Councils, Fifth Session, October 1977 - July 1978).
pp. leg 206.

3
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furnishing these schools, equipping them overcoming problems

and elevating their educational efficiency.

- In the establishment of these schools, priority is

to be given to remote areas with meagre population

that are deprived of educational services.

- Such schools are to be attached to formal schools

(or the one whom he delegates) supervises the work

at the one - classroom school. It is allowed that

a pupil at the one - classroom school is transferred

to a suitable grade at the mother - school if his

educational level at the one - classroom school reaches

`a certain extent, and if means of transport is available

for him.

- Getting the retired teachers' help Whenever it is

possible, tOgether with other types of teachers, and

all must be trained on the nature of the work at the

one - classroom sohool..

- Good financial rewards are to be given to all those who

work tor the one - classroom school including supervisors,

teachers, headmasters of mother - schools, so that this

may be an incentive for good, work.

3,i
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- Learners at the one - classroom school are divided
P

into three cycles:

z The first cycle stands for the first and second
0

grades of the primary school.

a The second cycle stands for the third emi:fourth

grades of the primary school.

s The third cycle stands for the fifth and sixth

grades of the primary school.

Transferenee from one cycle to the next is made

aoeording pupil's success at an examination held at every

school under the supervision of the mother school in

February and May of each year.

z School books of the formal primary education are

temporarily used, nano for writing special graded books

for such schools are to be made. Writing such books is-

made in the light of field.experiments in such schools.

s Meals are provided to pupils rl these sehools

especially at the governorates in which pupils of the

formal primary schools are provided with meals.

34
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Same gem'ral indicatoilLaumara_alactual conditions

of the one classroom schools:

In the light of the 'above rules, the Ministry of

WI:cation made a plan for the estabIishment'of 1000

schools annually for five years. TNs plan wps started

in 1975/1976 until 1979/1980.

However, quantitatively, only 50% of the plan could "

be executed as is shown in the following table:

'Table 2.1

Showing the growth in the nmmber of the one -

classroom schools and their pupils from

1975/1976 to 1979/1980.

rear No. of schools

4.1. 00410004.4111.1111...11.....

No. of pupils'

....... ..... ................
1975/1976 868 25899

1976/1977 1434 47722

1917/1978 1845 61267

197811979 2212 61313

1979/1980 2521 66333

111011 . 00100

The incapability of cliJontitatively executing the

proposed plan is attributed to the following:

3 ,3
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(1) Difficulty in'getting a teachar who accepts to work

at P.T. 20 for eaoh period he teaches, and with a

Maximum of 70 periods monthly.

The schoolsof Ezbet Abdel-Baky in,Fayoum Governo-

rate maybe taken an example for this. For four years

(from 1975/197-6 to 1976/1979) education was going on

successfulli and effectively, but the school was

closed on 1979/1980 when its teacher was transferred

to an Arab Country, and e substitute who accepts the

mbdest salary could not be reoruited.

(2) Difficulty to get .e suitable plaoe that allows the

chance for the continuation of the eduoational process

without cease:

- In case of Mosques, children have to be evacuated

av times of worship.

- If the school is-beld in a shop or a room in a

house, it is often closed whenever sooial or

economic problems arise between the teacher of

the school and the landlord of the place.

- Halls in*big houses (El-dawar) has to be avaouated

of all pupils on the occasion of marriage or death.

3
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(3) Some of the local authorities did not give due

attention to this type of schools in terms oi

mateeial potentials and the solution of transport

difficulties.

'Whatever might be the causes, tha people of Egypt

are keen bn education,a matter that has been proven by

the results of the questionnaire that will be elaborated

in detail in the next ohapier, and which shoWs how a

sample including parents and local leaders welcomed the

opening of tilq one"- classroom dohool.

In accordenee with the recommendations of the

Natibnal "Counoil far Education, Scientific Research and

, Technology, the kinistry of Education made an evaluation

of the conditions of these schools two years after their

establishment, i.e. by the end of the year 1976/1977, and

a report wars made including many points, among which aro

the:following:

- 1434 schools were established throughout the two years

while it was supposed that 1000 should have been

established each year. This is due to the difficulty

to find a suitable place t be hired for the schools,

and the difficulty experienced in getting a teacher

for the school.

3 7
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Suoh schools encompassed, at that time, 47.722 pupils

(with a density of 33 in each school), of which 28.029

were-of the non - absorbed children by primary education

at a percentage of 58.7%. Leavers (drop-outs, and'

failures) were 15.827 or 32.2%. Illiterates Were 3866

forndng 8.4%.

- Even in the case of qualified teaohers, there ip the

difficulty of teaching to three c4cles at the same time

and in the same place. Suoh diffioulty may be due to

lack of training along the one - classroom teachers on
the type of work required in these schools.

- The study plan with its 16 periods weekly does not allow

enough time for the absorption of the courses designed

for the formal schools and which require between 26-J2

pextiods weekly according to the grade.

- A need waa felt to reconsider the school books so

that the material they include is on the one hand

related with the local environment, the implications

are appropriate far pupils' potentials pnd school

subjects are integrated together.

- The schools fall short even of the minimum equipment

whioh is essential.for education, apart from the'

difficulty that the supervisors practise to reach

1
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such sohools. .This affects the educational process

in matters of regularity and development.
4

Whatever might be the drawbaoks of the present

conditions of these schools, a fact that cannot be

denied là that they render a servioe to one section of

the Egyptian society living in local environments totaLly

deprived of educational services. Besides, they spread ;

in 22 of the 24 governorates of Egypt as is shown in the

'following table:

Table 2.2

Showing the spread of the one - olassroom
er

school in various governorates

.121 ... . en .... . W.

No. Governorate

..

No of schools
1979/1980

No. of pupils
1979/1980

. .... .....
1 Alexandria \ 19 577

2 Damanhour 255 6170

3 Tanta 300 6861

4 Kafr E1 Sheikh 123 3688

5 Shebin El Kom 39 906

6 Banha 106 4452

7 Mansoura 48 1326

8 Damietta 48 1219eaeaaes ....... ..

3 I
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Table 2.2 (Cont.)

No. Governorate No. of schools
1979/1980

No. of pupils
1979/1980

9 Zagazig 196 3243
10 Port Seld 10 349
11 Ismailia 40 800
12 Suez -

---_-

13 Giza
59 1463'

14 Fayoum 411 10577
15

,

Beni Suef 353 9239
16

.
Minia. 230 7305

17 -4Amsult
: 47 1418

\18
Sohag r 80 2082

19 Quena 101 2907
20 Aswan.

. \
11 273

21 Matrouh 38 1374
22 El-Wadi Bl-Gedid 6 68
23 Red Sea

24 Sinai 1 35

Now, that we have displayed the rise, aims and some
general features of the one - olassroom school based on
its prestAnt quantitative condition, it may be possible
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that w3 deal with the qualitative evaluation of the

sohool which ia the coherent task of the present study.

This is the subject of ohapters-three and four.

1
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CHAPTER THREE

NMTHODOLOGY AND STEPS OF THE STUDY

- Building-up the research tools.

- The research sample.

- Application of the research tools.

- Mathod of analysing the results obtained

from the application of the research tools.
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CRAW ER THREE

METHODOLOGi AND,STEES OF THE STUDY

The previous chapter has shown that the basic aim

of the one-classroom school is to allow a chance for the

eduoation of ohildrtin within the compulsory school age,

and who cannot find any fornal school within their reach;

together with allowing a chance far some leavers of the

formal primary school to continue their education. To

evaluate the extent to which this aahool has, quantitat-

ively and qualitattvely realized this aim, it ia necessary

to carry out a study based on the aatual position so that

such a school may be developed on an objective basis.

Tools of such a study have to be related with the partial

operational objectives in each aspect that is concerned

with education at the formal primary school which the one-

olassroom school follows.

As it is impossible at the present time to afford

the application of research tools on all the one - class-

room schools that have spread in remote areas, a representat-

ive sample has to be selected in order to give the results

based an the actual conditions with the negative ea well

as positive aspeots.

4
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The present chapter displays ways of putting this

into practice starting from the building-up of research

tools; through the sample selection, the application of

tools and then the method of analysing the data obtained

from the application of the research tools.

Nilding=up the research tools:

The research tools include four groups of cerds,

tests and questionnaires as follows:

- Cards for the evaluation of the present conditions of

school and the teacher, they are three in number.

- Tests for the measurement of the lev21 of pupils'

learning, they are four in number.

Questionnaires for the identification of the attitudes

of teachers, parents, local leaders and pupils they are

four in number.

The following isjiata on what is included in each

of the four groups.

4.1
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-up the evaluation cards of the resent conditions

of the one - olassroom school:

This has required the design of three cards: (1)

1- Card for the identification of the one - classroom

school.

2- Card for the estimation of the conditions of the

one - classroom school.

3- Card for the estimation of the teacher's present

conditions.

The aim of the first card is to identify the

features of the one - classroom school, the extent to

which it has spread, end the extent to which it under-

takes its assumed role from the point of view of super-

visors, and the Department heads who supervise such type

of schools.

As for the aim of the second card, it is to improve

the actual conditions of the one. - classroom school in

terms of:

1- building

2- furniture and school equipment.

3- enrolment and attendence Of pupils.

4- role of technical supervisors as it actually is at

the present time.

(1) See Appendixes No.'(1), (2) and (3).

4 ti
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The aim of the card of the estimation of the teacher's

'present conditions is to identify:

The level of his professional,.scientific and cultural

qualification.

The extent to which he is whole time devoted to his

work.

His monthly income from the school and from other

sourced.

The location of his residence and its distance from

the school.

The training progranmes that ha haa attended.

The extent to which he is trained to teach more than

one level at a time and under the same roof.

To realize these aims, the research team made an

initial design of the three cards then these were revised

through two actions:

The first: by holding a workshop that encompassed a

number of experta to discuss the initial form of the

cards and the proper modificationa that they suggest.
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The second: by performing a small-scale pilot study

whio4 resulted in other modifications of the wording

of the cards.

Thus, the three cards finally became in the applicable

form.

The first card was applied ia November 1978 on (38)

supervisors and department heads representing (12)

governorates from the Northern and Southern2gypt,

as has already been mentioned - during their participa-

tion in a training course on the difficulties encountered
;

by the one - clasaroon school, and ways of overcoming

them. Data of this card has helped in defining tbe

terms of the researoh and in the selection of the sample.

As for the two other cards which are concerned with

the evaluation of the conditions of the school ei.Lnd its

teachers, they were applied to a sample of farty selected

schools then tae results were analysed as is shown in

chapter three.

Building-up tests for measuring the level of pupils:

TO research gives attention to learning in five

basic fields:

(1) Religions education.

(2) Arabic language (reading and writing).

4
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(3) Arithmetic and geometry.

(4)Zocial eduoation.

(5) Science education.

Although each of these fields is characterized by

certain character and features, which were taken into

consideration when putting the tests which will,be dealt

in the next chapter, the research team put one plan inolud-

ing some general principles that ard followed in the

building-up of tests for the measurements of the learning

level of pupils.

The plan wss put on the assumption that the achieve-

ment tests put by the educational directorates are not

suitable for the realization of the aims of the research.

The aim of this research is to evaluate the school with

the view of bettering the education it provides. Thus,

it will not b6 attained unless the learning level of its

pupils as regards the desired goals, is identified, then

work is possible for the steady development of this level.

On the other hand, the aLm of the achievement testa is to

slate the success or failure of a pupil in one school

subject or .more, whioh makes the evaluation process

concerned with'the announcement of the examination results.

Besides, their questions do not cover all the aims that

are required for realization, End most of the questions

are not characterized by objectivity.

46
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From hence, rose the,relevance of dmiping tests

for the measurement of the pupil's learning so that these

testa may be closely associated with ';he resee:anhquestions.

The research questions as previously stated - evalue round

raising the efficiency of the,cne - classroom schools

the only open window for education and acculturization

its environment.

Although the following chapter will deal in detail

, with the structurA of each test it is, nevertheless

important to give general examples that give a compre-

hensive view of these tests.

(1) Religious education:

If the aim of religious education is that the pupil

feels that the religious phenomena ark; the basic drives

of his behaviour, then the pupil is not asked directly

on religious education, as he will express what he has

learnt by heart. Such qu2stions were, hence, dispersed,

throughout the tests of school subjects in order to identify

the extent to which religious education pervades the student,

and thus we could define his real learning lrivel.

J
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(2) Arabic Language

If the ultimate ends of learning the Arabid language,

for example, is tIlat the pupil by the ead of the third

cycle, i.e. the completiaa of the primary grades, is

able to read and assimilate a news item in a newspaper,.

write a letter to the manager of one, co-operative

society in the village, thelevel test must be graded.

It has to start with the identification of the letters,

then the word, tbe sentence and at last the discussion

of a written news item in the sate letter size of news-

papers, or make him write a letter to one of the village

authorities requesting to be employed, or that a certain,

problem be solved.

On studying the test results, we define the learning

level that pupils have reached, and explain reasons for

his stopping at that level, hew we can elevate such a

level ia future, and how to attain better level with the

minimum effort and costs and ia the shortest possible

time.

(3) Arithmetic and_geometrz

If one of the ultimate ends is that the learner -

having completed the primary stage - is able to count the
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multiple interest of a co-operative society, to imagine

a piece of land that he intends to buy or work an,

examine the saving channels that best suit his case,

then the test must be affected by figure discrimination

and performance of the four arithmetical processes, then

up in level until he reaches the final arithmetical

problema on shares and bonds, interest, saving, purchase

of a specific area of land. Also, geometry starts with

the identification of the square, the circle, the

triangle as well other geometrical shapes, and end with

the drawing of these and the identifioation of their

scientific traits.

When examining the results of these tests, it does

not greatly concern us whether a certain pupil has succeeded

or failed to solve one or two problema or exercises. It

is rather that we identify the level of pupils' learning

at each cycle, interpret their ilmbility to exceed a certain

level with the aim of getting hold of the factors t)lat allow

the control of the educational process in future to the

extent that it benefits in raising its efficiency.

(4) Social Education

If one of the ends is that the learner recognises

the Arab belongingness, then graded questions are worded
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to discover the extent of. his belongingness to 4is local'

environment in the small village, then his governorate,

then his country Egypt, then thi.krab Nation. If the

results of the level test show that, by.ihe and of the

third cycle, the pupil is uaable to exceed the level of

the 'questions that are related to his local environment,

then there must be reaiaas for this. If these.reasons,

whether they ,are concerned with the schoolibdok, the

teacher', the Plan of study, or-a method of teaChing,are

identified, then these will be dealt with by the research

together with sugges;tions about means of betterment and

impirovement.

(5) Science Education

If one of the ultimate ends is that those who complete

the primary stage are capable of cause and effect inter-

pretation that link phenomena together, then graded questions

have to be worded on, say, microbes starting with an identif-

ication of the extent to which the learner accepts the

notion of washing fresh vegetables before eating them.

Then, a higher level qu4st1on is given to discover the

pupil's idea about making a dress to simple bleed, then

to a higher question that asks aboUt his awareness of the

connection of disease with an objective cause, i.e. micrdbe.
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Stith graded spiral questions for the measurement of

one ela reveal the extent to which the pupil's learning

has reached.. This will help in fUture plans for the

betteraent of science and health eduoation in the light

of wbat thm factors affectiag the levil of education may

reveal.

kuktaighloiltitework that takes the

4ioietrionra educational oblemtives

b ' f ,e ste s w re

Mire 13.)uildlasizap...91.12gatu,

1. Definiag the toil level that a learner may reach by the

and of his primary eduoatica ia any field of the above

four ones.

2, Putting stag) operational dbjectives whioh are

graded and begin with the level of new entrant to

eduoatioa ap=to the level of the primary school certifi-

cate which is reached by the and of the third cycle.

3. Translating operational objectives into questions

that are characterized by,objeptivity whenever it is
S.

possible, Questions thai requit4 free expression are

confined to t aspects that cannot be,measured except

through thia t;pe of questions...

t-

.11111111111111011.11111ra.,
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4. Performing a pilot experiment for the objective

tests in the two schools:

a) One - classroom school*

b) One formal primary sohoolmm

where, in ane - classroom school, thirty boy and girl

pupils were put, ten of which were from grade two primary,

ten from grade four and ten from grade six.

5. In the light of the two pilot experiments, and accord-

ing to conclusions from the discussions with plipils

which were made by participants in the design and

refinement of the tests, the test3were finally put in

their final torm as is shown in the appendixes.
(1)

It is noteworthy that the choice of content of these

tests was basically made in the light of the following:

1- Attending to the functional concepts that the pupil

meets in his life whether he withdrew from education or

continued.
. 11016.

a Bain El-Babrain,cAae-olassroom school which is
affiliated to Giza Educational Directorate, The
school is situated southern of Cairo.

xx Alam El-Din primary school which is affiliated to
West Cairo Educational Directorate.

(l)See Appendixes: Reading Test - Appendix No. (4).

Writing test, Appendix No. (5) - Arithmetic and
Geometry.test, Appendix No. (6) m Science Education
Test, Appendix No. (7) -.Social Education Test,

Appendix No. (8).
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2- Attending to academic concepts in the narrowest scale

and whenever there is utmost urgency for this.

3- Revealing the extent to which the pupil'is able to

take decisions in the light of objective information.

forthe identification

of attitudes:

The need for such tools was felt in order to identify

)4471
the pathway by which the effectiveness of the one - class-

roo,1 school may be supported. Attitudes of the school

teachers, parents, leaders of its local environment,

and its pupils themselves are among the effective condit-

ions for raising the future effectiveness of these schools.

Besides, these tools give indicators that help in giving

answers to some of the research questions, especially in

so for as the follow.mg aspects are concerned:

(I) How the importance of this school is visualized, and

the extent of the belief in the need for its existence.

to
'(2) The extent which its daily routine - work and system

throughout the year are acceptable,

(3) The extent of the belief in the fruitfulness of its

curricula ia terms of the limited concept within the

school, and the borader one that encompasses lite

within and outside the school,
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(4) The extent of the visualization of the nature of

human relations within the school.

As the next Chapter will display the steps of

building - up these questionnaires, some stalaments were

put to reveal the attitudes of the respondents so that

every group of statements evolves round one area and is

closely associated with the questions and aims of the

research.

Then a pilot experiment was performed in one of

the one - classroom schools' and in the light of the

results of this experiment, the statements were refined.

The pilot experiment was then performed another

time with other undividuals from the same village and

the questionnaires were refined for the last time, and

hence became applicable for:

(1) The teachers.

(2) The parents.

(3) The local leaders.

(4) The pupils.

se Bain El-Bahrain schoolreferred to previously.

See Appendixes No. (9), (10), (11) and (12).
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Sample of the research:

Table No. (2.2) in the previous chapter has shown

that 2521 one-classroom schools in the Arab Rept,l)lic of

Egypt distributed over C22) governorates according to

the 1979/1980 statistics. Such schools vary according

to two basic aspects :

(1) Educational cycles in the school

- Some schools have three cycles and have educat-

ional levels equivalent to the six or the first five

grades of the formal primary school.

- Some schools have two cycles and have educational

levels equivalent to the first four or three grades

of the formal primary school.

- Some schools have 2111 cycle, and have two educa-

tional levels equivalent to grades one and two of

the primary schools.

- A school may be found with one cycle equivalent

to one educational grade at the formal primary school,

Such schools were excluded from the study as the

definition gi,ren to the term, and which defines

ffuch schools as having at least two educational

levels tinder the same roof, and taught by one teacher

at a time, is not applicable in their case.
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(2) Level of Teacher qualification and training

- In some schools is found a teacher with an educa-

tional qualification.

- In some schools, the teacher has got a school

certificate but has not got an educational qualifica-

tion.

- In some schools the teacher has got neither a

school certificate nor an educational qualification.

For more identification of the conditions of these

schools before chooeing the sample, the research board got

the chance of a meeting held for the educati9nal leaders

responsible for the supervision of the one-classroom

schools in November 1979 at the Central Training Administra-
\ tion Lanshiet El-Bakry, Cairo, and introduced the ideutifica,-

tion card of the one-classroom School. (1)
Resources, were

obtained from thirty eight supervisors and department heads

representing (11) governorates: Aswan, Quena, Asiut, Minia,

Fayoum, Qualiobia, Monofia, Damietta and Beharia.

In the light of the data obtained from their cards,

as well as from the discussions with them,

(1) See Appendix No.(1).
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and the information from the Ministry of Education

documents, a representative sample of the one-classroom

school was chosen taking the following into consideration:

a. Variety of the number of cycles in the chosen

schools.

b. Variety in the qualification level of their

teachers.

c. Variety in the environments served by the chosen

schools.

Table 3.1 shows the sample of the different schools

chosen. Their number is (40) schools of which (12)

schools were in Lower Egypt governorates (Qualioubia,

konoufia, Tanta and Beharia); and of which (28) schools

ware in Upper Egypt governorates ( Fayoum, Minis, Assiut,

Sohag, and'Quena).

Ljd



Table 3.1
Shows the sample of different schools

Tyve of the
one-classroom
school

Teacher is qualified
and has previously
worked in education

Teacher has got a general
qualification but has not
worked_previously in Edu.

eacher has got no,
qualification

Schools with
undefined status
of teachers

Three-cycle
school

(1)Arab El-Hamamsha
Al Ahraz/Shebin El-
Kanater/Qualiobia.

(2)Nage Es:',iary of
astern Zora, Sohag

Two-cycle
school

(3)Ezbet Abdel Sabour
school, Faraza.Kousia,
Asiut.
(4)E1 Kalzam school,
'ihebin El Kanater,
Cuallubla.
(7)E1-Karia El-
Thaltha,Tamia,Fayoum.
(8)E1-Shawazla El-
Kabira/E1-Shawazla El-
Mensha, Sohaj.
(9)E1-Shawazla El-
Saghira/E1-Shawazla
El-Talimia,E1-Minsfa,
Sohaj.

(21)Tahfeez El Minsha,
Sohaj.

(22)Ezbet Gorgy,Kafr
Hanza,E1-Khanka,
Qualioubia.
(23)E1 Megahdeen Rabe,
Abou Ramos, Behaira.
(24)SandrinaiThan, El
Mahmoudia, Behaira.
(25)E1-Khamseen one-
classroom school,
Vonouf 4,14Anouf.

(5)A1-Ashraf,Balana,Aswan.

(6)A1-Sadat, Balana,Aswan.

.

(10)E1 Wastania,Tamia,Fayoum
(11)Mahmoud Abdel Baky,

Tamia, Fayoum.
(12)E1-Dokary,Tamia,Fayoum.
(13)E1-Sawohlia El-Ghaitia,

Abnoud, Quena.
(14)E1-Sawahlia El-Sharkia,

Abnoud, Omens.
(15)Sheraidah Than,Mahmou-

dia,Behaira.
(16)E1-Kolka,Amaida,E1-

Shawodfa,E1 Mensha,Souhaj.
(17)E1-Gawanib El-Shawazla,

El-Minsha, Souhaj.

(18)Ezbet Riad,
El-Mehala Elkobra.

(19)Ezbet E1-10-1z-
an

'
El-Mehala, E_-

Kobra.
(20)Benofer

'
Kafr

El Zayyat.

One-cycle
school

(26)Gezirit El Moghmees,
Tamia, Fayoum.
(27)Karbuy,Toukh El-Khail,
El Minis.
(28)E1-Dabaheen,Taukh El-
Khail,E1 Minia,
29)Zaki-Kism I,Atsa,Fayoum.(38)
30)Sedawy-Kism I, " "

31)E1-Kom El-Asfar, Kism I,(39)Sayed
Atsa, Fayclum.

(32)E1-Haddadin,Tamia,Rayoum.
(33)Abo Khatra,Kism ItAtsa,

Fayoum. ..

(34)E1-Nage El Thalith,Hosh
Eisa, Behaira.

(35)Abdel-Al Mahmoud,Tamia,
Fayoum.

36)E1-Khori El-Baharia,
Kism I/Atsa.

37)Ezbet Soadoni, Tamia,
Fayoum.
Morad Gindi, Tamia,
Fayoum.

Ahmad,Tamia,Fayoum,
(40)Meyag Than, Idko,Behara.

;

I

t.)
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When choosing three villages as case studies to

know the conditions and role of the one-classroom school,

the following villages were chosen :

(1) Noge El-Baddadin as a model of a small village

that enjoys economic flourish and most of its

inhabitants are land-owners who cultivate.fertile

land.

(2) Nage El-Dokari as a model of a small village which

is economically poor and is_isolated from sellements

by barren land and public drain.

(3) Nage Mohamoud Abdel-Baki as a model of a small

village whose people live in grinding poverty.

AlthouAh the school is situated in a fertile area,

the majority of its people are workers who prefer

to employ their daughters as servants in houses in

stead of education. For this, not any girl within

the age-group can read and write in this village.

Application of the Research Tools :

Every tool of the ones stated previously was applied

in the style that suits the aim which it serves :
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Firstly: Identification Card of the One-ClasE,room School

The research team, as already stated, got the chance

of distributing the idedtification card of the one-class-

room school in November 1979, over a number of educational

leaders responsible for the supervision of the one-class-

room schools. Twenty-eight of them filled the card on

behalf of (348) one-classroom schools belonging to (11)

governorates coverin6 North and Southern Egypt as follows:

1. Lower Egypt governorates t Qualioubia, Monoufia,

Dakahlia, Damietta and Behaira.

2. Upper Egypt governorates : Fayoum, Minia, Asuit,

Souhag, Quena and Aswan.

The data was processed and studied at a time other

research tools were being built up and so helped in giving

precise qualities of the sample apart from definition of

the terms of the research and its scope.

Secondly: Tools directed to pupils

The research teams responsiblefor field application

of the research tools were trained during February 1980 by

explaining aims of the research, objectives of each tool
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-and how to apply it in accordance with the regulations

stated in the following chapter and in the Appendixes,

before any tool was explained.

Governorates that have one-classroom schools were

notified to get ready to meet, at a certain specified

date during March 1980, a team of two. The following

have to meet the team at the school :

(1) The school pupils.

(2) The school teacher.

(3) The Supervisor and the department head respon-

sible for the follow-up of work at the school.

(4) Three leaders of the local community such as

the village head (umda), or the Sheikh, the

Koran,reciter of the village ...etc.

A ,
The team consisted of two, of whom one at least

had participated in building-up the research tools or

workers in the research. One of the two was to apply

the research tools directed to the pupils while the

second,,Will,'simultaneously, apply the tools (other

than the ones directed to pupils), i.e. the card of

school conditions, teacher's status and the questionnaires

for the identification of the attitudes of teachers,

parents and local leaders).
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As the required data in the measurement of

learning Arabic (reading and writing), arithmetic

and geometry, science education, and social education

is identical for the same person, these were only to

be filled once and in the test of "social education"

by the researcher and the school teacher.

As for the other tests, it was sufficient to

record cipher figure in three squares as follows :

Cyclz in

School Pupil which

pupil

Number Number

is enrolled

Hence, every school was given a certain number

starting from I and until 40. Every pupil was given

a number according to the list of names and which

starts with those enrolled in the first cycle, then

the second cycle then the third cycle.

The pupil who is enrolled in the first cycle had

the number (1) written against his name.
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The pupil who is enrolled in the second cycle had

the number (2) written against his name.

The pupil who is enrolled in the third cycle had

the number a) written against his name.

- The researcherc,talks to the pupils for ten minutes

stating that what is required is to elevate the

school and improve the service provided to them.

He affirms as well that the test will lead neither

to success nor to failure. However, every one who

answers as precisely as he can will be given a box

of biscuits or a piece of chocolate.

It actually happened that, by the end of each test

one biscuit box, or a piece of chocolate was given

to each pupil as an incentive to answer with the

greatest possible precision.

- The researcher starts the application with the "Social

education" test. he reads the sentences one after

the other in clear voice and intonaticn, and asks them

to put the mark (v/) against the statement which, they

think, is correct, and the mark ( X ) against the

statement which, they think, is wrong.

-60
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The researcher" was to make sure that the questions

cover all cycles and that the younger pupils will not

get bored when they fail to answer some questions. The

pupils were asked not to make any mark unless they are

sure of.the answer.

After the end of the test, the researcher collected

the answer papers, distributed sweets over the pupils,

then distributes the papers of the science education

test.

After that, the tools, directed to the pupils are

stopped, and the teacher is asked to explain one

lesson for a quarter of an hour so that the researcher

will identify his method of teaching to more than one

educational level at a time and under one roof. This

helps in elevating the teacher when filling the card

which is especially designed for this as will be

shown later.

Tke47the pupils will have one quarter of an hour

break.

After the breqk, the reading test is applied followed

by the writing test then the arithmetic and geometry.

The researcher explained the idea behind the test

G ;
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as will be shown in the following Chapter - then

leaves the pupils to answer allowing them an open

time, and encouraging them to continue, and try to

give the most correct answer possible.

After the end of the tests for the measurement of

the educational level, which normally took three

nours at the one-classroom school, the researcher

kept about ten of the oldest pupils enrolled at the

school provided they are likelyito read and write

well. He distribates cher them the questionnaire

(Attitudes of the Pupil towarde the one-clagg:oom,

school). He explains to them its idea of the

questionnaire and reads its item% one afier the

other slowly and in.clear ntonation. He asks them

to put the mark (p/ ) before the answer (I agree),

or "(I do riot agree). Hesitant answers are e eluded,

- Thirdly: Tools other than the ones directed to pupils

Simultaneously, while the pupils inside the classroom

are with the first researcher, the Second is engaged

in the interview of parents and local leaders individ-

ually, changing the questionnaire into an interviewing

schedule whenever the respondent is illiterate. AB for
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:those who master reading and writing, th.4 are asked

to put ( P/ ) before the statement (I agree) or (I do

not agree). Hesitant answers are excluded.

After the tools concerned with the attitudes of

parents and local leaders have been filled, the

teacher will have provided the required aid to the

first researcher in writing the lists of the attending

pupils and the personal data about them. Hence, the

teacher fills the questionnaire of the teacher's

attitudes towards the one-classroom school, and the

evaluation card of the school's condition, and some

information concerned with the teacher himself.

Fourthly : Tools used in the Mother-school

So that the picture of the learning level of the pupils

of the one-Cla-sroom. school may be comparable with the

learning level of the formal school pupils. learning

level tests were applied to pupils from the motlier-

schools to which some of the one-classroom schools

involved in the present study are attached.

The research team evacuated one of the classrooms (in

each of the chosen schools), and gathered in it thirty

of the school's pupils so that 10 are from grade 2,

6,)
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10 from grade 4 and 10 from grade 6.

The same method for the application of tests of

educational level in the one-classroom school was

applied.

Fifthly : Total number of the sample on whom the research

tools were applied :

The sample of pupils on whom the level tests were

applied amounted to (1008) pupils as in Table 3.2.

Table (3.2)

Shows the number of pupils on whom the learning

level tests were applied

Cycle Oneclassroom
school

Mother-school Total

First 430 50 480

Second 339 50 389

Third 89 50 139

Total 858 150 1008

I
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/uethod of analysing research data:

The school workshop considered that the statistical

treatrlent must function in the service of the research

tools as well as th ,. questions raised in the previous

chapter.

The following instructions were carefully regarded

by the research members :

As one of the aims of the research is "learning

for mastering", so the question that is not attempted .

by pupils is not to be eliminated. Also, the ques-

tion which is answered by all the pupils should not

be taken as sample and uniscriminative. In all cases,

the numerical data has to be given causal interpreta-

tion that may help in feeling the way to betterment.

Bettering education is not reacbed by excluding the

views of the minority however meagre, as such minority

may be dominant in a certain governorate or .limited

local en7ironment forming thus an absolute majority

in such case, and hence, must have the requirementS

and needs answered. For this, even the least percentage

has bo be interpreted in depth similar to the nighest

percentage.
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- The statistical treatment should not be exaggerated

to the extent that it may hinder the decision-maker

to reach the core of the research which is raising

the potentiality of the one-classroe:11 school. Any

statistical treatment in this research muet aim at

the explanation and embodiment of a significant

educational aim.

Tegts of the learning level of reading and writing,

arithmetic and geometry had to be re-arranged after

the '.nd of marking and estimating the correct, wrong

and unattempted answers in a way that starts with the

questions tbat got the highest percentage of correct

answers, then graded downwards until it ends with the

questions with the least pe.ccailtage of correct answers.

As for "Science education" and "Social education",

arrangement of the questions in 4hree levels equiva-

lent to the three cycles on the logic and assumption

that there are some cultural-aspects that have to be

included in one cycle or the other in the light of

the announced educational aims.

To unify the analysis processes in tests of the

learning level, the research board agreed to commit
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to the analysis of the numerical data for every

test ekfter classifying it into six tables showing:

(1) Results of the estimation of the test questions in

the three cycles giving recognition of the wrorcr,

the correct and the unattempted.

(2) Results of estimating the test items in the three

cycles giving recognition of ie correct, the wrong

and the unattempted.

(3) Average percentage of the correct answers for the

first cycle in each of the following cases :

a) Educationally qualified teacher.

b) Teacher with a non-educational certificate.

c) Teacher who is unqualified and with no certificate.

(4) The same as above for the second cycle.

(5) The same as above for the third cycle.

(6) Average of the percentage of correct answers in the

one-classroom schools and the fo.,iial mother-schools.

Such unification of the researci. course was not to

impose limits on the thoughts of specialists, but each

specialist was given the chance to add what he thought

likely to affirm the nature of his subject matter,
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especially in the case of "Social education" that has

got certain distinguishable characteristics.

On the basis of this method, and the aforementioned

steps, it was possible to collect a lot of numerical and

discriptive data ao regards an evaluation of the present

conditions of the one-classroom school and its teacher,

as well as the learning level of its pupils comparing

them with their peers ia the formal mother-school.

Also, the attitudes of teachers, parents, local

leaders and pupils towards this school were identified.

But what significance does the data obtained through

the research tools have ?

To what extent can such significance be utilised for

bettering education at the one-classroom school ?

The next chapter throm light on such questions.

: 1
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CHAPTER FOUR

REALITIES OP MATERIAL AND HUEAN

POTENTIALITIES OF THE ONE-CIASSROOM

'SCHOOL

- School premises

- School equipment

- Curricula

- Pupils' attendance and evaluation

- Evaluation system

- Administrative and financial orgaaisation

- Teacher conditions and potentialities
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CHAPTER FOUR

7

REALITIES OF MAERIAL AND HUMAN POTENTIALITIES

OF THE ONE-CLASSROOM SCHOOL

As the material and human potentialities tliat are

available foCevery educational institution is one of

the important factors that affect its effectiveness in

the realization of its aims, it is natural that we start

this evaluative study by the identification of the realities

of the human and material potentialities of the one-class-

room school, and the extent to which these are appropriate,

as well as the limits they put to the educational process.

To identify such realities three cards have been

applied :

(1) Card for the identification of the one-classroom

school and which was answered by (28) of the

education leaders (supervisors and d'epaitment

heads).

(2) Card for estimating the realities or actual condi-

tions of the one-classroom school the data of which

was obtained through field visits to the schools

that were chosen as a sample of the research

(40 schools).



(3) Card for the realities or actual conditions of

the one-classroom school teacher, the data of

whibh was obtained through field visits to the

sample schools.

The following are tha results of processing the

data of these cards:

School premises

Only 7.8% of the education leaders of the one-

classroom school believe that the premises are suitable

as it ia a primitive building that goes in line with

the buildings of the village that the school serves.

On the other hand, 82.5% of such leaders believe that

it is not suitable for the following reasons :

- Absence of current water and water closets

(84.2% of the respondents).

- Absence of school-yard- (78.9 % of the

respondents).

- Narrowness of the building.

(76.3% of the respondents).

- Inadequate illumination (63.1% of the

respondents).
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- Absence of. a ceiling that protects the young

pupils from the,falling rain, or the sun-heat

(42..1% of the respondents).

AB for the evauation-made of the sample schools

during the field visits, it could.be classified in

accordance with the data included in Table (4.1).

fj
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Table (4.1)

Showing the condition of the premises of

the forty schools of the chosen sample

Con'dition % of the
sample
schools

A) As regards the place on which the school
'is established.

- The one-classroom school occupied the 37%
building of a formal school after the
end of the formal work times.

- A Mosque 53%

- A hut or an unoccupied tract of land 10%

B) AB regards the location of the school

- Outside inhabitant settlements

- Within population settlements

C) As regards the number of rooms

20%

80%

- In one room 92%
- In twerooms 5%

D) As re ards the services available at
the schoo

- Water is available 22%
- Electric current is available 25%
- Good ventilation 82%
- Good illumination 80%

t.1
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Prom the data of the above table, it is found

that most school buildings of the sample schools are

unsuitable_for one or more of the following reasons:

- If the school is held in one of the places of,

worship, work in the school must cease at the

time of worship apart from the belief on the

part of some of the inhabitants that it is

spritually unlawfullo allow girls to enter the

mosque. 4uch outlook is a narrow view at the

genuine religious values. On the other hand,

the mosque does not allow the hanging of

educational aids or using the walla/for the

benefit of educational tasks.

If,the school is in a hired Place or in a

guest-hall (madiafa) the landlord may cause

some troubles if the monthly rent is not paid

in time, or if there is an occasion on which

the guest hall has to be used far-reception

puiposes as in occasion of death or marriage.

- If the school is in a hut, illumination and

ventilation may not be sufficient which negatively

affects the pupils' achievement.
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- If the school is outside the residence area,

some pupils are absent during weather changes

for fear of illness.

- When the school has only got one roam, it is

difficult to keep the education aids or clean

tools, if available.

- Absence of current water, water closets or

urinals makes it difficult to get the pupils

culturally acquainted with sound scientific

principles.

Education leaders raised suggestions for raising

the efficiency of the school premises, of which the

following are some

- Collecting donation from the inhabitants during

the harvest time, and urging them to erect a

suitable buidling with self-efforts.

- Using moving units, or improving the available

buildings from the service allocations in the

educational directorates.

- To levy some additional taxes on the co-operative

societies for housing, and directing the money

to be collected for the building of such schools.
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Allocating a certain budget for the letting of

such schools.

- Building moving units for the service of bedouins

and niSr-by estates.

One reason for supporting the moving educational

unite' is the possibility of depending on them in a long-

range programme for the universal educational service

at remote areas in stages. They are to be moved from

ODA place to another in ticCordance with the stage-

requirements of the development plan.

Egalkinent

The data of the Card for estimating the realities

or present conditions of the one-classroom school have

shown that the sample schools have the equipments as

shown in Table (4.2).

Sr,
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Table (4.2)

Showing the equipments of the sample schools

Statement % f the
schools

- Schooi has seats 15 %

- Pupils sit on straw mattress 72 %

- Pupils sit on the ground 12 %

1 School has a blackboard 100%

- School has chalk 97.5%

- Notebooks and pencils (are brought by

the pupils) 100 %

- School books are availab1e 95 %

- School has library for pupils 5 %

- School has a simple lab for science 2.5%

- School has charts, graphs and maps 12.5%

- School has models and the like 5 %

From Table (4.2) the follnwing are shown :

- Pupils set on hips on ground or straw mattresses

in 85% of the sample schools. This affects the

good handwriting apart from its effect on the
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unsteadiness of tLeir backbones. Besides, the

uncomfortable sit lessens pupils'achivement.

- In all schools there are blackboards and chalk.

Only in one school chalk wqs not available ails

to some emergency conditionn related with melms

of communication.

- In all schools pupils buy the notebooks and pen-

cils but the books are distributed free. In two

Fulhools, books had not arrived due to the slow

routine and lack di attention of the head-

master of the mother school.

But tali the promotion exam from one cycle to the

next is held in February or May, an administrative

difficulty does exist as regards the distribution of

the suitable books on the promoted pupils from one

cycle to the next.in February as it is only allowed

to distribute the books of one eyJle throughout the

whole year at its beginning. Hence, nroluoted pupils

from one cycle to the next have to borrow the books

of the next cycle from their peers who dispense with

them.

- In 38 out of the 40 sample schools there was

no library: the school is held in a mosque, or

i
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e public place that cannot be closed. This

requires t4lat each school has to be provided

with a cupboard with a lock fo- the books end

educational aids, or simple lab to be kept as

such tools have an important role to play in

the educational processes.

Curricula

92% of the education leaders believe that the

curricula of the one-classroom school represent a real

problem for the following reasons :

- The courses are long compared to the study plan.

It has to be taken into account that while a formal

school plan has 28-32 periods weekly (according

to the grade), it is only 16 periods weekly in the

case of the one-classroom school distributed over

five days as Friday and the market day are holidays.

Hence, it is difficult that the course is tackled

in a good way throughout the 16 weekly periods

ve,th 45 minutes duration each.

- The courses are higher than the pupils' standard

as they are tough and dry,being confined to Arabic

Arithmetic, geometry, science and social studies.
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The plan does not include art educati.on, music,

physical training agricultural training or home-

economicJ, which is a-px1p0.ar aubject to young

pupils, apart from its significance to their

educational formation.

Even science and social studies may not be taught

in some schools due to the inefficiency of,the

teacher. In the sample schools it was found

that (7) schools do not teach social studies at all

and (2) schools do not teach science.

- As Egypt is on its way to universalize basic educa-

tion that links education with work, theory with

application within the framework of the requirements

of the local environment, the curi-Cula of the formal

primary school which are applied as well tn the one-

classroom schools need be reconsidered and developed

from this angle.

- The one-classroom school is characterized by more

flexibility than the case iS with the mother school

in that the pupils aad teaoher find suitable timeibrwt)rk.

Some such schools start at 9 o'clock, others 10

o'clock, a third category start at 12 o'clock at

noon, a fourth at 2.30 p.m.,Choice of the suitable

time is likely to elevate school achievement.
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Bducation leaders suggested the following as regards

the curricula

- Concentrating the study on the fundamentals in a

way that fits with the reduced weekly school plan.

- Combining of the courses studied in each cycle in

one book, as the school book used at the one-clas-8-

room school needs be modified fn terms of form,

content, printing, and drawing in order to suit

the nature of work at the one-classroom school.

- Providing a detailed guide book for teacher to

explain how he should teach to more than one

edur'ational level at a time and under the same

roof.

- Introducing physical training, art and handicraft

at such schools.

- Increasing the weekly period of the study plan.

whenever it is,possible.

Attendance and Evaluation of Pupils

The one-classi.00m echoul is characterized by a high

attendance rate among its pupils. In 92.5% of the sample

schools, the percentage of attendance among the enrolled

pubpils is over 75%. The 2o,kri attendance rate in 7.5% of

the sample schools is attributed to the following':

;
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- Parents' need for children to help in the field,

as well as mothers' need for daughters to help

in looking after their young children.

- Cruelty of teacher.

- Changeability of weather especially when the

majority of school are without ceiling.

- Children sic7cness.

- Teacher himself does not attend regularly at the

fixed times.

- Inavailability of another dress for-the pupil

when.his only one is washed or still wet.

- Not providing meals for children.

The education leaders see that the improvement of

pupil attendence at the one-classroom school may be

realized through the following measures:-

- Improving the school building and its equipment.

.- Providing a meal for children.

- Providing free school dress.

- Allowing the pupil to pfirticipate in the fellow-up

of the school.

- Getting the cupervisor and headmaster or his vice

to make a follow-up visit to the one-classroom

school at least once a week.
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- Giving due care to the record of attpndance, and

the follow-up of the absent children to find

causes of their absence to help in the overcome

of such causes.

Pupils Evaluation System:

- As to the new-entrant, there is no objective

method to get him join the cycle that suits his

standazi as the teacher asks him only a few

questions in reading, writing and arithmetic,

then records him in the educational cycle that

he believes will fit with his standard.

- When a pupil is promoted from one cycle to the

next, a written as well as oral exam, is held

under the supervision of the headmaster of the

mother school or his vice in February and May.

- It is possible that a pupil in one-classroma

school is transferred to a certain grade at a,

fyrmal school atter his sucess at a written

exam that fits with joining that grade.

Iptems of evaluation at the one-classroom school

are characterized by being flexible and un-fri
4

ening to childre:a. The teacher can simply transfer

S
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a pupil from one educational cycle to the next,

or to a lower one whereas in the formal school,

promotion is 'made automatically in odd grades.

and after success in a written exam in case of

even ,grades.

- It is possible that a pupil at-one-classroom

school applies for the Primary certificate Exam

which is unified at the level of the educational

directorate , or the governorate after paying

E., 2 as ftes. The teachers of such schools

suggest that the people are exempted from such

fees due to their poverty on the one hand, and

to encourage the pupils to apply for such examina-

tions, on the other.

Besides, the education leaders suggested the

nectissity of applying the closed examination system at

the one-claasroom schOols and give gruaduate children

a terminal certificate, siAilar to that given to the

graduates of illiteracy elimination classes. However

az will later be shown, the people strongly object such

trend for ihe continuation of their,children in education

up in the ladder is one of theihopes being the only

means for changing the social aad e,:onomic status of the

individual.

0
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The Administrative and Financial Organization

The following is some of ths data about the

financial and administrative aspects of the one-class-

room school :

a) The one-classroom school teacher gets 20 piastres

every period he teaches provided that the total

rr-..mt,r of periods he teaolies throughout the whole

month does not exceed 70 periods. As such amount

does not allow a decent life for the teacher, he

is engaged in another work to increase his income

as by reciting the Holy Koran on occasions, or

renting a tract of land and cultivating it, or by

working in commerce or any other job. Thus, his

effort is exhausted and he is unable to better

education adequately.

b) It is supposed that the headmaster of the.mother-

school, or his vice supervises the one-classroom

school in terms of :

- Following-up the portions covered of the curricula.

- Orienting the teacher to more effecti7e techniques

of education.

- Providing the school with books, chalk and tools

allowed: blackboard, attendance records, notebooks

e-*
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of recording marks apart from the dispensed-with

tools in his school such as old seats or teacher

chairs.

- Providing meals for children in case the mother

school is within the food system.

There are financial difficulties such as the

following :

- Due to the school's location at a population

settldMent remote from public transport, and

that slow transport only arrives through

unlevelled roads, it has become diffinUt to

follow up the attendance or work of the teacher,

especially when it is recognized that the nearest

school is 1-9 kilometres Away from the one-class-=

2

room school'and that the supe.rvisor's office is

(.1-40 kilometres) away from the one-classroom

school..

Hence, rises the importance of delegating the

follow-up process to the popular local authorities

especially as some of the people are enthusiastic

td Lave their children.educated and are ready to

watch the opening and closure of the school.

-I(Some teachers complain that their salaries are

not paid regular1y by the end of each month.
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In many cases, the salaries of two or three

months are accumulated due .to the government

Such a difficulty has to be overcome

by a firm administrative measure.
,j

- Some schools complain that school books and

chalk are delayed due to the uneven roads on the

one hand, and for-the routine measures on the

other. Such difficulties may lie overcome by

good timing.

4- No budget is allocated to tlie elevation of the

material and human potentialities of the one-

classroome school' except for the item of teachers'

salaries and teachers' training. However, even

training has its'eApensei, and thus the teacher

is not encouraged to join it. One training

sesbion at the capital of a governorate for a

period of 1-7 days will req4re expenses for

living, transport and other items that the one-

classroom teacher cannot afford. It is thus clear

that the onelkassroom teacher training is impert-

ant which requires that the supervisor should be

given a limited number of schools that allow his

visit to school at least twice every month. It is,

not, at all, adequatethat the schJol is visited

tvice a year and for one hour or so each time.

A
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- Contact of the one-classroomschool teacher with

the mother-school is weak :

In five of the sample schools (12.5%) the teacher

did not, at all, contact the mother school.

Twenty five teachers (71.4%) of the sanple

reported that they lxave benefited from such

visits in terma of borrowing some educational

aids or\getting to know aliout good methods of

tebahing.

10 teachers (28%) of thetmple reported that

their visit to the mother-school was related

with'seqing some affairs related mith their

salaries, and that t4y have not at all benefited

in matters of education or science.

From hence springs the need to make arrangements

that the one-classroom teacher has to have.periodic

contact with his fellow colleagues duriy.their work

at the mother-s.lhool so that he may actually'be trained.

This may be Possible during the market day during which

the one-classroom school is closk while the mother formal

school regularly works.

I

1
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- Some administrative authorities do not co-operate

with the one-classroom teacher. In 15 schools of

the sample (37%) the education directorate did not

re3pond to the teacher's request to furnish the

school with some furniture.

Teather conditions and potentialities

The results of the card of teacher condition and

which 7..aft applied to the forty sample schools give

numerical data that is relevant to the following aspects:

- Teachers' qualification and training.

- Economic and social conditicns of teachers.

- Teachers' estimations of the potentialities and

position of their schools.

The folloring is the detailed discussion of these

aspecte :

(1) Dilscriminating data :

Such data includes the age-groups of teachers,

experience years, social status, sex, and residense

ts shown in Table No. (4.3).
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Table No.(4.3)

Showing the discriminating data of forty teachers

in the sample schools

Statement

Age-groups: 20 - 29 years

30 - 49 years

50 - years

Years of experience at the school

New entrants working for 1st year

Old-hands with more than one year

at the school

Sex and social status

.101/

No. Percentage

12 30%

10 25%

18 45%

15 37.5%

25 62.5%

Males
36 90

Females 4 10 %

Married
28 70 %

Unmarried
12 30 %

Place of residence

In the same village 30 75 %

In another village 10 .25 %
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The data obtained from the risults of Table 4.3

shows the following 4

The majority of the age-group 20-29 years (30%)

of the sample are waiting for employment in other jobs.

Bence, we should not expect that most of them have an

aptitude to master their work.

Besides, the majority of the.age-group (30 years

and over) are of the officials or those who wish to

increase their income by wOrking at the obe-classroom

school some of whom try to master their work so that

their salary may continue. The original job of some

of them affects their efficiency in teaching.

As for the majority of the age-group (50 years and

over) they are of the old men of religion who recite

the holy Koran and who are inclined to teach their pupils

to learn the Koran by heart and do not; on the whole,

master the scientific or social studies.

B) As regards the years Of experience at the school

37.5% of the teachers of the sample work at the

one-clwieroom school starting from this year, while

62.5% are of the old-hands who acquired field experience

in work at the one-classroom school.
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This pciut, together with the previous one, indicate

."the need for the
diversification of the training programme

to answer the requirements of each teacher. This is

acerfained by the diversiti in the status of teacher as

to sex and social condition.

C) As re ards the place of residence

75% of the .sample live in the same village in which

the one-classroom school is situated which urges them to

give the be4t they can for reasons such as the relation-

ship or neighbourhood with the pupils. They cannot bear

the effort of daily travel. .As for the strangers who

rePresent (25%) of the cample, they are mostly exhausted

by the troubles of transport and most of them work auto.,

matically at the one-classroom school having no relation-

ship that links them with the pupils' families.

(2) Qualification and training of teachers

The Table No, (4.4) shows the qualification of the

teacher of the sample and the extent to which they have

participated in special training programmes for teaching

in the one-classroom school.
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Showing the qualifications and

training of the teachers of the

sample

Statement No. Percentage

Qualifications

Without any qualification 8 20%

Hold school certificate 23 57.5%

Educationally q4a1ified .9 22.5%

Training

Attended training programmes 26 65%

has not attended any training 14 35%

programmes /

From the data of ths-table No. (4.4) it is shown

that ?

All teachers of the sample are unqualified for

working at the one-classroom iiichool because even the

educationally qualified are originally trained to

teach at the formal six-grade schools. Besides, only

65% of the teachers of the Sample have attened special

training programmes for tc4aching more thail one educa-

tional level under the same roof and at the same time,
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This shows the extent to which the qualification

of teachers especially for these schools is needed.

This may be through special sections in Teacher Training

Schools, together with allowing more training programmes

for V-,e teachers already at work, provided this will

not be during their teaching time. It so happened that

most of the teachers of the sample who attended training

programmes in one tOwn far from the villages showed

great resentm,nt as such ti'aining will cost them a lot.

Besides, they reported that training is confined to some

lecturasand a few non-specialized general discussions.

(3) Economic and social cdnditions of teachers

-All teachers of the sample have another job.st times

other than the teaching times at the one-classroom school,

Such work occupies 40 houry.and more weekly for 37.5% of

the sample, and occupies less than 40 hours weekly for

62.5% of thfi sample.

This shows that the one-classroom teacher is not

whole-time devoted for his job as his salary does

not exceed - as already mentioned, 20 piasters per period

wdth a maximum of 70 periods a month, which does not

allow, decent standard of living. It is certain that

this Al-devotion to work at the one-classroom school,

')
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makes the outcome low andnecessitates work to find

some means to elevate the efforts wether through

material and other incentiyes.

It is observed that some teachers of the sample

have refused to join the training programmes. Those

who acually joined such programmes resented that the

programmes were held in towns far from their original

and subsidiary work which affects their income..

Teachers' estimates of ..he potc.ntiaiities and condi-

tions of tite schools in which they work

Table-No. 4.5 shows the teacher& estimates as "to

the tale of study, the duration of the Lchool day, the

building and equipment of the school and the extent of

- the peoples support atd the mother-school to their own

one-classroom school.
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Table No.(4.5) Showing the estimates of the one-

plassroom teaqiers to the potentialities

' and conditions of their schools.

Statement No: Percentage

Believe,that school times are suitable

Believe that the duration of school daw'

is suitable.

33

25

82.5%

65.5%

Believe that the school building is suit-

able.

14 35.9%

Believe that the present curricula are

suitable.

31 77.5%

Believe that the school fwmiture is

suitable.

5 12.5%

Believe, that the present books are suitable 28 70.0%

.Believe that having more than one cycle

(is suitable.

30 75.0%

Believe that the people's support is adequate 26 65.0%

Believe that the support of the mother-schoOl

is adequate.

19 47.5%
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'From the data of the Table 4.5 it is shown that:

82.5% 'of the individuals ef the sample see that. ,

the school times are suitable as they accord() with

the time of other Jobs that they practise; However,

the number of teachers who believe that the school

timds are not suitable means the need to allow the

chalice fbrteacher to change the times of school to

suit them and hence ensure their regular attendance.

62.5% of the sample belieVe that the duration of the

school day is suitable as it allows a chance to

undertake another work as well. 38.5% of the-sample

believe that tha't the school day is short and unsuit-

able for satisfying the requirements of the curriculum.

Such variation in opinion calla for an investigation

on how the chance is to be allowed for :he teacher

to be wholly devoted to work at his school and the

change of school books in the light of courses that

serve the conditions of the school. 22.5% of the

individuals of the sample believe that the present

courses ure unsuitable, and 30% of the individuals

of the simple believe that the school books are

unsuitable. 25% of the individuals of the sample

believe that having more than one cycle in the same

room is unsuitable as 28 bc-oks are to be used :

1U o
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6 for Arabic, 6 for Arithmetic and geometry, 6 for

science and hygiene, 6 for.religious education and

4 for.social studies.

35% of the ipidividualS of the sample believe that

the school building is suitOleand 120% believe

that the furniture is suitable as it accords with the

poor'environment that the school serves. However,

the opposers of such viewAlook forward to have the

same s tandards of the formal school.
s:

65% of the individuals of the sample believe that the

people support the scnool. The evidence for this is

that 30 schools of the sample (75%) are not hired but

established by self-efforts as,S. Mosque and school,
7

and provided with straw mattresses f'rom their own

money. However, the opposers to thie view believe

that the support must extend to cover the expenses

of building an independent room for the one-class-

room school so that it may extend its activitsies

that are restricted by the holy view that the mosque

has.

47.5% of the sample are satisfied wil'h the support

given by the formal mother school to them. It is

certain that such support should extend to teacher

training and providing him with teaching aids as
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well as providing-the one-claisroom sehool with

equipment and provide its pupils with meals,if

Possible,

(5) Evaluating the in the el ss,

The teachers of the one-classroom school undertook

the explanation of some lessons before the research.team

during their field visit. They Also showed them their

registers. Prom this item in the evaluating card, it was

.possible to get the data included in the Table No. 4.6.
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Table Showing the eseirchers' evaluation of

the teachers' position inside the

sample school,.

Statement,

No. Percentage

ME,

22112121a&_111.2thod

-*Teachers engage all pupils whatever

their cycle is
32 80.0%

- Teachers engage pupils from varied

cycles in one task.
. 30 75.0%

- Teachers attend to sale pupils leaqing

others engaged in another task. 9 22.5%

- Teachers get the help of some pupils 17 42.5%

- Teachers whose work is dominated by

rote learning.
21 52.5%

- Teachers benefit by the environmental

potentialities.
17 42.5%

- Teachers attnd to written works of

pupils.
10 35.0%

- Teachers gpre more than is formally
suggested'to helps the under-achievers 16 40.0%

- Teachers cover what is included ih the

school book. 35 87.5%

- Teachers unable to cover what is
included in the school book. 9 22.5%

4
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Table No. 4.6 (Cont.)

Statement No.
A

'Percentage

- Teachers use teacher's guidebook 10 25.0%

- Teachers use teaching aids 12.5%

- Teachers read books and references 6 15.0%

- Teachers discuss with pupils results
of examinations.

o

19 47.5%

- Teachers attend to health aspects of
their pupils 23 57.5%

- Teachers attend to the social aspects
of their pupils 27 67.5%

Registers

- Teachers keep pupil attendence
registers 37 92.5%'

- Teachers keep registers for marks
given to their pupils 17 42.5%

- Teachers keep lesson notebooks 32 80.0%.

........rra.=MiiiiiIIMMINIilliimaialall11111111111111111111MINIMI.11111=611111
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From the data of Table No. 4.6, it is shown that :

As to the methCd of teachf4E

Despite the.rise in the percentages Of estimation

given to theyositive.aspects of the teacher's position

at teaching, such percentages have still to be risen

to the utmost possible rate im accordance with objective

criteria.by urging the teacher to innovate new styles for

betterltg his:position ih the class, and accordingly

elevate the educational effectiveness of pupils. This

WV be attained through :

Getting the help of some monitors to attend s, ome of

the under-achivers or better the education of pupils

in "one of the cycles as 42.5% of the sample actuall.i

did.

Benefiting frOm the potentialities of the local environ-

ment so that the pupils of one cycle are sent, for

example to collect data from the environment', while the

pupils of the other cycle or two cycles are kept in

class; an actiAthat lessens the burden of work distrib-

ution thrown on the teacher as (42.5%) of the individuals

of the sample actually did.

Sul3porting'the discussion and activity method so as to

outweigh the dominant rote-teaChing that is prevalent

among (52.5%) of the sample of teachers.
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Preparing a simplc guide for tha teacher that helps

him in his daily performance. Thus, the number of

those who benefit from it rises to more than 25% of

tile sample.

Ax.r.anging study workshops in which the teachers of

tile one classroom school are encouraged on dialogue,

emohange of views and experience on means and methods

or overcoming the obstacles that they encounter such

aas the use of low-cost teaching aids that basically

depend on the raw materials from the local environment.

Urging the teachers to discuss, with their pupils,

the results of examinations as a new style for bettering

their standard through getting them to know their points

of strength and weakness in their answers. In this way,

t he percentage of those following such style will exceed

t he 47.5% of the sample.

Teacher's attention directed to the health and social

aspects of the pupil is likely to urge the pupil and

hcis family appreciate the teacher's work, on the one

kuand, and make the pupils feel that special attention

is directed to them driving them forward to improve,

orithe other. Such attention has to be raised so the

percentage will rise between (57.5 - 67.5%).'\
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The rate of teachers who consult books and references

must be raised to exceed the 15% of the sample. This

may be .13.ttained through providing some educational and

cultural books to them as a loan or as a gift.

Inability of 22.5% of the sample to cover what the

school book includes shows the need to lessen the

number of the books used and reconsider its material

to be easily tackled.

As to the teacher's registers

It is important that all teachers of the one-classroom

school keep registers for the attendence of pupils, and

their marks lathe examinations together with the notes of

lessons. Having less than 100% in such aspects indicates

lack of seriousness on the part of the teacher. Hence,

teachers should be trained on the classification and

simplification of registers to make them functionally

effective every school day.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LEARNING LEVEL OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Firstly: Learning level of religious education

Secondly: Learning level of Arabic language

Thirdly: Learning level of arithmetic and geometry

Fourtihly: Learning level of science education

Fifthly: Learning level of social education
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Chapter Five

Learning Level of School Subjects for the One-classroom School

Pupils

Firstly: Learning Level of Religious Education

Objectives of Learning Religious Education

The religious aspect is one of the major aspects in the

formation of the Egyptian character. It is even one of the

two bases in the slogan of 'Science and Faith' that Egypt

raises at the present time. Hence, it is natural that

education in various stages attends to the developuent of

religious education in a way.that accords with the modern

view of what the heavenly religionr. conceive &s direct.tons

of behaviour.

\
Religious education does not mean the confinement to

worship, or beliefs that are absorbed by the Egyptian

citizen since his very early infancy through the family and

places of worship. It extends to belief in the drives of
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behaviour such as hone ty, unselfishness, seriousness,

co-operation, sincerity to work, dependence on God as

different from fatefulness, giving and taking without

cheat, chastity, tolerance, fairness .... etc.

Method of measuring the level of religious education

In an attempt to identify the level of the pupile of

the one-classroom school in the religious aspects, the

research team was inclined not to put an independent test

for the measurement of such aspect on the same line adopted

in Arabic language tests, arithmetic and geometry, science

education or social education, as this test may give

numerical results that are not expressive of the actual

role f the one-classroom school for two reasons:

I- The religious behaviour of the youngesters in Egypt is

influenced by the depth of the religious attitudes of

their far:lilies.

2- The religious behaviour of the youngsters in Egypt is

influenced by the overall cultural role that is undertaken

by the places of worship.
.

It was thus believed that in the identification of the

learning level of religious education to take into account

the ideal and moral concepts tiiat are deriyed from holy

books, and which are included within the scbool subject tests

themselves; together with the observations made during the
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field visits when these tests were applied.

When the tests
(I)

in thin research are reviewed, we find that:

(I) In the measurement of the learning level of reading

we notice that:

a. Concept of unselfishness is included in the ninth

'question.

-4-.

b. Concept of honesty is included in the tenth question.

c. Concept of kind treatment is included in the eleventh

question. °

d. Concept of co-operation and seriousness is included

in the twelfth question.

(2) In the learning level test of writing we notice the

following:

a. Concept of sincerity is included in the question

no. 26.

b. Concept of dependence on God as against fatefUlness

is incuded in question no. 27.

(3) In the learning level of arithmetic we find that the

problems are related with daily life problems which rely

ofi hcnest precitrIon in buying and selling.

(4) In the learning level test of science education we

find that:

(I) See appendixes no. 4,5,6,7 and 8.

1
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a. Concept of health and chastity is included in

the first question.

b. Concept of open-mindedness and tolerance is

included in the sixth question.

(5) In the learning level test of social education it

is found that:

a. Concept of unselfishness is included in the tenth

question.

b. Concept of fairness is included in the question

no. 39.

c. Some religious facts are included in five questions

from no. 45 to 49.

All these concepts are realities which are preached

by heavenly religions and are as well intended by the

religious education subject in Egypt for the sake of

an enlightened religious culture.

Results and interpretation of the study

Thu following chapters show the results of the

answers to the referred to questions and which are related

with religious education each in its original place of

the learning level test of Arabic, arithmetic & geometry,

science education, and social education.
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In addition to the fragmental results throughout the

school subjects, direct observation of the researchers

to the one-classroom pupils during their answer to

questions, and during their discussions in thc question-

naire of attitudes towards their school, and during the

intervals and whilc eating bi.scuits and chocolate at the

end of each test, were of value in the identification of

the extentto which they have absorbed the religious

culture and adopted the religious principles and concepts

in their actual behaviour.

The following is a zeview of the_feSults of the general

observations:

- The absorption of pupils of the religious concepts

steadily increases from the first cycle to the third.

This is clear as regards the concepts of unselfishness

and honesty, co-operation, give and take without cheat.

It is less clear in the concepts of kind treatment,

seriousness, sincerity in work, chastity, tolerance

and fairness. It shows itself in a still weaker form in

the concept of dependence on God. This may be interpreted

by the natural growth of the socially normal child which

makes him shift from clear egotism to 'others', or from

vagueness of the confines of honesty, and tbe inability

to discriminate between one's own possessions and what
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belongs to others, to a more accurate limits of the

possession of each .... etc. Variation in the absorption

of different concepts may be attributed to the cognitive

growth level.

- Results of the one-classroom pupils in religious

education are higher than the results of the pupils of

the mother-school, if the direct obserfations are added'

to the quantitative data of the tests.

This may be interpreted by the close family relation-

ships between the majority of the one-classroom pupils

and their constant face to face contact with a small

population settlement make them absorb the implications..

or unselfishness, kind treatment, fairness and tolerance.

etc. which are not allowed in the case of the formal

mother-school with great number of pupils sInd where

some relations are'dissevered.

- The marks on the sreligious factst are higher in the

case of the one-classroom pupils in case the teacher is

a man of religion. This is interpreted by his inclination

to make his pupils memorize what he himself masters.

- The marks of pupils in religious education are

associated with the quality of the teacher; they are

higher when the teacher is educationally qualified than

the case is with the teacher who does not hold any

certificate. This may be interpreted by the educationa-

lly qualified teacher being more aware of the importance

Ii
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that religious concepts and culture pervade every minute

and every school subject.

- No difference is found between the results of pupils

learning at one7classroom school in a mbeque and in

other places. This is interpreted by the fact that the

teacher regards the place of learning merely as a shelter

for pupils during the learning .process regardless of

the function of the place being originally a place of

worship or other.

These results show the extent to which there is need

I.

for:

Elevating the standard of teachers.

2. Extending thg, religious culture to all school subjects.

In the last chapter, we shall review ways of realising

this through teacher preparation and traiaing processes,

through the recommendation to prepare theschool books

that deal with religious education, Arabic language,

arithltetic and geometry, science arid social education,

in an integrated form for the first two cycles.

Secondly: Learning Level of Arabic Language

Linguistic objectives

The one-classroom school aims at arrAnging the pupil's
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language, and elevating its level r..,o that he may have

the abilityof functional expression of life positions

in vriting, speech ana absorption of what is read or

hbard. All this has to be reachAd in easy style, sound

dictation and good readable handwriting.
.

The basic skills intended b th lusil's learning of

Arabic throu h the three c ales at the school and which

cover the six_grades of the formal primary school are:

- Identification af the letter and writing it.

- Identification of the*word and writing it with the

help of a picture.

Identification of abstract word and writing it.

Identification of the sentence and writing it.

Understanding the drawn statement and writing it.

Understanding abstract statement.

Reading the statement ana writing itl arranging its

-wordeT-andfilling-in-with-th mita:Mg-Y/0r d8 .

- Editing the letters that the pupil requires far

correspondence.

- Editing the required requests for the Service bodies.

- Understanding what he 'hears or reads through the
/

informaion and culture media.

- Understanding the statement and writing it through

audition.
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Tests:

Tests were put to measure the pupils, level of linguistic

learnng in the light of the previouslr stated objectives

and ekills, through the (t-rriculum pnt for the school and

the assigned school.books. Thus, a test for reading, another

for writing, and a third one for dictation were nombined la

one graded test through which to measure the pupils' abilitime

in the three cycles starting from grade'one and ending with

grade aix. As has.already bees mentloned, the first cycle,

includes grades one and tio, the second cycle includes

grades three and four, and the tkird cycle includes grades

five,ind six.

The test was .t.hvoe times applied in schools representing

various environnviats, and on a sample of thirty (30) pupils

eaCh time. In the light of these experimentsc many

orientations and changes were made to the test items, until'

the test was put in its fiaal form. Thia was reached on the

basis that the ultimate goal is that the pupils Of the first

and secoad cycles riatlh solution, from tke beginning of the

test, quivalent to what is sknwn by the percentages of the

following table. Its foi tke tbird cycle, all tke test to be

attempted by its pupils,
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Table 5.1

Showing the percentage of the test questions intended for

each cycle

Cycle Reading Writing Dictation

First Cycle 51.7% 28%

Second CyCle 75.3% 57.6% 70%

-

%;ycle 100% NO% MO%

Application of the test

The test was applied on a sample of pupils of the

one classroOm school (1008 pupils), in adcition to another

eample from the' formal school pupils (150 pupils). The formal

school sample is taken as a measura on which the one-classroom

ssample is to be evaluated.

Gerieral rvsulto of the test (General standard),

In the light of what is intended in each cycle, and the

comparison of the one-classroom school, table 5.2 is made.



Table No. (5.2)

Showing what is intended in each cycle and comparison of the

one-classroom school with formal school

Results of the test for each cycle
Cycle Standard aimed at

One-classroom school Formal school in each cycle

Reading Writing Dictation Reading Writing Dictation Reading Writing Dictation

First 25% 14% 10% 41% 23% 17.5% 51.7% 28.5% -

Second 38% 16% 26% 58% 42% 34% 75.8% 57:6% 70 %

Third 26% 24% 49% 51% 65% 80% 100 % 100 % 100 %

)

1 2
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Comment on_IL:_geReral_filDll'rd of the test

- It is noticed that the success rate in reading is higher

than in writing in all cycles. This is natural as the

absorption of writing skills is not reached until the

reading skills are mastered.

- Dictation is not aimed at in the first cycle. Still, its

succolss rate reached I0x, in the one-classroom scnJol, and

I7.5A, in the formal school. This is an evidence of a

praiseworthy effort
eepecially'as regards the One-classroom

school where there is no incentive for the teacher except

his loyalty to his environment.

- The result of the third cycle came out even lower than

the result of the second cycle some times in reading and

writing. This is interpreted by the following;

- Pupils of the third cycle reach the age of employment and

are abaerbed by the labour market, and arethus, engaged in

matters far from study. The backwardness of their-environment

-socially, economically and culturally- allows a chance for

drop-out from school especially when we take into considerat-

ion that the present theoretical education, to the parents'

way of thinking, has no clear avail as it is not related

with the activities of the society, and consequently, they

do not feel that -through cuch education- their children

are oriented for the life of work. Besides, the ambition of

12i
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the majoritY of parents and children to continue education

at higher educational stages is impeded by various

conditions which are unfavourable for educational

continuation.

If the result of the one-classroom school is lower than

wiat is aspired in all cycles, the difference between

such a school and the formal school is not great, a

matter which makes it not far from the objectives.for its

establishment. One,poil4 must be borne in mind in favour of

the one.classroom school, that it undertakes iis mission

with limited potentialities and under unfavourable conditions,

and are located in areas that can hardly be reached. This

isolation weakens and lessens its contact with the formal

school.

All these necessitate the continuation of the one-clasaroom

school and its support to be able to undertake its mission

in a better way.

AjLzeidatheartionof the skills of reading,

writing and dictation:

1- Evakse

Table no.5.3 shows the aimed at standards for the pupils'

absorption of the reading akills in the three cycles, and

the standard the pupils have actually reached compared to

what their peers in the formal school have reached:
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Ist Cycle 2nd Cycle 3rd Cycle

Aimed at through
the test

Aimed at through
the test

Aimed at through
the tea

51.7% 75.8% IOC%

One-cl. Formal
School School

One-cl.
School

Formal
School

One-cl.
School

Focal
School

Identify the letter 42% 66.6% 75% 82% 83% 84.5%

Identify-word in
picture 42% 61% 71% 91% 84% 90%

Iden.tiTy abstract
word 28% 46.9% 5cri. 66% 76% 69%

Identify sentence &
understand it 20% 38% 44% 48.5% 67.5% 61.5%

Understand paragraph 5% 0% 22% 20.5% 30% 60%

From the above table we notice that:

- The results of the first cycle of the one-classroom school

are very much lagging behind the equivalent at the formal

school while the gap ia narrower in the other cycles..

The reson for this may be that the teacher in the one-

classroom school is ,in most cases- not educationally

qualified, which means that he does not master the teaching
,

method of spelling at the beginning of the educational

process. In most cases 9 such teacher starts the teaching

ofspelling by following the partial traditional method

which is in contradittion with tho method on which the

school bodk was designed. This obstructs tha absorption

of the required skills at the start of the educational

process.

1 '26
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- Except for the above part, it is noticed that the results

are high and -in many cases- exceed what is aspired for. This

asnerts that the pupils have acquired skills without

obstruction.

- The understanding of the paragrapth is not aimed at in so

far as the first cycle is concerned. Still, its reeults have

reachd .% in case of the one-classroom Alchool, 696 in case of

the formal school. Thia may give an evidence for a praiseworthy

effort.

2- Writing

The follohing table (no. 5.4) shows what the one-classroom

pupils have achieved as regards the writing skills compared

to the formal school pupils concerning what is aimed at in

each test.
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Table Wo 5.4

2nd Cycle

Aimed a. Aimed at

)rd Cycle

Aimed at

Skill 28.9% 57.6% IOC%

One-cl

School

Formal

School

One-cl.

School

Formal

School

One-cl. Formal

School School

I. Identify the letter 22% 59% 51.5% 68% 72% 69%

2. Expression confined
to a picture 21.5%. 54% 43% 65% 68% 63%

3. Expression confined
to story i," pictures 17.5% 50%

/
leC% 69% 65% 62%

4. Exiression confined
to pictured situations 1.4.5% 12% 22% 49% 53% 70%

5. Occupy leisi.re time 7% 4% 14% 32% 44% 49 ,

6. Sentence arrangement 5.5% 3% 14% 30% 38.5% 49*

7. Free expression
(discussion) 8% 3% 16% 26% 50% 59%

8. Free expression
,

Awriting a request) 9.5% 0 5% 9% 19% 10%

9. Free expression
understand an issue
and diecuss it 11% 9% 26% 21%

From the above table we notice thatr

- The items, starting from no. 4 (expression confined to

pictured situations) are not aimed at in the first cycle,

also no. 7 (free expression - discussion) is not aimed at
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,-.

in the second cycle. Still, the result was not zero in tie

skills that are not aimed at as is clear from the figures

of the table. This is a praiseworthy phenomenon.
o

- The teaching results of the first cycle in the one-classroom

school are low, and this affirms the importance of havingeducation-

ally qualified
teacher at the beginning of the educational

process.

- In the other cycles, the results of the one-classroom

school are similar to the results of the formal school, and

this indicates that most of the writing skills are absorbed.

If there are some problems, they are 'dictation' problems

which will be elaborated when dealing with the dictation

analysis.

- The equivalence that is observed between the two schools

as regards the third cycle may be explained by the

transference of some of the formal school pupils in the

fifth and sixth grades to the one-classroom school on its

opening. This was either because of the nearnesu of the

school to these pupils' homes especially in the l'ght of

their low ambitions to continue their education due to the

isolation from schools of higher educatioAal stages as well as .4

because of the low social and economic standard of the

environment.

- A glance at the above table shcoyc that the result is

acceptable in the light of the conditions under which the

r1 ,,,") ,
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one-classroom works. The difference between the results of

the school and those of the formal school, which are not

striking; call for an appreciation of ot its role and the

support of the efforts exerted.

3- Dictation

Table No. 5.5 'shows the extent of the one-classroom

pupils, achievement compared to that of the formal

school in accordance with what is aimed at in all three

cycles.



Table No. 5.5

Dictation difficulties
1st Cycle 2nd Cycle: 3rd Cycle

and thelextent to which

they were overcome

Dictation is not
aimed at

Achievement
aimed at

Achievement
aimed at 41

One.cl

School

Forma

School

One-cl.

School

Formal

School

One-cl.

School

Formal

School

,Baniz.4) at the middle
of the word 7% 9% 23% 30% 47.5% 79%

(Hamza) .at the end of
the word 6% 20% 19% 34 38% 78%

Taa el-marbouta 19% 13% 23% 31% 4% 82.5%

Taa el-maftouha 7% 9% 24% 23.5% 43% 72.5%

Lief el-layena 9% 38x 34.5% 49% 56% 88%

Letter, Alef (the a)
916 14% 26% 35% 40% 80%

Letter Waw IO% 22% 32% 44% 63% 85%

Letter Yaa 12.5 13% 26% 31% 51% 79%

Average IC% 17.5% 26% 34% 4q% 80%

Notes

- Dictation is part of the writing, the function of which is

to identify the difficulties with the aim of facilitating

them.

13 I

'
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- Dictation is not aimed at in the first cycle. Still,

19% of the one-classroom pupils and 17.5% of the formal

school pupils has some success in it.

- However, the result in the second cycle is,'on the whole,

a low one in the' one-classroom school, and to some extent

in the formal school. This necessitates that measures

should be taken to facilitate the dictation difficulties.

Suggestions

- It is clear from the result of the research that the

one-classroom school has achieved satisfactory results

(in the Arabic language), which were in some cases

equivalent to the formal school, and in other cases the

standard was in way less than 70% of the standard of the

formal school despite the educational conditions under

which the one-classroom school works. This callsfor some

aid to be directed to the one-classroom school as well as

the rationalization of the educational process in it and

linking its curricula with the environment: conditions

and activitinp,

- It may be better if all school subjects in the first

cycle are taught through one school book to be written

by a group of specialists in various subjects in a way
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that la.:13 stress on reading.and writing: the main goal

of the educational process in the early years.

- As for the second and third cycles, it is recommended

that all brunches of the Arabic language are taught

through one school-boA. Thus, the branches of the one

school subject are linked together, the knowledge

provided is relevant when linked with the .activities of

th$society.

- In all school books of the primary stage there is

%

gradation in langua6e in accordance with the results of

the psychological and sociological studies. An attempt

is made to bridge the gap between home and school so that

the pupil moves from what is 'familiar to what is

'unfamiliar', from what is 'known' to what is 'unknown!

making as much benefit as possible of the colloqtAll and

classical language. An attempt is also made to promote

the colloquial into classical within the limits of the

child's dictionary and in the light of the psychological

studies. 1

- The aimed at language in teaching, learning, and writing

is the Arabic language that is easy in strqcture,

grammar and letter drawing, and which is suitable for the

life requirements in the pupils's environment without

harm to its genuine origin in patterns of structure,
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derivatives and pronunciation.

- 'Books of the first cycle are written after the easy

alphabeticization of the Arab League Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization, and according to

which a letterits used nearly in one form at:the beginning,

the middle add the end of the word (30 forma of alphabetics).

- Books of the second cycle are written after the easy

alphabeticization of the Arabic language Congress,

according to which the one letter has many forms (64

alphabetics).

- Books of the third cycle are written after the current

alphabet.

- Words in all books of the three cycles are provided with

Arabic phonetic symbols.

- With each book, the authors provide a 'Teacher's Guide'

including language glossary so that the teacher may be

aware of the language gradation throughout the three

cycles.

As regards the methods of teaching

The Committee for the Facilitation of Reading and

Writing (1979) has chosen the dual method or the

'Structural' one and recommended that it should be

followed in the primary stags.
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The most important elements of dualism in this method

are the following:

- It provides complete meaning units for children and

these are woras with meaning, and hence the pupils may

banafit by the merits of the words method.

- It provides them with easy sentences in which some

words are repeated, and hence they can benefit by the

merits of the sentence method.

- The method gives attention at the proper time to the

phoneticsanalysis of words, and the linkage of sounds

with their symbols so as to;reach the complete cognition

of the total meaning, and hence, to reach the meaning

value of the letter. This is implicit realization of

the phonetic method.

- in one of its later stages, there is onetrend,that

aims at the identification of name and drawing of

alphabetics, and hence, t.he merits of the alphabetical

method are attained.

What accounts for the success of such method is its

atart it crt nwin a a current styles in the child's

life With illustration through coloured pictures

and giving special show of the intended words especially

in grade one.

In line with this method, teaching is implemented and

books are written.

13,-)
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Thirdly: Learning Level of Arithmetic and

Geczetry

One of the aims of the one-classroom school is to debelop

the pupils' ability to perform the arithmetic processes that

are related with daily life situations. Hence, the

evaluation of the effectiveness of the school in the real-

ization of such aim is related with the pupils' learning

ability. Through detecting the positive and negative fadors

Imfluencing the pupils' level, it is possible to feel the

way to betterment. In this part of the chapter we deal with

the method used for the detection of the learning level of

arithmetic and geometry as well as the results of the tests

and their interpretation.

Alms of tt'achiab Arithmetic in the one-classroom school

The one-classroom school pupils study 'Arithmetic'

sus a basic school subject side by side with Arabic language.

One hour is devoted every day for the study of arithmetic

13M218 as the study of Arabic language. No pupil is enrolbd

ik8 successful unless he has succeeded in arithmetic.
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The course ofarithmetic is divided into three cycles

in line with the divisioa of the school into three cycles.

Such course was designed in 1974 as a quick action taken

at the beginning of the establishment of these schools.

It is still under use as a temporary course. The following

points have been taken into account in this course:

I. Study of the basic arithmetic concepts; addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division of integers

and fractions.

2. Study of the basic processes of common and decimal

fractions.

3. Application of what has been studied derived rom

social life such as taxes, scale drawing, division,

proportion, proportionate division, saving, profit and

loss, areas, volumes, percentage and simple interest.

4. Some preliminary foundations of geometry:

The main trend in putting the course was the simplification

of the course that is studied at the primary stage from

grade one to grade six with the following points taken

into account:

a) So that the one-classroom pupil may ba able to join

the formal school in case of reahing an appropriate

level, and joins the grade that fits his standard.

b) So that some pupils may apply for the exam which is

held by the end of the sixth grade of the formal school.

1$i
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c) So that the ono-cl,ssroom pupil deals with arithmetic

in a sound way whether 1 purchase, taxes, ... etc, as

well as all that he needs in h-s environment.

Aims of the test

The arithmetic and geometry test for the one-classroom

school aims at the following:

1- Measurement of the pupils' understanding of arithmetic

processes on integers and fractions.

2- Measurement of the pupils' skill in performing the

basic processes on integers and fractions.

3- Diagnosis of the points of weakness and strength hn

arithmetic for the pupils of each of the three cycles.

4- Identification of the relationship between the exitance

of one, two or three cycles in one classroom and the

achievement level of the papils in arithmetic.

5- Specification of the appropriate skills and knowledge

for each level in the three cycles.

Building-up the arithmetic test

Arithmetic is one of the subjects that are arranged on

logical and psychological foundations. In the study of

arithmetic , we start with simple concepts such as the

recognition of figures , formation of figures, then - in

graded steps- the basic processes: addition and subtraction

then multiplication and dividion. In all cases, gradation

I 30
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in the level of each process from the easy to the difficult

was ensured so that the test was built up on sound basis.

A pupil cannot add big numbers (composed of three or four)

unless he has got knowledge of the addition of a number

which is composed of one figure, but cannot use the idea of

od4rrying in addition or borrowing in subtraction without

knowledge of the tens, etc... Sot in buildingup the

lirithmetic test, we started by the analysis of arithmatical

and fundamental processes into various graded levels:

(I) Addition of integers at various levels, and it is

composed of:

a) Addition of a number which is formed of one figure

under 9.

b) Addition of a number which is formed of two figures

with another of two figures without carrying.

c) A, 'ition of a number which is formed of two figures

with another of two figures with carrying.

d) Addition of A number which is forded of two figures

or more with another which is formed of two figures

or more.

e) Addition of numbers of which some figures are zeroes.

f. Problems on addition processes in various forms.
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2. Subtraction Processes:

The ,sic :oncepts of the subtraction process are defined

as follows;

a) Subtraction of a number composed of one figure rrom

another composed as well of one figure.

b) 6ubtraction by borrowing, of a number composed of one

figure from aaother composed of two figures.

c) Subtraction of a number composed of two figures

with borrowing.

d) Subtraction of a number composed of two figures

without borrowing.

e) Subtraction of numbers composed of three or more

figures from numbers composed of three or moie figures.

f) Subtraction of numbers with zeroes.

3. Multiplication Processes:

The multiplication processes include the following standards:

a- Facts of the multiplication table.

b- Multiplication of a number composed of one figure by

another composed of two figures.

c- Multiplication of a number composed of one figure

by another which is composed of many figures.
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d- Multiplication of a number composed of one figure

by another which is composed of four figures.

e- Multiplication of a number composed of two or mbre

figures by another which is composed of two or more

figures.

f- hultiplication of numbers including zero.

g. Sums on various levels of multiplication.

4. Division Processes

Division processes include the following levels:

a- Division from the multiplication table.

b- Division of a number composed of two or more figures

by another composed of one figure without remainder.

c- Division of a number composed of three figures by

another composed of two figures without remainder.

e- Division of numbers including zero by another

compoaed of one figure, or by another composed of two

figures.

f- Di7ision by a number composed of three figures without

remainder (long division).

5. Fraction Processes:

The topic of fractions includes the study of fractions that

are used in social life, i.e. ordinary (normal) fractions,
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and decimal fractions.

Ordinary Fractions:

a- Mdition of a fra:tion to another so that the

denomenators are identii:al.

b- Subtraction of one fraction from another so that the

denomenatorS are identical.

c- Multiplication of an integer by a fraction.

d- Multiplication of a fraction by a fraction.

e--Multiplication of a fractional number by another

fractional number.

f- Division of a fraction by an integer.

g- Division of a fraction uy another fraction.

h- Division of a fractional number by afraction.

i- Division of a fractional number by a fractional

number.

Decimal Fractions:

Decimal "ruction Include the following basic concepts:

a- Addition of a decimal to a decimal.

b- Subtraction of a decimal from a decimal.

c- Addition of a decimal to hundredth-

d- Subtraction of a decimal from a hundredth.

e- addition and suttraction of fractions including

thousandth.

f. Division of a decimal by an integer which is formed
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of one figure.

g. Division of a decimal b:. a decimal and diversified

sums on these.

6, Rational Numbers:

The topic of rational numters aims at the study of the

different relationships of vArious units, i.e. changing

piasters into pounds, grams .ato kilograms, centimetres

into decimetres, days, weekt and months into years .. etc.

The study of this topic ut the primary stage or at the

one-classroom school is of great importance as it is an

application of the arithmetical processes that have been

studied, and linking them with the reality of the pupil's

environment and what is used in his life outside school.

In this topic are used the basic processes of addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division.

7. Percentage:

et tne important processes in life is the use of

percentage in interests and taxes, profit and loss,

absence and presence of pupils,.and percentage of success

in various grades. This topic is studied for the applic-

ation of deciial fractions and proportions.
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8. Proportion, Proportionate division, and Scale drawing:

The topic of proportion and its application in propor-

tionate division and scale drawing are closely associated

with the pupil's social life such as in the division of

heritage, thr formation of trade companies and shops, the

drawing of areas in smaller form, and finding the distance

between cities thmugh identification of the scale ratio.

Hence, it is of the important topics in the one-classroom

school.

9. Volumes and Areas:

The understanding of the areas topic helps pupils

find the area of the agricultural land; volumes are

important tor the finding of the volume of grain stores,

the area and volume of buildings, or the estimation of

the ctmounts of various goods. Hence, the topic of areas

and volumes is one of the principal topics.

IO. Geometry:

Since long times, geometry has had its influence on

our life, being related with the Nile, agriculture, and

the estimation of areas ... etc. It is concomitant with

the child's life since his infancy as ,e watches it in
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his toys and other surrounding things.

So, geometry is studied in the formal primary school

from grade one and until grade six. It is studied in the

one-classroom school in the second and third cycles.

In the study of the topics of geometry, we are concerned

with the basic concepts that are related with the beginnings
e

of teaching geomtry such as the regular shapes, and some

simple geometrical constructions such as the diameter of

the rectangle, the height of the4triangle and the chord

of a circle.

Defining the Test Items

From the above analysis of.the major topics of arithmtic,

and the level of each process, the test items were defined

by including an arithmatical sum on each level, and a sum

related with pupils so that it might be possible to measure

the cognitive and skill aspects as well as the diagnosis

of difficulties.

Wording of the Test:

The test is composed of 150 items, and was applied in

a pilot experiment on two classes of the formal primary
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school. Some items were exCluded ans so the number of the

test items was 100 divided as follows:

(I) Addition Process at various levels and included

twenty questions the numbers of which are as follows:

I - 2 - 3 - 3 - 9 - TO

II - 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 - 20

26 - 2? - 28 - 29 - 33 - 34

35.

The various items of addition amounted to 19.

(2) Subtraction process at various levels, the numbers

of which in the arithmetic test are as follows: (19 items)

4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 12 - 14

15 - 21 - 22 - 23 - 24

25 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 37 - 38.

(3) Multiplication process

The number of items representing various levles of

multiplication was II the numbers of which in the test

are as follows:

39 - 41 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 49

51 - 53 - 54 - 55 - 56.

(4) Division process

The test included 13 process representing the aforementioned
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levels of division, and their number's in the test

-

-

were as follows:

40 - 42 : 43 - 45 - 47

50 - 52 - 57 - 58 - 59

60 - 61 - 62.

(5) Fraction processes

The test processes that included ordinary fractions

with their varied levels mentiOned proviously were

nine, the numbers of which in the test were as follows:

63 - 64 - 65 - 66 - 67 -

68 - 78 - 79 - 80.

Decimal Fractions

The test processes that included decimal fractions were

ten, the numbers of which on the test were as follows:

69 - 70 - 71 - 73 - 74 -

75 - 76 - 77 78.

hence, the processes representing ordinary and decimal

fractions were 19 processes.

(6) tiational Numbers

The test included only one sum dealing with rational

numbers. It was no. 81.

_ -
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(7) Percentage

There were 1 percentage processes in the test, the

numbers of which are as follows:

82 - 83 - 86 - 89.

(8) Proportion, pro9ortionate division and scale drawing

The test included two processes on proportionate

division and scale drawing, the numbers of which

are:

84 85.

(9) Volumes

The test included one process represelfing voluws,

it is no. 88.

(I0) Geometry

The principal topics of geometry dealt with

elementpry direct geometrical forms were seven,

the numbers of which are as follows:

90 - 91 - 92 - 93 - 94 -

95 - 96.

There were also some geometrical constructions

(four in number) the numbers of which in the test

are as follows:

97 98 - 99 - Ioo.

Hence, the total number of geometry items in the test

was II items.
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Tha final form for the wordin of the test

After defining 100 items for the test in its first

form, it was applied in a pilot experiment on a number

of pupils of the formal school of levels equivalent to

the three cycles. It has shown that:

(I) The 100 questions are suitable for the time allowed

daid it was about one hour.

(2) The pupils could read the questions clearly.

(3) Some of the pupils managed to solve the whole test.

It was thus that the test was regarded as appropriate

for the pupils of the one-classroom school with its

three cycles.

(4) Gradation of the questions from the easy to the more

difficult was taken into consideration. euestions within

each group were arranged randomly.

Hence, the test was put in its final form as is shown in

Appendix.No. (6).

.Apinication of the test

Each group of researchers got the instructions of the

arithmetic tests and they afPlied the test on the chosen

sample of the one-classroom schOols and five formal ones
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on the basis that the first and second grades of the

formal school stand for the first cycle, grades three

and four stand for the second cycle, and grades five and

six stand for the third cycle.

Analysis of the test results

In our analysis of the teat results we attempted to identify

the following:

(I) The extent of the pupils' efficiency in various

educational levels in each item of the test.

(2) The extent of the difference between the school that

includes one educational cycle and those including nore

than one cycle.

(3) The extent of the effect of the relationship between

the teacher's qualification and the learning of his pupils.

(4) The extent of the difference between the standard of

the one-classroom pupils and that oi the pupils of the

formal mother school.

To identify the four above-mentioned points, the following

steps were undertaken:

(A) Classification of the correct answers for each question

on the basis of the educational cycle. The study of the

I(.1 ,,f
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numerical data of these answers has shown the following:

I- The rise of the perceni.age of correct answers in

the processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division in the third cycle.

2- The percentage of correct answers in the second

. cycle is higher than in the first, that the third

cycle is higher than the first and the second.

3- Some answers of the pupils of the first cycle

such as items no. 47, 49, 50, 51 .... were rather

weak, while the answers of the pupils of the second

and third cycles were high. This may indicate the

gradation of the level of questions for the three

cycles.

4- The percentage of correct answers in various

fundamental geometry questions were high particularly

for the third cyclo.

The analysis of the test results has shown

I- That the continuation of the pupils in the first

and second cycles has led to the mastery of the

fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division.

-7 1,74
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2- That it is hardly possible that the one-classroom

school will be able to elevate the standard of its

pupils unless the causes behind the committed mistakes

shown in the results of the tests will be dealt with.

(B) Classification of the correct answers on the basis

of the degree of the teacher's qualification, the

number of educational cycles at the school for the

first educational level:

From the table which shows the percentage of

correct answers in each process at its various levels,

the teacher who undertakes teaching (qualified teacher,

teacher with a certificate but not educationally qualified,

and the unqualified teacher) for the first cycle only,

it is shown that:

I- The high percentage of correct answers in case of the

qualified teacher at the school with two cycle.

2- The low percentage of correct answers in case of the

school with three cycles.

3- In case of the technical processes that require a

particular teaching style, the percentage of correct

answers in the case of the qualified teacher has risen

in topics like proportionate division, volumes and geometry.
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(C) Classification of the correct answers on the basis

of teacher's qualification the number of cycles at

the school for the second educational level:

From the table that shows the percentage of correct

answers of the pupils of the second level in cases Qf

the the qualified teacher, the un-educationally qualified

teacher and the teacher with no certificate, it has been

found that there are differences in percentage according

to the quality of the teacher, particularly at the

schools including more than one cycle.

It also shows that, in case of the qualified teacher,

his pupils answered questions on topic of fractions,

rational numbers and percentage, though th, number of

such pupils is low. Still such topics are not of the

ones studied at the second cycle.

(D) Classification of the correct answers on the hasis

of the teacher's,qualification and the number of cycles

at the school, for the third educational level:

From the table that shows the percentage of correct

answers for the third level, the low percentage in case

of the unqualified teacher for the third level is

clearly shown.

I :j10
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(E) CompLIrison of the results of the one-classroom upils

with the mother formal school pupils is shJwn in

Tuble (5.6).

Tile table showa general comparison of the three lc-vels

in the one-classroom school and the mother schools

Table No. 5.6

Showing the average percentage of correct answers

in arithmetic and geometry

r
Level Ono-Classroom School Formal School

First 9.7 22.0

Second 25.1 34.8

Third 40.4 63.3

Total 75.2 120.1

Table 5.6 indicates the percentage of correct answers

in each level of the one-clausroom school and the formal

school. Prom the tiltble is shown the following :

1. The rise in the percentage of correct answers in all

levels of the formal schbol over the equivalent levels

of the one-classroom schbol.
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Learning Level of Science Education

The one-classroom school aims at providing its pupils

with'some functional concepts associated with health and

sickness, living creatures, the soil, energy, natural

phenomena, as well as their acquisition of the scientific

attitude and 'whatever may help appraise and appreciate

beauti.

In this part of the chapter, we try to detect the exi...Int

to which these aims have been realized so as to feel the

way to the betterment of the school's role in providing

young people with scientific culture.

Aims that the one-classroom school has to realize as regards

Science education:

l'irstly: Concepts

I- That the pupil gets functional knowledge about health

and sickness.

2- That the pupil gets functional knowledge about living

creatures.

3- That the pupil gets functional knowledge about the

soil and raw materials.

4- That the pupil gets functional knowledge about energy.

5- That the pupil gets functional knowledge about natural

phenomena.
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2 In both the one-classroom school and the formal

school it has been shown that both schools are not

up to the required standard. The percentages obtained

show that both are in need of care.

I

.,

1
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Secondly: Scientific attitudes

6- That the pupil will be characterized by open-mindedness.

7- That the pupil agrees to causal relations.

8- That the pupil combats superstitions and mythical thought.

Thirdly: Appraisal and appreciation

9- That the pupil appraises the role of the teacher in

daily life.

ICI- That the pupil appreciates beauty.

Building-up the test

(A) Spiral questions were put which were associated with

each aim. The upper question op the page is for the first

level, i.e. first cycle, the middle question on the page

is for the second educational level, i.e. the second cycle,

the question on the bottom of the page is for the third

educational level, i.e, the third cycle.

(B) The questions were formed in a way so that there is

a prelude (or a body) for each question material, followed

by two test items of which mne must be correct (V) and

the other is wrong (X) . The pupil has to aark (p/) or

'((), otherwise his answer will be taken as incorrect or

unattempted.

c) In its initial form, the test was applied on Bain e--Bahrain

one-classroom school at Giza. It was later refined in the
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light cf the results of this pilot experiment and given

its final form(I).

Applicatisn of the test

In its fin,A1 form, the test WAS applied to a sample of

(40) forty oneclassroom schools and on formal mother-

schoole and the following points were taken into consideration

in application:

(I) The researcher applyinr the test orients the minds

of pupils to the answers by asserting that the ainfof

the.test is not an estimation of !success' or 'failure'

as regards tfie pupils, but rather to identify the

standard so as to be able toinnovate the methods that

ill make their teaching and edUcation easy. It is not

SUpposed that the pupil will answer all questions that

req

Six

uire a pupil who has completed his education at the

th grade primary at the formal schools, i.e. has

CCHEMleted the third cycle of the one-classroom school.

As

answer

an incentive for the pupils to give their best

the researcher announced to them that every pupil

wered oietly and precisely, would be given a boxwho ans

of biscu

overthe

its, .nd he actually distributed biscuit boxes

pupils, one box each by the end of the test.

(2) The re searcher read in good voice and slow clear

(1) See Append ix No. (7)
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intonation the test, one item after the other. He did not

shift from one item to the next unless he felt that the

general bulk of the pupils follow him.

Marking_ the test

Special tables were designed for processing pupils'

answers. Then answers were classified in accordance with

the variables of the research as will be elaborated in

the following pages.

Results and theix Interpretation

Firstly: Relationship between teacher's qualification and

the pupil's level at science education

The numerical data from the tables show that the percentage

of the correct answers in accordance with the degree of

the teacher's qualification, and the number of cycles in
4

the school (one cycle two or three) show the following:

(I) The question'on health and sickness

The highest percentage of correct answers was (741$)

in case of the teacher without certificate. It comes down

to (74) in case of the educationally qualified teacher
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then further down to (61.3) in case of the teacher who

holds a school certificate.

This may be interpreted on the grounds that science

education is associated with environmental habits and

non-formal culture which calls for more attention to be

directed to it.

(2) The question on living areatures:

The highest percentage of correct answers was (46.40

in case of the educationally qualified teacher, and comes

down to (42.2Y) in case of the teacher who holds a school

certificate, then is further down to (29.40 in case of

the to:Acher with no certificate.

This may be interpreted on the grounds that the education-

ally qualified is better able to link the piece of infor-

mation with the life of the pupil who mostly lives in the

rural milieu with its varied animals. This imposes the

necessity of attending to the training of teachers in this

aspect.

(3) The question on the soil

The highest percentage of correct answers was (57.1%) in

case of the educationally qualified teacher, and comes

down to (43.84) in case of the teacher with a certificate,

then further down in case of the teacher with no certificate.

lwJ
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This is interpreted on the grounds that the educatio-

nally qualified teacher is sore efficient than others.

(4) The question on energy

The highest percentage of'correct answers was (60.7X)

in case of the educationally qualified teacher, then

comes down to (49.2%) in case of tne teacher with

a. certificate, then further down to (24%) in case of

the teacher with no certificate.

From hence, the importance of having a qualified teadher

is shown, similar to what the previous question has shown.

(5) The question on natural phenomena

The highest percentage of correct answer$ 0,:as (59.9X)

in case of the educlitionally qualified teacher, then

oolipes down to (46.6) in case of Uie teacher with no

certificate, then further down to (43.%) in case of the

teacher with a certificate.

rhe rise of the percentage of the teacher with no

certificate over the one with a school certificate is

justified on the grounds that the question discusses

phenomena that the pupil is already acquainted with

in the general culture in his environment.

1
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(6) The question on the extent of the open-mindedness

The highest percentage of correct answers was (40.2%)

in the case of the teapher with a certificate, and comes

down to (31.9/0) in case of the teacher with no certificate,

then further down to (24.270) in case of the qualified

teacher.

This is interpreted on the grcoonds that scientific

attitude in such aspect is associated with the over-all

atmosphere amidst which the pupil lives.

(7) The question on causal relations

The highest percentage of correct answers was (49.2%)

in case of the qualified teachar, and comes down to (38.1)

in case of the teacher with a certificate, and further

down in case of the teacher without certificate.

This is interpreted on the grounds that the atmosphere

in which the pupil lives playa a role in supporting the

attitude towards the recognition of causal relations.

(8) The uestion on the combat of superstitious thov4ht

The highest percentage of correct answers was (62.7$)

in case of the educationally qualified teacher, and

comes down to (50.3'10) in case of the teacher with a

1
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0

certificate, then further down in case-of the teacher

with do certificate.

This is interpreted on the grounds that, apart from

the environmental factors, the level of the teacher's

qualification has its influence as well pn the formation

of the scientific attitudes.

(9) The question on the appreciation of beautx

The highest percentage of correct answers was (46.0%)

in case of the teacher with a certificate, and comes down

to (41.7%) in ease of the educationally qualified teacher,

and further down to (17.2%) in case of the teacaer with

no certificate.

This is interpreted on the grounds of the role that

the environmental conditions have in the formation of

beauty appreciation. The noticeable deterioration in

case of the teacher with no certificate may be attributed

to lie low personal standard which requiredthat a

minimum of :lertificate holding be required for those

who are recruited to teach in the one-classroom school.

(I)) The question concerned with the teacher's role in life

The highest percentage of correct answers was (60.0%)
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in case of the teacher with a certificater and comes

down to 5I.3%) in case of the educationally qualified

teacher, and further down to (42%) in case of a teacher

with no certificate.

The general rise in all percentages, and their

variation at the same time to the nature of the age

which is assumed to have its influence on the pupils

in addition to the influence of the teacher.

(II) The test as a whole

The highest percentage of colrect answers 7fas (44.9)

in case of the educationally qualified teacher, and comes

down to (37.2%) in case of the teacher with a certificate,

and further down in cas -. of the teacher who dc s not hold

any certificate.

In the light of this result, it may be of importance

to t)ke the following measures:

UrO.ng the teacher with no certificate to get

a certificate as a preliminary step.

b) Urging the teacher who holds a school certificate

to be educationally qualified, or train him on the job.

e) In all cases, the standard of all the one-classroom

,
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school teachers has to be elevated through the

provision of in-service training as will be elaborated

in det ail in chapter six.

Secondly.: The relation between the number of cycles

in the classroom, and the learning level ofyupils

Tfie highest percentage of correct answers was 37.53% in

schools with three cycles, and comes down to 27.75% in

catze of schools with one cycle, and further down to 17.1%

in case of schools with two cycles.

The rise of the first case is interpreted on the grounds

that reading and writing answers helps in the self-learning ,

and that the older age of the pupil makes him more capable

of absorbing the content of the question.

AS tor the rise in the percentage of the school with

one cycle over the one with two cycleR is interpreted on

the grounds that pupils of the second cycle have not yet

mastered the national language that will make easy for them

self-learning to an extent that will enable the teache-.'

to engage them in work while he is teaching to another

cycle.

As for the pupils of the first cycle, they answer from

the memory what they have studied because forgetfulnese

has not got an influence, a matter which is different from

the case of the second-cycle pupils.
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Thirdly: Comparison of the results of the one-classroom

school with the formal mother-school

- From the numerical data, it may be deduced that the

results of the pupils of the formal mothex-school are

higher than the results of the pupils of the one-classroos

school in eaph question separately, and this is attributed

to the following:

a. The ease of teaching pupils of almost similar level

in one-classroom in the formal school.

b. Rise in the educational qualification of the formal

school teacher.

c. Rise in the teaching plan of the scientific culture

in the formal school to four times the ono-classrooa

school.

d. Availability of some laboratory potentialities in

the formal school.

From these results, we come to the following data:

Educational

Level

Average percentage of the correct answers

One-classroom school Mother school

First

Second

Third

25.8%

2848%

43.2%

52.6%

64.6%

Average 34.93 54.86%

160
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The result cited in the above table does not mean

calling for the closure of tht one-classroom school. It

actiAally undertakes a role that realises (35.935y) of the

aims of science education. It is rather that we call for

supporting it so that the role it undertakes will rise fo

a standard close to that of the formal school.

,
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Fifthly: Learning Level of Social Education

As one of the aims of the one-classroom school is to

intensify the spirit of citizenship in the children

without disregard of their Arab framework and its role

in Egyptian thought, it, was necessary to analyse and

turn this into operational objectives, and measure the

extent to Aich this school has realised such Aims so as

to identify the ways of bettering the present condition

and elevating it to what is aspired for.

This part of the chapter displays these processes in

methodological steps..

Aims of Social Education:

Firstly: In the field of cognitions, concepts and attitudes

thar are related with citizenship and feeling of belonging-

ness to the environment and the countr-

PIV,

- Rscognition of the historical and geographical features

of the environment, and know their economic and human

roles, fields of work, institutions and organisations

(post-offices, banks, co-operative societies, water

and Electricity organisation, First Aid Centres, hosAtals,

political and popular organisations), and be aware of

the services they render, ways to communicate with them

and benefit by their services.

,
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- The ability to use the map to identify the features

of the environment. .

- The ability to participate in some of the projects

that link man with his environment, and develop in him

the feeling ot belongningness to it, and help his

involvement in the lAie cf his. community through

means such as the following:

* Control of the traffic within the suburb in which

he lives.

* Participation in the cleaning of the snicwol, the

suburb or village, and make it beautiful

* Participation in scale health projects and simple

medical first-aid.

4 Participation in fire extinguish.

- To have some knowledge about the country's constit:

ution as regards:

* Local administrAtion system.

* Concepts of democracy and its practice at school.

* Man's rights and duties.

* Authorities and their responsibilities.

* People's Council: its formation and concerns.

* Clear recognition of Egypt's4geography (the land),

resources, population, potentialities; ard
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and human resources.
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* Clear recognition of Egypt's history throughout the

ages, the efforts that have been exerted by the

Egyptian people for the enrichment of human

civilisation, and Egypt's civilisation role in contem-

porary history.

* Recognition of Egypt's role throughout the ages in

the protection of religious traditions, defence of4
the Heaienly beliefs and the rejection of the heresies.

Secondly,: In the field of Arab belongingness

- The learner's recognition of parts of the great Arab

world, tts economic and humar character, its contemporary

role in world economics, and possibility of realising

the economic integration between its countries, and

raising the standard of living among its individuals.

- Recognition of pe contemporary history of the Arab

'world, the dimensions of the Palestinian case, and the

national rights of the Palestinian people.

Thirdly: In the tield of belon in ness to the

1412121LaiLlhLELIIIX

- Recognition of the country's pos!tion within world map

reater
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and the openness of the country to the outside world

politically, culturally and economically.

- In the light of the set goals mentioned in the previous

paragraph, the courses and school books in the primary

stage of education were reviewed. Patterns of school

material were defined in accordance with the above goals,

and the material was worded in the framework of life

situations or cognitions as a preliminary step to measure

them in the test.

- Social studies in the primary stage serve general aims

represented by citizenship, recognition and comprehension

of geographical facts and knowledge that are related with

the pupil's country and its relations with other countries

as well as knowledge of the national history. Many ways of

the realisation of these aims axe non-school techniques

without restriction to school grade.

Building Test items for tile Measurement

of learning level of social education

When the above Aims aro translated into items for the

measurement of learning level, the following Points were

taken into account:
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(I) The test was to be made for the three levels and

designed to give an answer to the following question:

'Where do the pupils stand in their social culture?1

This is because the cultural aspect is reached both

inside and outside the school, apart from the fact that

'Social Education' is defined through various situations

that the pupil encounters through the interaction with

his environment, and the social reality that he lives

as well the mass-media that influence him.

(2) The educational outcomes are classified in accordance

with four major groups:

facts, concepts, attitudes and skills.

(3) The building-up of the test is composed of a great

number of questions that are expressive and representative

of the total educational outcomes that have been agreed

upon and guided by the test objectives and the possibility

of eliminating some of them in the light of what a limited-

scale test on pupils from various primary grades may reveal.

(4) As the principal aim of the test is the measurement of

social culture among the ono-classroom pupils, it is

outside the reala of objectives to test the pupils' abiity

to read or write. Hence, the researchers applying the test

were oriented to read all the test items before all the

pupils.
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In the light of these considerations, a preliminary

test Was built up and applied on the pupils' of Bain

El-Bahrain school, Giza Educational Directorate, apart

trom a sample from Alan El-Din formal primary school,

West Cairo Educational Zone. In the light of all this,.

22 questions were eliminated, then another question was

eliminated at a later stage. Thus, the tett got its final

form as shown in Appendix No. (9).

1121liatiolulithe_t_Ist

After thewordinglana
classification of the questions

in accordance with the four major groups (facts, concepts,

attitudes, skills), the supervisors who were to waltch over

its application were given the following instructions:

I. That the appointed time for answer is no less than

45 minutes provided that il'4ach pupil has the full

freedom to answer all the questions included in the

tent (77 questions).

2. Pupils should start their answer to the questions

of the test at the tame moment.

3. It is enough that the pupil writes on the front

page of hid balswer note-book his name, and the name

of his school. Supervisors have to fill in the

data that the pupil may be unable to write such as
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44.

'Pupil's number in the sample', or 'School number in

the sample' 9 4... etC.

4. Pupils have to be seated in a way that prevents

the reliance of one pupil on another. Thus,

adequate distance had to be left between each pupil

and the others.

The test was applied on (40) met-classroom schools

in various parts of the country as has already been

mentioned in the previous chapter.

The Results and their Interloretation

Each of tbs percentages of correct answers on each

question was estimated and formed according to:

I- Each of the four areas: facts, concepts, altills

and attitudes.

2- Extent of teacher's qualification.

3. Number of educational cycles at the school

(one, two or three cycles).

4T Overall estimate of the test as a wOole.
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Firstly: Results of the pu2ils in the four areas

The questions of the test were distributed into four

major areas:

Facts: These included (44) queationa, nos.

1 - 2 3 4 - 12 - 13 -

14 - 15 - 16 _ 19 - 20 - 21

22 - 23 - 35 - 36 - 37 - 38

42 - 43 - 46 47 48 - 49

56 - 57 - 58 - 59 - 60 - 61

62 - 63 - 64 - 65 66 - 67

68 - 69 - 70 - 73 _ 74 - 75

76 _ 77.

Concepts: These included fourteen (14) questions:

5 _ 6 - II _ 17

18 _ 28 - 29 _ 30

32 _ 33 - 34 _ 39

71 - 72.

Skills: These included fifteen question:

24 - 25 - 26 - 27

31 40 - 41 - 44

45 - 50 - ,g _ 52

53 _ r. 55.
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Attitudes: These include tour questiors:

7 - 8 - 9 - Io

When estimating the percentage of the correct answers

according to the four areas, it was found that the per-,

centage of the correct answers in Facts was (22.7%)

for the first level, (39.4) for the second level, and

(50.8%) for the third level, which means that the percent-

age of correct answers.rises with the rise of the pupil's

educational level. Also, the percentage of correct answers

for tire second area (concepts) rises from the first level

to the second, and then to the third as the percentage

went up from (.13.3%) to (42.7%) and to (55.9%) respectively.

he same 1,s found with the third area (skills), as

percentages of correct answers rose from the first level

(21.7%) to (39117%) for the second level then to (54.3%)

for tfie third.level.

In the fourth area (attitudes), the percentage rose

from (29.9%) for the first level, to (42%) for the second

level, -and come down to (41.0%) for the third level.

,41ALIAL.212-111:111_12E11:

,The highest correct answers were in the attitudes ,(29.9%)

fo11s1.3d by concepts (23.3%), then facts (22.7%) and

lastly skills (0,70.
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As for the second level:

The highest correct answers were in the area of concepts

(42.7%) followed by attitudes (42%) then skills (39.7%)

and them facts.

The following table No. (5.7) shows the descending order

of the correct marks in the four areas in each of the

three levels separately:

Table (5.7) showing the decending order of the areas

according to educational level in cycles

First Cycle Second Cycle Third Cycle

I. Attitudes

2. Concepts

3. Facts

4. skills

I. Concepts

2. Attitudes

3. Skills

4. Facts

I. Concepts

2. Skills

3. Facts

4. Attitudes

..1.10

Table No. (5.8) shows the percentages of correct

answers for each of the tour areas in accordance with

tb' three levels at the one-classroom schools and the

formal schools.
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Table No. (5.8) showing the percentage of correct answers

eats

First Level Second Level Third Level

One.cl. Formal One-cl. Formal One-cl. Formal
School school School School School School

Facts 22.3 30.6% 39.4% 47.6% 50.8% 67.2%

Concepts 33,3% 37.3% 42.7% 56.8% 55.5% 75.4%

21.7% 30.3% 39.7% 52.1% 54.3% 73.1%

Attitudes 29.9% 42.0%. 42.0% 43.9% 4X.6% 58.3%

The above table shows that there are constant differences

in favour of the formal school Jai the four areas mentiva

above.

An example of this is that the percentage of correct

answers of the formal school in the area of 'fact& was

(30.6%) while it was only (22.7%) for the one-classroom

pupils in the first level. This weans that the diiference

WAS (79%). However, such difference rites vary greatly

in the area of concepts in raich the difference amounts

to (I4.0%), and in attitudes it amounts to (I2.196) in

favour of the formal school.

i In the second level, differences diminsish until

they reach (1.9%), but rise in the case of concepts

to (14.1%).
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As for the third level, diff:rences are clear in

each of the four areas: in facts, it is (16.4%), in

concepts, it is (19.9%), in skills, it is (18.8%), and

in attitudes, it is (16.7%).

Table No. (5.8) shows the descending order of the correct

marks according to each of the three levels separately

for the one-classroom school and the formal school.

Table No. (5.8) showing the descending order in the four

areas in the one-classroom school and the

formal school

Order

First Level Second Level Third Level

One-cl. Formal One-cl. Formal One-cl. Formal
School School School School School School

(I) Attitudes Concepts Concepts Concep. Concep. Concepts

(2) Concepts Attit. Attit. Skills Skills Skills

(3) Facts Facts Skills Facts Facts Facts

(4) Skills Skills Facts Attit. Attit. Attit.

111011*Ma
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Secondly.: Answers of Pupils in accordance with the degree

of teacher's qualification

Tables show the relationship between the degree of

teache.'s qualification and the learning level of his

pupils in the three cycles. The percent4ge of correct

answers in 'facts rise with the unqualified teacher

reaching (34.0%) followed by the teacher with a certifi-

cate (23.6%), whilst the qualified teacher is at the

bottom.

This may be attributed to the great concern which the

unqualified teacher gives for zoez learning especially

for the pupils of the first level, which means giving ell
or,.74
4

importance to hand-writing and memorization. In the se cond

level, the ease is different, as the percentage of correct

answers at the :Level of/facts was (46.1%) for the teacher

with certificate, followed by the qualified teacher

(37.k%), and at the end comes the unqualified teanher

(33.8%), which shows that whenever the pupils proceeded

to higher cycles, the importance of the teacher with a

cortifit:ate is better shown, and the qualified teacher

more than the unqualified teacher. Such a fact is affIrmed

by the percentage of correct answers for the third level

pupils as the percentageof correct answers for the teacher

with a certificate amounts to (58.9%) followed by the
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qualified teacher (52.1%), then at last the unqualified

teacher (42.0%). This may.be attributed to the pupils'

achievement abilityinclud4ng remembrance, and comprehension

is realized as intende:: through a qualified teacher and

a teacher with a certificate more than it is realized

with the unqualifird teacher.

It is also shown from the above table that the percentage

of the correct answers to 'concepts is closely assoeiated

with the quality of the teacher. We shall also point out

to a closer relationship between the teacher with a

certificate amd the growth of concepts as difference becomes

greater in upper levels. The difference was (28.6%) then

rose to (48.9%) in the second level, and higher still to

(54.8%) in the third level.

Also, the percentage of correct answers of the pupi'..s

of the qualified teacher rose from (22.2%) in the first

level, to (37.8%) in the second level, and reached (39.2%)

in the case of the pupils of the third level.

As for the skill level, it is shown from the above table

that the percentage of correct answers rises in the case

of the unqualified teacher in the first level to (30.5),

then down to (20.0%) in case of the teacher with a certi-

ficate, and further down to (16.3%) in case of the qualifed

teacher. This may be attribLted to the unqualified teachar's
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knowledge of how his pupils excel at the preliminary levels

(facts, concepts, Skills, attitudes), but at that level

only, while in the case of the qualified teacher and tha

teacher with a certifiCate, the percentage of correct

answers of the pupfas are higher. than in other levels.

For example, the percentage of the level of Skills is

higher in the second level in CR86 of the teacher'with a

certificate (47.9%) followed by the qualified teacher

(35.6%) then the unqualified teacher (26.a%). Also, at the

third level, the percentage of correct answers in case of

the teacher with a certificate is (61.7%) followed by the

qualified teacher (60.2%) then the unqualified teacher

(47.2%), a matter that affirma the importance of the

teacher's preparation and training.

As for the area of 'attitudes', we find that the percent-

age of correct answers steadily rises frcm the first level

(36.2%) to the third level (40.0)) in case of the qualified

teacher.

L higher percentage of correct answers is found in case

of the teather with a certificate as it wwsi (30.9% at the

first level, and rose to (47.6%) at the second livel,

and reached (49.2%) with the third le/el pupils,

meanwhile, the Percentage of the first level pupils did not

exceed %, and reached its highest at the second level

as it was (35.3%).



Through the comparison of these percentages, it

is found that the teachers with certificate greatly

excels over the unqualified teachers. This may be

because the effect of the unqualified teacher ceases

at the first level due to the cease of his academic

growth, whilst better and quicker growth is achieved

in the cases of the both the qualified teacher and the

teacher with a certificate.

Thirdly: Result8 sq_119_112111ELaccording to the number

of cycles at the school

Figures of the tables show that the percentage of

correct answers of the pupils in a school with one cycle

or two or three varies in the four areas: facts, concepts,

skills and attitudes. We find the following:

I. There is some relationship between the achievement

level of the puptls, and the cycles system. This is

shown by the percentages in the previous table as

the achievement level rises under the one-cycle system

which reached (28.9%) in the area of %facts', but was

only (12.9%) in the three-cycle syst,m. This may point

out that variation in the learning level of pupils is

affected by the quality of the teachers, and his
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inability to regard the individual differences among

them. This may be attributed to his low standard and

lack of information in vAkrious methods and techniques

of teaching, a matter which may widen the gap between

the three cycles. This is also clear in the second

1evel when we metice rise in the percentage of correct

anewers of the pupils of the one-cycle (54.0%) than in

the second cycle system (37.0%) than in the third cycle

systea (28.5%).

However, the percentages are hearer in the third

level, a d variations eve not pointed out. The

percentage

(51.5%) in

was (51.Q%) in case of the one-cycle syspm,

case of the two-cycle system, and (47.0%)

in the tbree cycle system.

When the per

separately, we

centage for each cycle-system is compared

find the high percentage at the third

level (51.0%)s wi le it was (28.5%) ta the first

level, and the perc

two-cycle system in

entage amounts to (51.5%) in the

the third level, while it was (I8.5:.;)

in the same system at the first level. Also, the percent-

agA rises to (470%) at

system) while it was (12.

the first level.

the third level (the throe-cycle

9%) under the same system at
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In the area of concepts, variation in the level

is shown. We find that the percentage rises in the

one-cycle system reaching (36.0%) while V, comes

down in the two-cycle systPm to (21.4%) and to (12.6%)

in the three-cycle system.

The same picture is found with the second level

for; the percentage*increases with the one-cycle

system to reach(44.9%) and comes down to (41.9%) in the

two-cycle sjatemD and comes down fxrther still to only

(29.0%) in 641e:three-cycle system.

The third level is almost similar as the percentage

amounts to '(51.0%) A.:, the ono-cycle system, and rises

to (52.5%) in the two-cycle system and finally readhes

(57.9%) in the three-cycle system.

In the area of 'skills' the percentage at the first

Aevel is (36.0%) in the one-cycle system, and comes

down to (21.4%) in the two-oycle system, and comes to

its lowest (12.6%) in the three-cycle system.

The above picture is repeated in the second level

ani the percentage amounts to (44.5%) in the one-cycb

system, then to (41.9%) in the two-cycle system, and

comes further down to (29.0%) in the three-cycle system.

Percentages in the third level are close to each

other reaching (5I.0%) in the one-cycle system, then
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(52.5%) in the two-cycle system, and amounts to

(57.590 in the three-cycle system. However, the

percentage rises in the one-cycie system from (26.7%)

in the Wrist level, to (39.4%) in the third level.

AA for the three-cycle system, it records steady rise

as well, from(t6a%) in the first level-to (55.0%) in

the third level.

In the area of attitudes, the same picture is

repeattid, and variation is found in standard for;

the percentage in the one-cycle syatem is 054%) and

coads down. to (22.7%) in the two-cycle system, and

finally comes down to (8.3%) in the three-cycle

system.

As for the aecond level, the percentage comes down

from one level to the next. It reached (44.9%)in the

one-cycle system, then down to (40.0%) in the two-cycle

system, and finally comes down to (16.9%) in the Vhxee-
cycle system.

At the third level, percentages are in contradiction

in the three levels despite the existence of some

similarity. The ercentage is (36.5%) in the one-cycle

system, (33.7%) in the two-cycle system, and is further

down to (29.6%) in the three-cycle system.

a
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Fourthly: Over-all results of the pupils:

To study the over-all results of the learning level

of social education, we come to the data of the table

ss. (5.9)

Table (5.9) showing the percentage of correct answers

in each of the one-classroom schdol and

the formal school

Level One-classroom School Formal School

First 23 .4% 32 .3%

Second 30 .?% 50.0%

'third 51.8% 69.4%

kverage 33.6% 50.7%

The above table shows that the percentage of correct

answers in 'Social education' reached\(33.00 in the

case of the one-classroom school, and (50.7%) in the

case oZ the formal school. Similar percentages were

"also reached at the firsti-second and third levels.

The table shows as well the average percentage of correct

/b.
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answers in the 'Social educationt-for each of the one-

classroom school and the formal school in the three laels.

It is alsv abown from the above table that the differ-
, ,

ences between the percentage of correct ?Inswers in the

one-classroom school and the formal school Increases

steadily from the first level to the third. While these

differences were (8.9%) for the first level, they rose

to (9.8%) in the second level, and then.tO (17.6%) in

the third level.

The previous table shows as well the steady rise in

the percentage of 'correct answers in the first level Lo

the third level whether for the one-classroom school or

the formal school. The percentage of correct answers in

the one-ciRssroom school is (23.4%) in the first level,

and rises to(40.2%) in the second level, and to (51.8o

in the third level. As for,the formal school., thA

percentage of correct answers is (32.3%) in the first

level, (50.0%) in the second level, and (69.4%) in the

third level.

One of the important resUlts is the percentage of

correct answers in the second level (50.0%), and the

percentage of correct answers in the third level, both.

are close to each other in case of the one-classroom

school,
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CHAPTER SIX
ICSIM=C1=1:12=33

DISCOVERING THE ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE ONE...CLASS SCHOOL

- Constructing the instruments

- .The samples of the.research.

- Bindings Of the questionnaire of the teacherA3'

attitudes towards the Ons-class school

Findings of'parents' attitudes,

- Findings of local leaderships' attitudetu

- Findings of pupils' attitudes

- The-overall picture of the atd.tudes of teachers

parents , local leaderships and pupils to!iards the

one-class school .

41.

6.0
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CHATTER SIX

DISCOVERING TRE ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE OAE-CLASS SCHOOL

The success of any school in performing its function,

not only as an institution for educating the young people,

but also as an irradiating spot in the local environment,

aiming at lighting thR road to development $ d(=terlds on

the extent of the acceptance of the local society and

the support it offers to this school .

The one-class school is presumably based upon the

private popular effort and hence it becomes organically

related to all classes of the local environment.

Con3equently it has become important that we should

attempt in this research to find out tile attitudes of

the pupils 1 teachers parents and local leaderships

towards it .

Instruments of the research

In order to discover these attitudes four quest-

ionnaires have been designed speoifically for this re-

search :

(1) A questionnaire.to discover the attitudes of

teachers towards the one-class school .
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(2) A questionnaire to discover the attitudes of parents

(3) A questionnaire to discover the attitudes of local

leaderships

(4) A questionnaire to discover the attitudes of pupils.

Every questionnaire was designed independently ,

io tnat every group of questions should deal with one

Specifi,: aspect . In other words , the items were

'classified into groups or clusters as seen in handling

the data However , the questionnaire itself includes

a random distribution of items

A pilot trial al the questionnaire was undertaken

.

modified . Another pilot trial of the modified version

was attempted , and slight modifications were intro-

at Bein El Bahrein school in Giza educational direct-

orate Accordingly , the language of many items was

duced The final versions of the questionnaires can

be seen in the Appendices of the rese4rch .

The sample

The ments of the research were used in the

orty schools representing the sample of the research.

Table (6:1) shows the numbers of the sample .

togrammim
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able (6:11 i

Showing the numbers of the/sample

Sample

am11.10. eilM110111

Number of respoLL 4es ,Accepted responses

Teachers 43 42

Parents 98 -84

Local

leaderships 100 90

Pupils 316 286

First: Results of the questiolinaire for teachers' attitudes

Table (6:2) gives a description of the sample of

teachers answering the questionnaire

4

Item Numbers

SEX Males : 39 Females: 3

QUALIFIUTIONS None : 8 Primary Certificate:6
%

Prep.Cert.:3 Second.Cert.: 14

Institute:9 Univ.Degree: 3

Holders of educational\qualifi-

cations besides previous ones : 5
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Table (6:2) (contd.)

am..110..
Item

Numbers

l'ERIOD OF TEACHING

SCHOOL IDCATION

RESIDONCE,

This year only 14

Since lust year 8

Befare last year .20

VOI1110111114.

In a small village (population

less than 1000 : 31

In an ordinary village (popu-

lation from 1000-15,000): 8

In a town (population more than

15,000) : 1

At the place where the school

is located : 28

At another place : 14

(1) ConcerninE the attitudes of teachers towards the

one-class school

The questiOnnaire of the teachers' attitudes
4.

has revealed the following :

- 100% of the sample believe that the school benefits

the pupils . In fact , these schools are the only

outlet for educating ';he children in their distant

areas .
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- 76.19% believe that a formal school is better than

a one-class school , since hunaan and material

facilities are available at the former school.

The remaining 23.81% of the sample believe that

the one-class school has the advantage of being

very close to the houses of children , and of being

of small density , of having a teacher who is usually

dedicate& to his work , for two-thirds of the sample

of teachers who live in the same locality of their

schools are relieved of the problems of tran4rtation.,

- 42.86% agree.t) being transferred to a formal school,

for they believe that teacLing in a homogeneous

class is more comfortable Besides , the status of

a teacher in a one-class school is rather low .

On the other hand , the remaihing 57.14% agree

that they haire other indispensable commitments .

Besides , some of them are waiting for an appointment

in another job for which they have the qualifications,

according to the Egyptian laWs which provide for the

appointment of all,graduates holding university or

technical qualifications .
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- 45.72% agree that the weekly study plan is quite

adequate . BMW of them do other jobs besides

teaching 1 and have no enthusiasm for increasing

the weekly plan .

Ga the other hand , those who disagree , express

their doubts that allocating one lesson a week for

science , as well as Another one for social'sciences

will not oe enough to achieve the ,objectives of

'teaching them .

(2) Concerni 0 t the attitudes of teachers towards the

school

30.95% believe that som4-old pupils May annoy younger

ones with their jokes However , 69.05% believe

that the majority of the CIalldren are relativet and

live together inside the one-class school as well as

outside it .

- 57.14% agree'to the unification of the school uni-

form , so that there may be no economic discrimi-

nation among children The remaining 42.86% believe

that over-burdening the poor parents by compelling

then to buy a school uniform ,- may impel thei to

r4,1
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stop their children from goin&to school 1 unless they

get the school uniform free of charge .

- There is a good sign that only 9..52% of the sam-

ple agree to the principle of beatiLg the children.

A follow-up of these four cases has revealed that

they were new graduates , working temporarily in a

one-class school until they would find the opportunity

of being appointed -- as they claimed -- In a suit-

able job . Besides r their pupils didn't like them.

- Okne teacher (representing 2.4% of the sample) wants

to deal with the i)arents for --,as he imagines --

he is performing his mission in combating illiteracy

by teaching ieading and writing only , and that the

parents are ignorant and do not know anything . -Ouch

teacher needs a kind of orientation so that he may

understand the dimensions of Combating professional

illiteracy and tbie importance of strengthening

relationship with parents .

-,Only 33.53% of the sample believe that teaching at

a one-class school is more comfortable than teaching
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at a fcrmal school , since they enjoy the freedom of

beginning'and ending a teaching iession $ as well as

dealing with a small number of Pupils . Besides $ they

do not find difficulty in going to school

On the other hand those who disagree believe that

the differences in the standards of the pupils in their

scliools require a quick aad constan-efollow-up .

(3) Concerning the attitudes of teachers towards the

daily system

78.57% believe that young children cannot stand

studying for the whole day . Besides $ the teachers

themselves have their own private problems $ as well

as various jobs for which they need the whole day.

On the pther hand those who disagree to this are

i(nfluenced by religious education which was pre-

vailing, in Egypt until the nineteenth century and the

beginning of the twentieth century . In.keeping with

this spirit an Arab poet is often quoted as saying:

"Stand up in full respect'for the teacher for he

is amost a prophet."

- All one-class schools have two hoildays a week

n4;
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one on Friday and the other on the market day . However,

if on an environmental occasion there is a local holiday,

the teacher himielf , even before his pUpils , will be

absent for being one of the local leaderships in these

Villages and hamlets That is why 73.81% of the samplc

agree to the idea of absence on different occasions .

On the other hand , those who disagree imagine -- as

thei say -- thattheir pupils never lose interest in

learning at school out of loVe for their teacher and

school .

5k.76.,TL of the sample believe that it is necessary

to have a bell in a one-class school , for this will

announce in the environment :"Here is a school 1" 1

"Here is intellectual irradiation" 1 "Here is a teacher

who lights the way for the coming generations 1" .

On the other hand 0 tnose who disagree to the idea of

having a bell at school (45.24%) believe that the hamlets

in which they work.have a limited number of people and

it is quite easy to call out to the children . Even 1

if the teacher me.vely stood at the entrance of the

school , this would be announcement enough of the

1
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a

beginning pf the school day . ThiS will soon spread

all over the hamlet 1 and the.childien will rush .

quiekly to school .

88.10% of the teachers of the 6:amble believe that the

freedom of the teaeher in going into,detail , or in

6eing brief in every lesson re6ardless of the time

fixed for every class will belof great benefit to the

.teaching-learning process However', 11.90% of tho

sample believe that -it is necessary to stick strictly

to the allotted time in order to avoid any, excessive

extension of another aspect of the syliabus ./

A

(4) Concerninkthe attitudes of t,eAchers towards

Curricula

- Examinations under the present system of the one-

class school , are held under the supervision of the'

mother school or its nominee . One of these examinations

is held in February and the other in 1day , every year.

According to the result of the examination , the

pupils are placed in the first , second or third cycle.

However $47.62% of the sample give priority to monthly

tests on the assumption that promotion from one cycle
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to .anotner can take place any time-the results of a

pupil justify it Some teachers suipsted that pro-

motion should be bdsed on the average mArks obtained in

months preceding February or May .

- A percentage of teachers rar3ing between 35.72;0 dc.

23.81% do no t feel happy about the present examination

systei - However , they have not given any alternative,

probably because the standard of their professiohal

preparation is.not adequate .

- 100% of the sample have agreed that one of the roles

, of the school is to teach the Pupils how to deal with

others . Besides , 30.95% believe that the role of

the school should be confined to teaching the children

the 3 R's.:(Reading , Writing and Arithmetic) . Also

61.90% of the sample agree to the intioduction of

some industries into the curriculum . 83.33% agree

to the or6anization of school parties . 92.86;L agree

to the teaching of oration . 92.86% are on the side

of adding the subject of home- economics . 95.24%

are in favour of teaching'songs because they appeal

to the young children. All the subjects of the sample
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believe that one of the roles.of the school ip to

guide the puPil and his faAily to cleanliness , the

importace.of looking after appearance and personal

clothes 92..85% 'welcome the idea of consolidating

.the team spiri,t among the young Oildren .

All these percentages are good indicators of the

belief of teachers in the role of the school in

achieving comprehensive education which develops

personalities , integrated intellectually , emotionally

and behaviourally

- 64.29% of the sample believe that textbooks are

adequate and they are quite satisfied with the expla-

nation of the teacher with the help of the existing

textbooks ..liewever we may benefit from those who

4isagree , in spite of the fact that they are not

the majorIty (about 35.717) . Since some of them ars

novices believe it is important Jalat special

textbooks have to be written for the one-class scliool

in line with the ,shortened study scheme which Includes

5 teaching'sessions for Arabic 1 5 for arithmetic ,

(/
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4 fbr religious educs:tion s one for each of social
-;

,!subjects and sc4ences They. believe the new textbooks

have Wbe directii related to the specific Opbectives

of each subject and

SeCond : Result's of

attitudes

Table (6:3) indicates the specifio items characteritiMg

the sample,of parents (84 persons) who responded to

the questionmaire .

should be interesting to -children .

the questionnaire forparants1

Item Numbers

SEX Males:78 Females:6

OCCUPATION or STATUS Omdas (Mayors)/ Village
Sheikhs:4 Dignitaries:34
Officials:6 t Ordinary
Citizens:40.

LOCATION OF WORK Hamlets:78 t Villages:6 1

.
Towns:0 $ Capitals of Govern-
o:ates:0 .

-1-Parirfarfror-Nme:72 t Primary Certificate:I0
Prep.Cert.0 t Second.Cert.:2 1

Diploma:0 t University Degree:O.

HRSIDENCE The same place where the one-
class school is 80 t

In another place : 4 .

-,,,
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According to data frOm Table (6:3), it ii';'evident that:

- Sex is-not 4 significant factor , for those who were ,

preeent.at the time of the experiment were called ,

However majority of occupations or status of

. parents show.that they' are ordinary citizens , that is

( to say ; poor farmers .or workers hired by others .

This indicates the socto-ecOnomic status to which the
4

pupils belong . But 1 the dignitaries amdunting to

Jo are I:mall lwadOwners , which means that the

one-class sthool includes poor children , because rich

people can Erfoid totranspbrt their children to formal

schools'away from their villages
I.

- All children in the sample live in hamlets and

villiges , whiCh indicates that concerning the general

economic standard they are less than some of the

children in formal schocls in towns

95.24/0 of"the parents live in the same area where

the one-class school is located Only 4.76 live

in other areas . When the condition's of the latter

parents were examined , it was found that they lived

ill villages that are Only,half a kilometre away from

,)

)
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the one-class school It was inevitable that the

cluldren should be sent to such school since their

original villages were no more than a group of houses

tot exceeding thirty .

(1) Attitudes of p#rents toward8 the importce of

the one-class school

Gathering the scattered items in the questionnaire

in one cluster dealing with the importance of the one-

class school , it has been possible to get the results

indicated in Table (6:4)

...,
Serial
lit.mber in Item Agree Percentaee
q-estionnaire

1

5

all.m.1-..
11

r believe that the one-
class school is better
than no school 84 100

I prefer that the one-
class school should con-
tinue 84 100

The one-class school helps
us in the problems of
our children 82 9?.62

15 I believe that our chid-
ren learn soaething use-
ful in the one-class
school 71 84.52
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A discussion of the data in Table(6:4) reveals the

following :

- All the subjects of the sample agree that the one-

cls school should continue , and that it is better

than nothing , for it is the only outlet that would

protect their children from illiteracy . There is

no other alternative for such a school Hence , it

is essential that ways of improving it should be souGht.

97.62 of the sample believe that the school saves

them from the problems of their children which are

caused by playing in streets and bothering the old

people which may lead to quarrels . Only

of the parents object to this 1 sayins they don't

believe that their children cause any problems. "

** Some parents expressed this meaning by using

such popular expressions as :"Our children are

like angels " / "They are like an ointment that

would heal a wound I" .
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- 84.52% agree that the school teaches their children

something useful .

In the present research , it mai5T be useful to know

the opinions of those who disagree 1 who are looking

forward to the consolidation of the curricula of the

one-class school by introducing some activities ,

and by increasing the study scheme in order to inten-

sify the understanding of children

(2) conevaialita attitudes of parents towards the

general system of the school

The results of the attitudes of parents towards the

general system of the school have revealed the following:

- 40.48% believe that the presence of children of

different ages together spoils the younger onei .

They suggest that there should be two classes : one

for boys and the other for girls . This was quite

evident in areas near the desert in Fayoum . On the

other hand , the 59.52% who object to this , argue

that the majority of boys and girls are relatives or

belong to families among which love prevails . gone

members of the field research team saw boys and girls

;
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completely naked and swimming together in the canal

without agy feeling of,fear or embarrassment In

this area , the parents preferied having two classes

in the school : one including the children of the

grades 1 , 2 and 3 priiilary , and the other including

grades 4 , 5 and 6

- 75% believe that beating can be one of the tools

to impel children to study , for they believe that

fear of being beaten while young , will make the

child form good habits of studying and going to school

regularly , so that when he grows up ,,he will depend

upon himself The stick will therefore become an

internal motive that would motivate him to accuracy.

On the other hand , those who disagree believe tat

reward (through using encouraging words) or gentle

blame will make the pupil fond of his teacher and the

subject the latter teaches . Concerning this item ,

two are undecided and state that it is not a'matter

of\beating or coaxing , but the most important thing,

is to educate the child , for there are situations in

which a stick is indispensable , and others which

:311
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require coaxing and diplomacy .

100% of t4e sample agree to the importance of getting

to know the school teachers in order to discuss with

them issues concerning their sons and daughters . It

is interesting to know tha't they say that there is

need for this question , because if the teacher does

not come from the area , he at least comes from a

neighbouring village and has some kind of relation

with all the villagers , even if it is a small one .

98.81% agree that the school improves in the presence

of the supervisor , for the teacher tries to prove his

proficiency . The only one who disagrees-believes that

the teacher's conscience is the only supervisor., for

if he doesn't have this conscience , any inspection ,

reward or punishment will be of no use .

(3) Conce'rning the attitudes of parents towards the

daily system

- 30.95% agree that the school doors should be opened

from sunrise to sunset as an expression of parents'

love and enthusiasm for the education of their children

because they agree with wh.ait John Locke said that
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"the mind of a child is a white slate which'should be

filled with knowledge" . On the other hand , the majority
aIr

- who disagree give the following arguments :

a. There is no teacher who accepts this .

b. It is unbecoming to overburden an old man .

c. The kids are too younc, to stand all tais .

d. Ask for the possible , if you want to be obeyed .

80.95 J agree that vacations should not be too long,

fgt. some pupils are too young to be,productive .

Besides 1 some one-class schools are found in areas

that grow a special perfume plant whiCh does not need

great care . Therefore , the vacation should be short.

On the other hand , the 19.05% who disagree , live in

areas where cotton is grown and the
trefore children 1

especially the short ones, are needed to pick ootton -

\corms from tile leaves of young cotton plants .

66.67Wagree to the idea that vacations should agree

with seasonal occasions , for they are sacred . Besides,

times for gathering or picking the crop need that the

pupils should help their parents . The 33.33% who

disagree , believe that they hope to see their children

:2(10
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become doctors 1 engineers , officers aad teachers ....,

that is to say , distinguished people This cannot be

achieved except by shortening vacations in order to make

pupils study as full timers , regardless of seasonal

or local occasiona .

- 71.43% agree to making a school day extend from morn-

ing to noon only , so that they may get used to the idea

that the school day covers this period specifically .

The 28.57% who disagree believe that the teacher of a

one-class school could.be an official guard(ghaffir)

who has a night shift , or a government official in

the morning , therefore , classes should start in the

afternoon (2 p.m. -- 5 p.m.) . They believe that it is

important that pupils should study inside the school

for half a day , not necessarily from morning till noon.

(4) Concernin the attitudes of parents towards curricula

- Only 15.48% of the sample agree that the role of the

school is merely to teach Peading and writing 1 and

they believe that this is the first step on the right

road towards self-instruction The 84.52% who disagree,

believe that education lacks other cognitive , affective

and psychomotor aspects .
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- 96.43% agree that the school should teach the young

how to read the newspaper and how to write letters and

application forms. Those who disagree -- three parents

only -- believe that this operational objective is

not up to their-mspirations for the education of their

children 1 because they have pinned greater hopes on

this question

- 97.62% of the sample agree that children should learn

etiquette . The two parents (representing 2.38%) believe

that, education means reading and writing 1 which in their

opinion is enovzh to open "the insight" of the child.

- 61.90% agree that a child should learn a trade or

an occupation . Besides- , 38.10% agree that hobbies

should be learnt , for this would be beneficial to the

abilitieo of a young child . On the other hand , those

who disagree believe that this may not realize their

hopea that their children should become doctors ,

engineers or judges 9 because they imagine that such

respectable professions are associated with writing

reading and studying in textbooks .
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- 55;95% agree that the school should teach the

children the harms of some traditions , for such

traditions would not be understood by young children.

However , it may be interesting to note that those who

agree as well as those who don't have one rationale,

that traditions have a function which should not dis-

appear Nevertheless , some subjects of the sample

disagree about the issue : should we teach this to

the children or not ?It might be worthwhile noting that

one of the parents stated :"A child should know that

sooner or later he would die and would be buried in

a grave , so he shouldn't be a bully" .

Parents differ about school activities 95.24;L

approve of parties ; 8214% approve of journeys ;

83.33% agree that girls should learn home-economics ;

97.52% agree to paying visits to instituti)ns in the

environment ; 59.52% agree to learning songs and

music ; 25% approve of playing , and 89.29% agree to

the necessity of increasing home assignments , so

that a young child should not play about . However,

those who are in favour of activities other than
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reading., 'writing and,arithmetictelieve that the

educational process is an integrated process which

aims at the formation of an integrated citizen .

On the other hand , those who disapprove of school

activities , are afraid that this may be at the

expense of school subjects especially that the

study scheme is only 16 hours a week Some of those

who disagree , welcome the idea of introducing such

activities it the study scheme is increased , and if

there are guarantees that the teacher should not

carry activities too far and leave'the first task

of the school which , in their o:inion is success

and obtaining a certificate . This attitude is con-

firmed when we realize that all the subjects of the

sample believe that it is important to get a certi-

ficate.indicating the completion of learning in the

one-class school .

92.86, agree that the teacher should ezplain the

meaning of the most important current news in the

newspapers and on the radio, for this wil broaden

their horizons La fact , the worry of parents is
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a unique indicator of the enthusiasm Of the Egyptian

society for education which pushes the individual

forward and to progress .

- All the sample agree that the teacher should direct

the parenta as to the importance of washing the

clothes of their children , looking after their clean-

lineszt and appearance for this is to the benefit oi

their children .

- 77.38% of the sample agree to the inculcation of

,the team spirit in the children , for this will make

them compete in learning 0' and because man is by nature

a sociable being In this item , four parents (re-

presenting 4.76%-of the sample).are undecided , for

they state vhat they do not object to the spirit of

friendliness among children 0 provided the child's

friends belong to the same village . On the ether

hand , those who disagree (representing 17.86% of

the sample ) quote the Arab 'popular poet Bairam El

Tunsi when he says "Keep away from people , and you

will save your honour and money".
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Third : Results of the uestionnaire of local leader-

4 shi s towards the One-class schdol

Table (6:5) indicates data characterizing a sample

of local leaderships who responded to the questionnaire

about attitudes

$

Item Numbers (90)

sx Males:88 , Females:2

OCCUPATION / STATUS

Alow.wwwmilMwalmo

Omdas (Mayors) or village
Sheikhs:22 , Dignitarie:45

.Officials:23 .

LOCATION OF WORK Hamlets:70 , Villages:16
Towns:4 , Governorates'
Capitals:0 .

QUALIFICATION

.11111=1..1

No:62 , Primary Certificate:8,
Prep.Cert.:0 , Secondary
Cert.:10 , Instiute (Dip.):8
University Degree:2 .

Table (6:5) reveals tne following :

- The sample includes 2.22% females who are old

wown , respected by all the people in the village .

- The sample includes 25.56% officials who get salaries.

They work as wrkers in nurseries such as those in
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1Com Oshim Itsa etc or janitors working in

a health-unit or a school .

-.The majority of subjects in-the sample work in the

same hamlet or village whore the one-class school is

located . Those who work in a nursery or institution

do nOt work more than a few kilometres away from their

village .

- Most of the 16ca leaderships (68.89%) do not hold

any qualifications . However , tAey have their prestige

and are held in-esteem by others for their-cld age

andexperience . The work team met two Omdas (Mayors)

who were holders of B.A. in Law , and preferred to

stay and work in agriculture and trade in their villages

rather than work in any job for a fixed salary . Both

had certain opinions and aspirations more than the

other subjects of the sample , as will be seen in the

following analysis :

(1) Concernin of local leaderstips

towards the importance of the one-class school

'- All sub.jects of the sample (just as those of parents)
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-

agree that a one-class school would be better than

nothing . It has been established to continue , for

it is the only window that would let in the rays of

light ,and knowledge .

- 45.56% of the sample believe that a one-class school

is worse than an ordinary formal school as fax as

facilitiesare concerned Those who disagree believe

that it is better than a formal school concerning

the feeling offriendliness between pupil and teacher,

since the.latter , more often than not , comes from

the same area .

- 73.33' are in favour of changing a one-class school'

into a formal school in order to enjoy meals besides

the facilities of seats , chairs , ins,tructional

materiali and efficient teachers , etc ....

The others (26.67%) who are not in favour , are

afraid that a teacher who is a stranger may not care

for the Children , for teachers ia formal schools in

distant areas may originaIly come from towns and are

too burdened by their i'rivate worries to do a good

job or to be regular in their work .

0 -
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- Only 11.111, of the sample believe that a one-class

school is merely a place for accommodating pupils 2

for they believe that a school is merely a bell some

desks a headmaster and some teachers On the other

hand , the 88.99% who disagree believe that there is

fairly good instructicn at such a school 1 since some

young pupils have continued, their education in the

preparatory stage after fi.lishing the courses of the

primary stage in the one-class school .

(2) Concerning the attitudes of local laedershias

towrads the one-class school

- 61.11r) of the sample agree that having young pupils

side by side with older ones does not do any harm

for they are all relatives , and because their villages
*

normai\ly consist of about fifty families and are closely

related to each other both inside and outside school.

However , the 38.89% who disagree believe that there

is a possibility of arousing some sexual problems .

- 44.44% bel...eve that a pupil should not be beaten

in order to study , since beating will lead to cowardice

and will kill initiative . However , those who approve
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of the principle of beating -- we are sad to say --

include the two educated Omdas who are holders of

B.A. in law . They believe that they have been well

educated because of having been beaten .

- 93.33% agree that inspection is important for the

improvement of tha work accordins to what usually

happens when an inspector arrives at school 9 for

the teacher at once 'cleans tha place where he teaches,

and does his best to make the pupils memorize the

lessons One of the leaders.said that the presence

of an inspector would be felt whenever the children'a

.voices grew louder as they recited songs and readings.

The 6.67% who disagree , believe that , just as

some parents believe 9 a teacher's conscience and

social and moral enthusiasm are the basis of good work.

- 97.78% believe the school uniform should be unified,

so that pupils may be seen going to and fro in the

village , and so that there should be no economic and

social diffeRences among the children On the other

hand , the remaining two (2.22%) were undecided for

they said that they agreed to the unification of the
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school uniform However , this might

to withdraw their children because of

inability to do this Therefore , if

undertakes giving the unified uniform

good blessing

impel parents

their financial

the government

, 'it will be a

(3) Concernite it;titl local l(i.dershi s

Lowardati

- 86.67% are in favour of shortening school vacations,

for " a vacation will-lead to forgetfulness of learn-

ing " " a vacation will spoj:l the young and will in-

culcate loafing about in the village" .

On the other hand , those who disagree -- including

the two educateJ Omdas -- believe that their crops need

cheap manpower 9 f,,ad tnose young pupils are cheaper

than grown-ups , therefore , vacations should be

lengthened enough to agree with times of gathering

crops and vegetables and combating agricultural pests.

- 23.33% are in favour of a long school day . When

aked why, they stated that learning the Holy Koran

requires a long time hence , the idea of tha ild

Kottab (elementary school) was always associated with

)
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religious education , whereas the one-class school

is,the.school of life and of work and it is an

Egyptian creation which proves that the Egyptian

people are determined l'in spite of all economic

sufferings and of struggling with odds , to educa:te

their children , by all means However , those who

disagree to a long school day , believe that , like

parents teachers won't agree Besides , young

pupils won't stand it .

- 46.67% agree to linking school holidays to-local

conditions , so that a young pupil may absorb the customs

of his family , and sd) that he may have the opportunity

of earning a living whenever favourable situations

may occur

The 44.44% who disagree, believe that young pupils

have to learn only , and should have nothing to do

with local conditions

The undecided 1 representing only 8.89% agree to

linking holidays with feasts and seasons of picking

cotton , but object to having a holiday on a market

day , for a child's role in this area is not so important.
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(4) Concernin4 the attitudes of local leadershizs

towards the one-class school curricula

- 40% agree to the role of the school in teaching

reading, writing and arithmetic 9 since this will

"open the eyes of the child" , and this is quite

enough 7 But , 55.56% of the sample believe that the

needs of a village requite an enlightened citizen .

Jilor example , political meetings require a person

who knows how to analyse , compare and read the news

and events .

In between those who agree and those who don't ,

we have 4.44% who are undecided and who believe that

the role of the school should extend to some trades

or some activities That is why the opinion_ of

those who are undecided , was evident in the item of

the extension of the role of the school to include

teaching some trades and industries for 74.441

agree to this , whereas 25.56% don't agree , for they

imagine that this might stop the pupil from continuing
his educa ion , for technical and vocational education
in 2yl)t has almost led to a blind alley , and has not enabled
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graduates to continue university education , except

according to requirements which are very difficult

to fulfil for the majority of them .

- 70% agree to the importance of giving the pupil a

certificate indicating the completion of education

at the one-class school 2
which would serve as a means

to continue education in town The remaining others

object to this , on the assumption that having no

certificate would make them work in the village ,

thus the local leaderships would benefit from them

as manpower Working in their agricultural land .

- There has been a variety of opinions among local

leaderships towards the roles of the one-class school.

60% believe that among the roles of the school would

be orientation towards not stickinor, to old customs,

for this would develop the village On the other hand,

those who disagree believe that the role of the

school is only to teach the skills of reading , writing

an%5 arithmetic Besides , 82.22% are in favour of

parties , and 77.78% are in favour of journeys. 84.44$

welcome visiting local institutions . 78.89% are in
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favour of discussing current events . 68.89% are in

favour of the teacher directing pupils to caring for

personal cleanliness and appearance . 31.115 are in

favour of pupils co-operating with their teachers to

.clean the school neighbourhood They believe that such

activities will lead to good upbringing of pupils and

will make them have a sense of belonging to their hamlet

or village .

Oa the other hand 2 those who disagree to these

activities , justify their disagreement by such excuses

as : the image of a traditional school as a textbook,

a pupil a teacher , chalk , etc , is an ideal one,

apd this -- according to what they say -- prepares great

men Besides , such activities will take children away

from memorization and learning Besides , on of them

said ,2"Education is not aa easy task , but it is nothing

but rote learning " . All such opinions justify the role

of political and social organizations in Egypt in en-

lightening grown ups as to the fact that education is

not mere2y memorization aad knowledge 9 but there are

also affective and psychomotor aspects which are not

fully recognized by some local leaders .
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Fourth : The attitudes of_pu ils towards the one-

class school

The study aimed at finding out the attitudes of the

oldest pupils in the one-class school towards their

school . 316 pupils responded to the questionnaire ;

but 30 responses were excluded because of lack of

seriousnass on their part The remaining 286 responses

have been tabulated and the results that could be

gleaned from them are as follows :

(1) Concerning the attitudes of pupils towards the teacher

- 80.42% agree to be teachers for some of them look

upon teachers as being most of the time in the posi-

tion of leadership Some others consider the teacher

better off , if compared to their own parents . 45

(representing 15.73%) disagree because they aspire to

a more glamorous occupation , such as : doctor , officer,

engineer . The undecided -- 9 (representing 3.15%) --

believe they are still young and "whatever God ordains

for us , is always a blessing" , "There is no need fol.

anticipation" .

0 )
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- if the teacher is changed , 41..26% will be sad

whereas 19.93% will be pleased . This reveals how far

the pupils of a one-class school are fond of their

teacher , for most of these teachers belong to the same

village and have relationships with the pupils' families

and show paternal feelings towards the children Most of

those who will be glad to see the teacher changed I

justify this feeling by referring to his cruelty and

his intentional beating of anyone who does not study

the lesson , or to his irregularity in opening the

school because of living in another village , and may

be reluctant to came , especially when the weather is

bad and transportation becomes impossible . This love

the pupils have for their teacher is confirmed when

we see that on4 25.17% feel that he annoys them .

During the field work in the research , the field re-

searchers noticed that most of the pupils ex)ressed

their love for their teacher in an innocent childish

way unparalelled in the formal mother school having

six grades .
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80.42.i6 of the pupils believe that the teacher

encourages them to work , and that 97.55 believe

that the teacher is interested in correcting their

notebooks .

'Actually , the field researchers noticed that

most of the pupils' notebooks included home assign

ments which had red marks indicating that the teacher

had gone through them Consequently I only 16.08Z

were afraid of asking the teacher In fact 1 they

are, concentrated iii a small number of schools in

which tnere are some cruel teachera , who are new

graduates working temporarily'in teaching and waiting

to be appointed in jobs commensurate with their quali

fications If 12.94% were afraid to be asked by the

teacher , this might be due to the fact that the

teacher was cruel , or that the pupil was not ready

on that day , according to what they actually said.

(2) attitudes

colleagues and the class atmosphere,

80.42% like to keep the company of their colleagues,



and 85.66% are proud to be pupils in the achool 1.

besides the fact that 92.66% wish to see other people

say that their school is excellent Moreover 94.41%

like to repeat that they are happy at school These

high percentages are against low percentages in the

opposite direction $ for 18.88% wish to leave the

school as quickly as possible 5.24% feel ashamed of

belonging to the school $ in addition to 3.85% who

Imagine that they will be happy when they leave this

school Besides $ 24.13% believe the school is not

of much benefit to them .

All these are considered important indicators of

the fondness of the majority of the school pupils

of their colleagues and the atmosphere inside their

ont-class school There are several justifications

for the prevailing positive attitudes some of which

may be as follows :

- Young pupils will feel lost if there is no one-

class school for their parents are busy in the fields

and in managing their own affairs leaving their

children in the village barn or in the lanes .
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- Some pupils say that the time of study is short and

nice and better than the fOrmal school , because they

have learnt from the adults in the village that the

teachers of the formal school are usually hard-heartea.

- The villagers look at their children with admiration

and approval 1 when they see them carrying their books

and notebooks in a cloth bag which is quite in keeping

with their poverty . It is usually made of cloth sUch

as a pillow case to replace the expensive bag . The

children feel proud when their families praise them ,

and may even call them "a young engineer" or "the future

doctor" , etc ... .

On the other hand 1 the justifications for the

opposite attitudes 1 in spite of being fewer , have to

be taken into consideration . They include the followinL:

- Those who wish to leave the school as soon as possible,

mostly coale from schools which have cruel teachers .

- Those who feel ashamed of their school , look forward

to a school "with a unified uniform" , "with a bell" 1

"with lines and flag Ereeting" , about which they read

in ceadinw .
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- 24.13,1t, believe that their school does not benefit

them very much , expressing their looking focward to

a better standard of education It has been noticed

that some of the respopdees are youn6er brothers of

people who have continued their education in the

secondary stage or the university . That is why the

young pupil compares what he sees with his older brother

and what he hears from him concerning the possibilities

of the formal school .

- 78.321 believe that their neighbouring friends wish

they could join their school , which indicates the

good prestige enjoyed by the one-class school in distant

hamlets _Ind villabes . Besides , there is no other

window through which education can enter into these

areas except the one-class school .

On the other hand , some of those who disagree ,

believe their village is small , and all the children

we at school Therefore , the question is irrelevant.

Some others say that their neighbours prefer the mother

school with six grades 1 despite the hardships suffered



by the young pupils in going -sthere*:

(3) Conceraing_th2_211pils' attitudes towaPds the

2.0.221-2ZEIRE

- 4.90% like to see the holidv extending for so many

days and 8.9% rejoice when there ls a'holiday , for

those respondees are either from areas in which cotton

is cultivated and,thd holiday is associated with daily

earnings for the pupil (10 -- 2044astres), or because

the teacher tends to be cruel The evidence for this is'

that the answers of the subjects of this sample are

concentrated in certain schools But , those who're9ect.

4 /N

" Dr. King saw , during his visit to the'mother school,

that five of the first grade pupils came walking

every day on foot from places which are five kilo-

metres away 1 with their grown-up brothers or rela-

tives , and refused to join the one-class school ,

for they imagine that designing the future of the

doctor , tha engineer , the officer 1 etc

begins from the formal school .

2 3

V
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these two items , either enjoy teaching in the one-

class school , or the holiday is associated with hard

work which is boring to the child Besides , some

children who wanted to continue education without

holidays , were found to have great aspirations :*

- 6.29% expect the school day to sons qmiekly'to aa end.

Tey justify their point of view either by being fed up

with squatting all day , or being beaten by the teacher,

or-feeling hungry during the school day .

On the other hand , those who wish the schoolday

wouldn't end quickly (representing 67.13%) , look

upon the school as a comfortable place for then 1 and

the only resort to achieve their aspiration for contin-

uing education and getting a comfortable and profit-

able job .

** So that they may be like Dr.Sophy Abu Taleb , the

Speaker of the Egyptian People''s Assembly , who

comes from one of the villages in which the study

was conducted .

1)
A. ()A.,
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- 59.09% believe that the school would be better if

some activities were introduced into it because of

their feeling of boredom as a result of devoting all

the school day to reading , writing and arithmetic .

But , those who disagree (108 pupils , representing

37.76%) I believe that activities have nothing to do

with success at school , and promotion from one level

to another .

The undecided (9 pupils representing 3.15%) , believe

that there is no objection to studying anything , if

this will contribute to their success and future ;

but they would reject any subject that would not affect

their educational position .

(4) P4pi1s' attitudes towards school sublects

Table (66) indicates numbers and percentages of

those who agree to every item related to pupil's

attitude towards school subjects .

f
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A discussion of the data in Table (6:6) reveals

the following :

- The school subjects according to the interest the

pupils find in attending classes in them may be arranged

in the following order :

reading , arithmetic , religious education ,

calligraphy and writing , social sciences , then

sports . Priority was given to reading and arithmetic

because concentration in the one-class school is
?

r

always on them Then religious education follows

because it is easy to teach in the form of stories or

reciting the Holy Koran But , calligraphy and writing

require an effort from the child Sciences and social

subjects are among the most difficult subjects even

for most of the teachers themselves Hence ,

necessary to prepare and train teachers to undertake

the task of teaching them .

Sports were mentioned by a sample oe boys only ,

and in one school , because these pupils form two

t9ams of popular football (in which the ball itself

is made of old socks) , with their neighbours and
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they like to see their matches part of,the school

activities , instead of the free ones So $ they

express wishes for actual activities in the school .

- According to the understanding of pupils , the

subjects are arranged in the following descending

order : songs 1 readinE; , arithmetic , religious

education $ writing 9 sciences $ then social subjects.

The rationale given for this order is the one mentioned

before .

- According to the best textbook 1 the subjects are

arranged in the following descending order :

reading , religious education $ arithmetic 1

sciences , calliexaphy and writing 1 and finally

social subjects The pupils believe that the readink;

textbook includes many interesting pictures . Besides,

in spite of the fact that some pupils are unable to

read the book of religious education , yet it contains,

in their opinion , some beautiful stories The book

of social subjects comes last because it is dull and

does not include functional diagrams or information
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of interest to them in their life

- According to difficulty , the subjects are arranged

in the f:ollowing descending order :

Sciences , social subjects , reading , arithmetic ,

religious education , and finally calligraphy and

writing . Sciences COM at the top of difficult subjects

because they are explained -- if at all -- in an ab-

stract way , without using apparatus or any equipment,

for all one-class schools without exception have no

lab equipment . However , pupils consider calligraphy

and writing the least difficult subjects , because

the lessons are usually either an imitation of calli-

graphy included in their printed textbook or seen

dictation In both cases , there is an opportunity

for conducting the lesson according to the speed of

each pupil . More often than not , tbe teacher of the

one-class school leaves a group of pupils to study a

seen dictation in a corner in the classroom , while

he himself concentrates on explaining arithmetic 1

for example , to another group .
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- According to the easiness the pupils find in the

subjects they ars arranged in the following order :

reading religious education Erithmetic 1 sciences

calligraphy and writing , and finally social subjects.

Itseems that this order is related to the interest of

the teacher himself Most teachers find reading and

religious education easier to teach in class than_other

subjects . This indicates the necessity of eoncentrating

in in-service training on sciences calligraphy and

writing and sooial subjects 9 so that the pupils'

feeling of the difficulty of these subjects may be

reduced .

- According to the desire of pupils to be distinguished

in school subjects s these subjects are arranged in the

following descending order :

reading arithmetic religious education s

calligraphy Rnd writing s sciences and social subjects.

This order depends on many factors including

a) the extent of the teacher's *concentration on

each subject .

b) the extent of presenting the subject in an

interesting'way in the book .
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- According to the best explanation of subjects , in

the opinion of pupils , the subjects are arranged in

the following descending order :

reading , religious education arithmetic 1 sciences,

social subjects , calligraphy and writing . It is the

same descending order as that of the easiness the

pupils find in the subjects , with the exception of

the last two This also emphasizes the necessity of

concSntrating in-service training programs on the

last three subjects in this order .

- According to the fact that pupils are not afraid

of examinations in certain subjects , these subjects

are arranged in the following descending order :

reading , religious education , arithmetic ,

calligraphy and writing sciences and social subjects.

This confirms what we have mentioned before . Besides,

the pupil ia not afraid of being examined in subjects

which he believes are carefully explained in class ,

or which he imagines he understands , which he likes to

attend classes in , and in whicn he has good textbooks.
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- According to the belief that the pupil is absenb-

minded when he attends classes in certain subjects ,

these subjects are arranged in the following descending

order :

social silti3ects , arithmetic , religious education ,

scienCes , reading and finally calligraphy And=1:Ttting .

,Social subjects , arithmetic , religious education

come to the fore .0 because the teacher'd method

depends on spoon feeding., and sometimes narrating

religious stories using a style of preaching , regard-

less of the abilities of young pupils .

The dubjects which come last , require by nature ,

that the pupil should make a personal effort which

occupies his attention and stops him from being absent-

minded .

Hence , it is essential that we should look for

a teaching technique that would occupy the attention

of the pupil in every individual subject and at each

level in one class 9 at the same time .

"41
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A SUNMARY OF

THE ATTITUDES OF TEACHERS PARENTS LOCAL LEADERSHIPS

From the previous analysis of the attitudes of

` teachers parents local leaderships and puplls

it can be seen that there is agreement in mord than

one aspect 1 which is an indication that there are

similar objective factors which influence them all,

beeides the existence of some contradiction as a result

of the difference in the position and role of each

class In the following we present a general review

of the questionnaires on attitudes .

First : The atitudes towards the importance of the one-

class school

- There is unanimous agreement among the sample(l00%)

of teachers $ parents and local leaderships about the

importance of having the one-class school as the oaly

window for education in their small villages Should

this school be abolished illiteracy would undoubtedly

spread .
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- Only 14.34% of the sample of pupils were proud of

the one-class school Besides, only 3.85% of the

pupils feel happy when they leave this sellool for

reasons not related to its importance but because of

factores $ including t

a) What some pupils of the one-class school have heard

from their older brothers 9 or families about the

advantages of the, formal school because of having

tables 2 chairs 1 blackboards 2 meals 2 itc 8.. 9

which they do not enjoy in their school 2 and which

make them look forward to enjoying the paradise of the

formal school as they imagine it .

b) Some pupils are fed up with squatting and the lack

of feeling of comfort 2 when they write in the notebook.

c) The cruelty of a small number of teachers of the

one-class school 2 prevents sow- children from liking

their school .

Second : The attitudes towards Disci)line in the one-

class school

(1) The_,?roblem of differences in the 4Ee of.pupil.s.

0 13,....,
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- 30.95% of the sample of teachers believe they face

moral problems because of the presence of grown up

pupils side by side with youne ones However , 40.48%

of the parents and 38.89% of local leaderships expected

these problems These percentages are near to each

other and are not low , and this requires that the

suggestions offered by the sample have to be taken into

consideration For example,

a) Older pupils should sit in one corner of the class-

room , opposite to the younger ones

b) An attempt ahould be made to develop the one-class

school inorder to'consist of two classes : dale for the

old pupils , and the othir for the young ones

- The percentages of teachers (69.05) , of parents

(59.52) and of local leaderships (61.11%) believe that

there should be no fear of any moral problems , for

the old and young the boys 4nd girls in the one-.

clasp school are often relatives and neighbours aad

live together whether inside the class or outside it.

(2) The unified school uniform

- 42.56% of the sample of teachers , most of the parents
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and 2.22% of the local laederships object to the uni-

fication of the school uniform 1,on the assumption that

the poverty of families prevents thea from buying two

uniforms for the ehidren However $ all of them welcome

the unified uniform 9 if it is given, free of charge,

because it will be beneficial to their health $ besides

giving them a feeling of equality

(3) TeciinicasupervishonlIlimatall

- 98.82% og, the parents and 93.33% of local leaderships

beleive that the presence Of the supervisor (inspector)

leads to serious commitment on the part of the teacher,

improves performance in the school and achieves

control This reveals the importance of limiting the

gssignment of the supervisor so as not to exceed 15

one-class schools so that he may be able to visit

every school-twice a'month at least This would replace

the big assignment exceeding fifty echools in the

educational directorate in Fayoum for example .

The role of the supervisor in improving the one-

class school is essential fOr he bears the respon-

sibility of training and guiding the ts'acher who has

not been prep&red originally for this kind of schools.
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(4) The len th of the school day

- 78.579 of the teachers $ 30.95% of the prirents

aad 23.33% of local leaderships object to the system

of the long school day , which had been adopted by the

old system of elementary schools (Katatib). The reasons

siven I include the following :

a) A. young pupil cannot stand the effort of study for

a whole day .

b) The techniques of the teacher and the possibilities

of the poor school are not encouraging for working

for a whole day .

c) Some teachers have commercial and agricultural

commitments besides working at school . Therefore,

she should have ample time to look after their interests.

d) Some parents and local leaderships believe that a teacher

snould not be bverburdened , so that he,may not

desert his job or do it in a formal way .

e) Supervisors and section directors believe that

according to-the financial law $ the maximum number

. of lessons giveL, every month is 70 at 20 piastres

each This is the limit oZ a school day according

946
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to the law , and it cannot be changed unless the law

is modified

f) Some teachers state that they do not belong to the

village , and have to walk for some kilometres

every day to go home 9 and it is therefore impossible

to lengthen the school day

g) The pupils welcome lengthening the school day ;

on condition they are given the opportunity of

practising some sports and hobbies 0 because squatting

is rather tiring for them

h) 71.43% of the parents believe that the morning

shift is quite enough , if the teacher is dedicated,

and if the possibilities of the sch--1 are improved

by providing some seats .

(5) Holidays

73.81% of the teachers believe that the attendance

of the pupils is not regular on seasonal occasions .

66.67% of the parents believe it is important that

school holidays should be linked to seasonal occasions.

However the percentage drops to 46.67% among local

leaderships , and the common reasons given by them

are as follows :
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a) Children should join their families on seasonal

occasions in order to absorb their culture .

b) Some children undertake some roles on special

occasions such as participating in carrying eggs

and poultry to be sold in the market or serving

tea to guests who come to visit the family on

special occasions .

On the other hand 9 the reasons for disagreeing

to the previous attitude include the following :

a) Learning is the main Ab of the children .

b) Special occasions are meant for grown ups only .

80.95% of the parents believe it is essential to

shorten the summer holiday . The percentage rises to

86.67% among local leaderships $ and to 95.1% among

pupils . The reasons for this are the following :

a) If holidays are shortened 9 the pupils will not

forget their lessons .

b) Shortening the holiday helps some teachers to

increase their income 1 because they are paid only

for the classes they teach .

o) The pupils in areas where perfume plants or crops

2:48
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other than cotton are planted , do not have a role

.to lay .

On the other hand those who object to the short-

ening of the summer vacation , give the following

arguments :

a) Summer is always associated in the Egyptian village

with picking cotton or gathering some vegetables and

fruits 9 such as :grapes , figs , tomatoes ,etc ...

These processes need the efforts of the pupils who

can earn enough to pay for their clothing all the

year round .

b) All teachers of one-class schools do other jobs ,

and need this long vacation to look after their

interests , because the remuneratian they get from

a one-class school is not in itself adequate for a

decent human life In all cases , we should not be

on the side of the majority in this research , for

it is essential to study each environment independ-

ently , so that holidays in each school should agree

with the conditions of the local environment For

example 1 areas in which perfume plants are grown ,
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should have holidays in summer only 9 thus differing

from areas in which cotton 2 fruit and vegetables are

grown .

(6) Physical punishment in school

9.52% of ths teachers believe that beating pupils

is not a means for punishing and upbringing a child .

However 2 the percentage rises up to 75% of the parents

and then drops to 44.44% among local leaderships 2 and

is almost nil among pupils .

These differences may be explained as follows :

a) Most teachers have acquired experience in reward

and punishment from the field . They have noticed

that beating a child mNy lead to his recession 2

or dropping out of school .

b) Since illiteracy has spread among the sample of

parents- (85.71) 2 and local leaderships (68.80))

we find that they practise beating as a means of

upbringing 2 because they resent their illiteracy

which has pushed them'dowa to the bottom of Egyptian

society . According to what they say 2 if they had

found anyone to beat them with an iron rod 2 they

would have been forced to learn .
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c) Pupils object to the principle of beating as a

means to impel them to learn To illustrate 1

12.94% of the sample are afraid of being asked by

'the teacher ; 16.08% of the sample are-afraid to

ask the teacher These numbers are concentrated

in schools in which there is a cruel teacher who

never stops beating children , even when they show

any inaccuracy in reciting so...-ya , in reading , or

in studying any lesson 4,

Third : Attitudes towards the curricula of the one-

class school

(1) PromotiOn and public exams

- 71.43% of the teachers believe that the present

examinations are suitable for promotion from one level

to anothex However parents have all (100%) shown

interest in the importance of their children obtaining

a certificate , no matter how exams look like , for

they have no idea about such exams . 70% of the local

leaderships concentrate or the importance of giving a

certificate after the exam This shows how deeply

examinations are associated with giving certificates ,

5
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and the vocational prestige that fcalows obtaining

such certificates .

This trend is still prevailing in the Egyptian

society , in spite of the fact that the Central Agency

for Organization and Administration has conducted

intensive researches about specifying jobs 1 so that

the certificate may be one of many factors qualifying

a person for getting a job .

- Changing the attitude towards the value of the exami-

nation and the school certificate should not be the

re'Sponsibility of educational authorities only 1 but

should be related to the general Egyptian climate and

its legislative and information authoriries .

(2) School activities

- Percentages amounting to )95.24% among i'eachers

95.24% among parents , 82.22% among local leadegships,

59.09% amoag pupils are in favour of consolidating

school activities ,on the assumption that school

activities as a means of education are not less important

than reading 1 writing and arithmetic .

'1'252
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However , those who disagree , argue that the state

does not recognize anything except succeeding in school

subjects . Therefore , they look upon musid palsties

sports and wall sheets , as sheer waste of time that

would not realize the ultimate aim , namely , " the

school certificate ". In order to change this attitude,

the form of the school certificate has to be changed

into a school record , including spaces for various

activities practised by pupils 9 and these should have

their weight in proruotion from one level to another

(3) The roles of the teacher in other areas than

- In finding out the attitude towards the teacher under-

taking some untraditional roles in the area of health

enlightenment of pupils and their families , in im-

proving social relations in the local environment in

modifying some old traditions in the local environment ,

in practising some ontortaining activities it has been

discovered that there have been some differences g for

the percentages of acceptance among teachers range

between 69,0 5% and 100% , among parents between 25% and

100% , among local leaderships between 31.11% and 60% .
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- Those who support the untraditional roles of the

teacher in class 9 look forward to making of a school

a source of irradiation in the local environment

deprived of all service utilities , as revealed in

the following chapter in studying the situation in

three villages in which there are one-class schools .

- Those who object to the new roles of the teacher,

believe that the possibilities and qualifications of

the one-class school teacher are limited Therefore ,

if he succeeds in teaching the children reading 9

writing and arithmetic accurately he will have played

his real role in a way for which he should be thanked .

(4) Pre-vocational education

- 61.90% of both the samples of teachers and parents

believe it is essential to include in the curriculum

technical and vocational aspects This percentagfi

rises to 74.40 among local leaderships . the arguments

for this are as follows :

a) The wages of technicians are high , and pre-vocational

education is considared a step towards becoming a

professional technician .
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b) Prevocational education may be a tool to make of

traditional education something significant in the

life of children .

On the other hand , those who object to prevocational

education are still influenced by the philosophy of

"white aollars" and the belief that verbal academic

education is the road to a better life .

41$414114g#0#4241411,0
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2MOIMIL =======

SUMMARY AND RBOOMMENDATION8

Summau

- The subjeCt and its importance

- Objectives and questions raised by the research

- Method and procedures

- General rssults.

Recommendations

- Objectives and curriculum of the one-class school

- Textbooks

- Evaluation

- Teacher preparation and training

- Financial and administrative organizatiaa

- Looking ahead .
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The 8404,0t ski IVA Isportcat
The issue of generalising Primary education and

blocking the sources of illiteracy is one of the most

pressing problems in Zgypt It is $ therfore , essen-

tial that untraditional techniques should ie usd to

cope with it .

- In the year when this research was coaduotod (1979/80),

159,850 children of compulsory school age (6-8 years) --

representing about 116.9% of the children of that stage -.

were unable to join any priaa2y school .

Besidee $ 209,890 pupils (representing 5% of the total

number of enrolment in primary education , which amounts

to 4,211,345 school boys and girls) , dropped out from

primary school* and did not continue education , and

have aost likely joined the army of illiterates .

- Those are added to the existing number of illiterates,

amounting to about 15,6900000 male and female citizens.
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The one-class school is one of the approaches en-

couraged by ths state to contribute to solving the

problem of generalizing primary education amd blocking

the sources of illiteracy . The role it plays may seem

to be small , if we know that the regular number of

pupils was 66,333 in the year 1979/80 , when the re-

search was conducted , that is to say , caterJng for

not more than 1.5% of those enrolled in primary edu-

cation However , this Interpretation in applied fact

does not represent the actual role of the one-class

school in the environments it serves , for it is found

in deprived areas far away from centres of educational

services , and it plays its role in small inhabited

areas 1 which may be a hamlet or a amall village in-

cluding about five hundred persons , of whom about 45

children are of compulsory school age , and there is

no channel through which they can get educational ser-

vice except through this type of school Should it be

cancelled , these environments would be left completely

deprived of ahy kind of education
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The one-class schbol ie a type of educational system

parallel to formal education , but it has its prirate

identity 1 which is in keeping with the conditions and

needs of the environment in which it is established,.

This school offers its services to groups of children

of different ages and educational levels ,.learning

under one roof and taught by one teacher

Objectives and.kiRestions Raised 4y the Research

We have to take for,granted the fact that the objective-cir-

cuastances facing the Egyptian society and its educa-

tional system make it essential to adopt the formula

of the one-class school for a period which may be long,

until it can create a better formula for spreading ed-

ucation in small inhabited areas which have beer de-

prived of all regular educational services so far,.

Thus 0 this asearch undertaken by tae National Center

for lzucational ziesearch , in collaboration wita tae

International Development Research Center (Canada)
,

aims at :

1) Determining the extent of the effectiveness of the

one-class scaool
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?.)-Finaing out line oostacles to tne returas expeettgl

from this sen001 .

3) Offering realistic suzgestions to upgrade its

formance and increase its effectiveness .

In order to realize these objectives , the research

attempted to answer tne following two main questions:

(1) What is the present situdtion of tile one-class scnool,

concerning : material and human possibilities 1 tue

standards of learning among its pupils and the

attitudes of teachers , parents and local leader-

ships towards it ?

(2) How can the effectiveness of the one-cldss scnool

oe increased ,* in order to acnieve its uojectives ?

Letaod and Procedures

In order to answer taese questions 9 tae following

procedures have been followed :

First : (.onstructth tXie Aesearch Instruments

Concerning this step , the following research in-

struments were constructed :

(I) A rating card to rate the school and the teacher ,

0
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wita tae aim of finding out the existing situation

and possibilities , in V.e hope of improving them

(2) 8etting questions to find out the standard of

learning of religious culture , and relating it

to other school subjects 1 so tuat the pupils may

not answer according to what they have learnt by

heart , but to what they have absorbrd concerning

values derived from noly books

(3) Tests to measure the standard of learning Arabic

(reading and writing), arithmetic and geometry,

scientific culture 'and social culture with the aim

of evaluating the liandard without bothering about who has

succeeded or who has failed Therefore , questions

were graded spirally in tile light of educational

objectives 7 which agree with stages of tru:icil of

a ctild , the nature of the subject 1 and tne re-

quirements of society .

(4) Questionnaires to find oat the attitudes of beacriers,

parents, local leaderships and pupils towards the

one-class school Wording is such that the answers

may serve to improve the one-class school concerning

its system, curricula and role in the environment.

t; 1
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The construction of all tuese Instruments passea

through the following stages :

1) Giving general instructions by the director and con-

sultants of the research in a workshop which was designed

specifically to plan ;he framewwk of the research The

workshop ingluded all the specialists in constructing

tests of all types .

2) The specialized woriing groups wade a Ventative design

of the instruments .

3) The workahop discussed this tentative design to

introduce necessary modifications

4) The final wording and trial were carried out in the

case of the rating card for the one-class school .

Concerning the other instruments , they were tenta-

tively wcrded for piloting .

5) The researchers tried the instruments in Bela El

Bahrein school at Guiza Governorate , then tried the

tests for measuring standard in the formal primary

school of Alam El Din onlysin Cairo.

6) Modifications were introduced in the light of the

pilot trial , and the final form of each instrument was

made, as seen in the appendices of the rosearch

262
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DiversificationcLaggioNALANAlifications

a) Tnere are schools in which educationally qualified

teachers teach .

b) There are other schools in which the teachers hold

subject-matter qualifications , but no'educational ones.

c) La the third type of schools , there ara teachers who

have no qualifications at all .

Third :

- Tne preliminAry rating card was administered in November,
1979 to 38 edvcational leaders responsible for the follow-

up aud evaluation of the one-class school Th3 data helped

to determine the sample and throw light on the actual sit-
uation of the one-class school .

- The two cards for thee school and the teacher were ad-
ministered on the sample of 40 schools , during Merch 1980.

- The tests for measuring t) standard of education were

wiministered in the 40 schools , besides five mother

formal'primars schools ih March 1980. The respondees

amounted to 858 pupils in the one-class school , and

150 pupils in mother formal primary schools

- questionnaires for finding out attitudes were administered
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in the villages of the sample of forty schools , where

every ons who could read and write had to answer tue

relevant questionnaire . Besides , teaahers and about

three of the parents and local leaderships , as well as

t,in of the oldest pupils enrolled ia the b hool responded.

The questionnaire waa changed into aa interview form

in the case of tte illiterates who could not read and

write well .

- A card for case study was admihistered in a aae-class

school , in 1(Ay , at three different villages :

a) El Haddadin 1 as a model of a hamlet which is some-

what economically prosperous .

b) El Dokary , as a model for a hamlet which is eco-

nomicallypoor .

c) Mahmoud Abdel Baky , as a model of a hamlet which is

extremely poor , and in which there are no educated

females 9 or enrolled in a one-olass school .

General ResLlts of the Research======= = =======

Administering the above-mentioned instruments on the

sample , has provided data wtich could aaswer the first

question of the research , mantioned in Chapter 'Ina

264
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aad related to the existing situation of the one-class

school , concerning material and human possibilities,

standards of learning of pupils and attitudes of teachers,

parents 1 local leaderships aad pupils towards the scnool.

The results are as follows :

First : Uuncernim_ththesults of Stuclxi,4& the Existiati

katerial and Human Possibilities of the One::

Class School

Building. and Aguipment
4

The building consists merely of four walls witn a

simple roof or witnout any Tne children sit on mats

or on tne grouad (in 8LV/10 of Lae sample of schools).

Tnere are no apparatus and equipment except for a

blackboard in eacn one Besides , 52y; of the scuools

are in mosques This puts some restrictions on pro-

viding tnese schools with any educational instruments.

Plan and Curriculum

in a one-class sohool , tue curricula of a formal

2ri1ary scuoul in religious education , Arapic ,

scienc63 and 3ocial suujects , are appliea .

besides , Lae sai-e textbooks of tne formal scuooi are
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used in tne one-class schools $ despite the *%act that

the plan of a one-class school is reduced to one half

every week for it does hot exceed 16 classes , dis-

tributed tiS follows I 5 classes for Arabic , 5 for

arithmetic and geometry 4 for religious education

aad oae class for each of sciences and social subjects.

Tae classes for physical / art / agricultural educatLon

for boys and home economics fo2 6irle $ have all been

abolisaed . Besides 1 there is no educational activity

outside the area of teachiug inside or outside tLe four

walls .

wamission 4ste1 and Ex4miaAtions

Anew pupil is admitted into the educational cycle

suitable for him in the lignt of a quick formal test .

Besides $ a pupil is promoted from one cycle to another

.after succeeding in an exam held in February or Nay every

year ubder the supervision of the mother formal school

or its representative . A pupil in a one-class school

mzy apply for the Primary Certificate exam after paying

a fee of two pounds Besides a pupil enrolled in a
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one-class school can be transferred to a formal school,

if he succeeds in a quick admission exan , set by the

headmaster of the school to which he is transferred ,

provided his age is suitable for the grade which he joins.

This means that there are open channels between the

one-class school and the formal primary or preparatory

schools .

The Teacher

- 30% of the sample of one-class schools have teachers

who are educationally qualified , while 57.5% of thlm

have intermediate qualifications , and 22.5% have no

qualifications at all The educationally qualified

were originally prepared for formal schools Most of

the holders of qualifications work temporarily in the

ons-class school until they are appointed in jobs which

agree with their qualifications . On the other hand ,

most of ths unqualified tea;:hers look upon the school

as a source for increasing their incomes Ali thi

emphasizes the need for a wsly for preparing a teacher

specialized for this formula of education and for train-

igg those who are actually doing the work .
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- The primary stage supervisor and the headmaster of

the mother school or his representative supervise the

work in the one-class school However , such super-

vision is often formal because of some reasons , such

as : the big assignment of schools (fifty) under tke

supervision of a supervisor , besides the increasing

responsibilities of the headmaster of the mother school,

in addition to the fact that the roads are very rough,

and it is not easy for ahyoue to reach most of these

schools .

- All the teachers of the sample do other jobs besides

teaching , for the average salary paid by the one-class

school to the teacher does not exceed 14 Egyptian pounds,

at a rate of 20 piastres for a clss , provided the

number of these classes should not exceed 70 classes a

month . Undoubtedly , the fact that the teacher does

not have a full time to teach reflects nmgatively on

the standard of learning at school .

Second : Concerningssults of the' Study.of the

Stamdard of Learning.School Subjects

1) The standard of learning religious culture at the
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one-class school is higher than tAat of the mother
,

formal school 2 because of reasons including the fact

that religious culture may depend on stories or spae:A,

which are all interesting to the pupils . Besides 2 the

fact that the pupils live 'in a small populated area 2

in addition to family relationships among them 2 moti-

vate them to acquire principal religious concepts 2 such

as : jealousy 2 faithfulness , giving and taking , and

justice . It has also,been noticed that they have a

higher standard than their colleagues in the'formal

scnool in studying and reciting ,verses from the Koran

as well as the Prophet's quotations .

In other subjects 2 however 2 it has been noticed

that une standard of the pupils is lower than that of

their colleagues in the mother formal school 2 because

of some reasons t including the following :

a) Tae teacher of tae one-class school who is educa-

tionally qualified 2 follows the same techniques used

iu the formal school in which the class includes a broup

of ,Akdils who are educationally homogeneous . However,

the other ;teachers who are educationally unqualifLed
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follow techniques of spoon-feeding , memorization and

reciting whatever could be learnt according to tne

abilities of the children

b) Using the same textbooks used in the formal schools ,

despite the fact that the standard of the teacher in

the one-class school is scientifically professionally

amd culturally lower .

c) The weekly study plan is reduced to about one Ilalf

of that in the formal school .

d) It is difficult to teach to more than one educational

standard at one place and at the same time .

e) Educational supervision , guidhce and follow-up in

the one-class school are much less thaa those in Une

motner formal school $ for many reasons including the

roughness of the road leading to it , and the lack of

public means of commoUcation .

(2) There is rel'ation between the standard of the

pupils' learning and the degree of qualification of

tne teacher teaching them In favour of the teacher who

is educationally qualified , and the one who has a

subject-matter qualification . This emphasizes the
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importance of preparing and qualifying tne teacter wno

teacnes in tnis kind of school .

(J) Tnere is a relation between tne standard of vie

pupils learning ana tne number of cycles in one class,

for -Lae smaller the number , tne more effective tile

learning .

&Iv:low 2 regardless of the various factors affee.ti,na,

tne standard of learnina.l. _and disreEardinti tne result

of comJacipti, this standard with that of the pupils of

the formalvprimarz school t the results of the_research

indicate that the one-claSs school actually teaches the

Pupils , and its respect

especis14 so long as it is at present the only channel

that undertakes educatin the children in these areas

where this school is found This confirms the main

principle on which the research is based namel the

necessity of keeping this Itiad of school at present ,

and attempting to uurade efficiena

Third : Concerninz the Results of Studyin the Attitudes

of Teachers Parents local Ieadershi s and

EV ils Towards the One-Class School

2 71
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(1) Ake ImpOrtece ef the ,achool

The subjecvs of the sample unanimously agree that

the xistence of the one-class school is considered

ssential for the local nvironment for it is the

only irradiating spot which spreads out the light and

'enlightenment to all areas of the local envirmment

(2) anjsailitgasoLL.M.Lheoo

0 33% -- Mot the sample object to increasing

the number of classes in the present plan (16 classes),

because this contradicts their personal interemts .

On the other hand 9 those mho agree like to raise the

ttandard of teaching provided necessary conditions

are made available to them to enable theza to iMplement

the plea of study during a whole day 9 such as s

offering a meal raising the teacher's remuneration

so that he may devote all his enemy to teaching 9

besides introducing some activities e so that the pupils

may not remain squatting all day 6

b) 61%-- 90 of the sample agree to shortening the

summer vacation $ for this increases the financial
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remuneration of the teacher $ besides raisin6 the stand-

ard of pupils who stay without doing any work in areas

where perfume plants are grown 9 amd where crop-s not

requiring their effort are grown .

On the other hand 9 those who disagree believe that

the extra work don4,by the teacher outside the school

requires soma free time Besides the pupils work in

combating agricultural pests and in gathering crops it

retura for rewarding wages $ if they are in areas where

cotton and summer fruits are grown This is an indi-

cator of the necessity of linking the school to the

conditions of the environment and of not subjecting it

to general rules governing the school system in formal

schools .

c) 93% -- 97% of the sample believe that learning

in the one-class school is regular and is more controlled

on the day the supervisor is present Even the vil1ager8

reel the presence of the supervisor 1,v/hen thelpupils

start reciting some songs

This signifies that this kind of schoolis in need of

more orientation visits , and of more links with the

supervising educational administration .
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d) Despite the fact that )0% - 40% of the soAmple of

teachers , parents and local leaderships do not feel

happy about the presence of young children side by side

with grown ups in the one-class school , because of the

possibility of its effects on behavioural aspects , yet

the majority of the sample believe that the pupils of

the one-class school have family relations that tie them

together outside the school , and therefore there are 110

fears about beiig together on the premise's of the one-

(lass school

e) 23 - 43°6 of tne research sample object to the idea of

a unified school uniform , for this would put some burden

on the poor families However these people join tilose

who are in favour of a nnified, uniform , if it is to be

distributed free of charge .

f) 70% - 100% of the sample believe it is imoortant to

g.',ve certificates to the pupils of the one-class school

jusv as tose of the forval e,hools However the

majc.rity who disagree are more in-terested in the
ciP

content of enlightenment and education regardless of
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any school certificate .

Me School Curriculum

a) 59% - 95% of the sample are in favour of adding

school activities , for they ale an important educrt-

tionAl means . However , those who disagree believe

that the function of the school is to teach lessons

which make it possib)a to obtain a school certificate.

b) 62% - 74% of the sample believe it is important

that the curricula of the one-class school should in-

clude preparatory aspects for vocational education 1

because of their benefit for developing favourable

attitudes among pupils towards respecting manual work,

besides being a step towards getting a profitable job.

On the other hand those who object are still in-

fluenced by the philosophy of "the white collar" and

the prestige of the ancient Egyptian Scribe (writer) 1

who was held in high esteam In the ancient Egyptian

society .

Fourth : Concerning the Results of the Case Study of

Three Villages including One-Class Schools

tto
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El Haddadin El Dokar and Mahmoud Abdel Baky)

inaeyoum Governorate and the sole this School

saL123.AL in Raising the Standard of Liying in the,

Environments where it is Found.

The aim of this survey 1 demographic $ economic 1

cultural etc study $ has been to find out the role

such a school could play in poor environments .

Environments Characterizing the Three Villages

- There are MD pubiic means of communication to link

them with neighbouring towns .

- The area of culttirated land ranges between 60% and

100% of its area amounting to 250 -- 600 feddans

witmost adults work as hired farmers .

Thergl are 36 - 55 houses in each village $ including

500 -- 600 inhabitants .

- The three villages are totally deprived of public

utilities such as combined unit , agricultural unit,

medical unit police station , fire-station , agri-

cultural co-operative society or schools other than

the one-class school established by private efforts

of the.villagers .
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- All of them belong administratively to villages , and

are 6 - 15 kilometres away from them .

Demogrpohic Conditions

- The rate of increase in population (in 1970 - 1980)9

ranges between 2.3% - 2.8% .

- This means constant increase in population and the

new children of school age in each village will amount,

after six years 1 to 45 - 60 children to be added to

the stock of illiterates accumulating one year after

the other , unless there is expansion in the number

of existing one-class schools .

Social Conditions

- There are no projects to raise tae standard of any

of the villages . Even the one-t,lass school under-

takes education only inside its walls without extend-

ing it to serve the local environment .

- The people look upon education as a means for males

to ootain a certificate and then find a job . However,

the main aim of educating females is to prepare a

housewife in the first place 1 and then to earn a

living and find a job .
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Economic Conditions

Tnere are no advanced environmental induscries or

trades , such as bee-keeping This reveals their

need for a kind of education related to such fields.

- There arc usually poultry breeding and practising

some primitive dairy industry , with tbe Jim of

selling them in order to use the price to purch,Ase

clothing and food Such aspects would. serve as

approaches to combat v /ational illiteracy in these

environments .

- Fruit trees are not planttd ia the three villages .

However , there are crops which , from their point

of view are contradictory to suitable time for

learning . Therefore , the school time should not

contradict with the need of the environment for child-

ren to work in combating agricultural pests , and in

gathering crops in return for rewarding wages .

Health Conditions

- Aye diseases spread everywhere , besidea the lack

of bathrooms in axy of the houses .
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- The popular food in these villages includes whole-

meal bread 1 pickles and very old salty skimmed milk.

All this emphasizes the importance of health education

which should keep pace with economic and social activi-

ties .

-'Patients gc to doctors and use medical chemicals for

treatment whenever available However they use pop-

ular prescriptions or zar (monotonous music), if they

cannot have access to a doctor in the mother village,

which is 8-15 kilometres away This justifies the

importance of scientific education for the children

of tne one-class school

Recreational , Cultural and Educational Conditions

- The people have established one-class scOools tn

their villages , and they inelude at present 20-40%

of the children of compulsory school. age .

- A project for adult education for males was started

in the one-class school building at the hamlet of

El Haddadin (in 1978-79), and was cancelled at the

end of the-same year , bec4use of the irre6ular atten-

dance and professional inefficiency of the teacher

4
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- The school at kahmoud Abdel Balcy hamlet is suitable

aa a cultural and recreational center because it is

annexed to a mosque whereas the schcols at El Haddadin

and El Dokary are not suitable 9 because they occupy

mosOes which have their holiness Therefore 1 these

schools cannot be provided with educational media and

sports equipment

,-
- One or two newspapers may occasionally reach the village

and are read only by those who buy them

- There are radio or transistor sets amounting to 25-70

sets in each village . There is also a TV battery set

at El Dokary village 9 thus providing an opportunity

for general culture and enlightenment .

Neesisoftita-LtkA:Iillazes.

a) Education should be linked to some iadustries &nd

trades which invest their environment In this way

education for the young and old would be a meanA for

fighting poverty in which they are. living .

b) Appointing a qualified efficient teacher for tha one-

class school on condition that he should live in

the village 9 because living together is a means of

upgrading the efficiency of education

2o0
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c) Establishing some service utilities financed from

public money 1 because education only cannot satisfy

the needs of development and progress in these en-

vironments .

RECOMMEgDATIONSLM221=221$2222222

In the light of the'previous results wnich answered

the first question in this research concex,ned with in-

\

stigat_ng the existing situatida of the One-class

school $ some recoimendatious may be offered to provide

an answer for the second question concerned witn the

means whereby education in the one-class school may De

iaproved and become more effective according to objective

factual data .

First : ConcernillE the Ob;lectives and Content of tne

Curriculum in the One-Class Lichool

There is a desire to upgrade tne r.aucational stand-

ard in these schools so that it may be equivalent to

the curricula of formal schools , However $ the objectives

and cL.ntent of the one-class school curriculum have to

be distinguished . Therefore 1 we recOismend the following:

2
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(1) C(_?i,:tcernistitites

it is recommended that one of the objectived of the

curriculum in the one-class school , should be serving

tile local environment 2 that is $ it snould become a

school for tte environment It is not feasible -mat

its r,ole should be limited -- like the formal school --

to spoon-feding 2 memorizing and reciting the lessons

without uaving any direct effect on their life The

one-class school should even be a tiocial institution

which aims at developing the local environment 2 besides

developing the pupils . Childhood 2 life 2 adjustment and

growth should be centres of interest in this school .

Activity and practicp in social life situations should

be means to help develop the villa&: .

Since the ona-class school is almost the only public

utility in its local environment 2 it can offer activities

and services to parents to contribute to the solution of

some health 2 recreational 2 economic and social prob-

lems in such a way as to change some attitudes and tra-

ditions which may hinder raising the standard of its

environment Which is lonely and deprived of services.
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Besides 1 the one-class school may contribute to the

adoption of some useful projects for its environment ,

such 9s, the productive families project 0 and training

on soma trades which invest some possibilities of the

environment such as neodlework-, tricot and agricultural

industries

(2) Concerning_the Content of the Curriculum and its

Relation with the Wvironment

In order to realize these objectives , it is suggested

that the curriculum should be based on integrated sub-

jects around which the skills and knowledge ofhthe

school subjects should gather 'For example 1 the content

of the curriculum shoUld be linked to the demograghic,

social , economic , recreational and general cultural

conditions in the local environment 1 so that the aim

may be to develop the local environment through develop-

ing its individuals .

In a desert environment , the approach to the teaen.ing

of reading amd writing , for example , could be dis-

cussing ways of life of the tadouins and methods of

azbanizing them .
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The approach to the teacfaing of arithmetic and geo-

metry could be defining thd dimensions of areas that

could be reclaimed , and estimating the amounts of

water necessary tar irrigation and the amounts of ferti-

lizers to enrich them

The approach to scientific:and health education

could be how to protect the individual's health from

desert climatic change-3 and combating sand insects.

The-approach to social, education could be how to

change the prevailiag tribal ways'to urbarization .

In the south of Eapt , the content of the curriculum

could be linked to crops and s3me medical herbs common

there which are used as medicines for coughs and colds,

for hypertensioll 1. and acidity .

ie coastal environments and villages overlooking canals

aad drains , the curriculum content could be linked to

fishing , preseTving fish through salting or drying it

aad using it as a white protein -in-Wholesome food .

In garden environments , su6h'as some villages in

Mansourah Kaliubia and Fayoum , the ciirriculum content

should be different from that -of crop environments such as
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former , the approach to

the quantities of:fruits
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and Kafr El Sheikh . In the

education could be estimating

how to poiç 9 market and

preserve them In the latter environments , the growing

of cotton 1 rice and barley , and protecting them from

pests , gathering and marketing thom , could be the

approach to education .

In fact 1 developing the content of the curriculum

in this way , links the pupil of the one-class school

to his environment 1 so that he may himself grow and

develop and upgrade his environment This is an appli-

cation of an essential principle , namely 1 that "man is

the centre and driving power of a.Twelopmeat" .

(3) Concerning the Content of the Curriculum and its
;

Relation to IattgEttion

The prebent curriculum of separate school subjects

in use now 1 is not suitable for the one-class school,

because it requires a week,"4y plan not less than (28-52

classes ) as adoptea in the formal schools Besides 1

prescribing the same textbooks makes it diffLcult for

the teacher to continue teaching efficiently , while

using six textbooks for one school subject .

0 ,
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Therefore , the syllabus-Of the first two cycles

should be integrated in such a way as'to adopt the

approach of concepts or of problems . If tue approach

of the concept of "Know your body" is adopted , the

teaching of reading and writing will be through health

subjects , and the problems of arithmotic will be linked

to the amounts of air necessary for healthy breathing,

and the' food necessary for the individual .

Besides social subjects will deal with the relations

that affect self protection . Religious education will

also hp related to concepts of human relations and the

importance of altruism for self protection .

If the problem of "Upgrading tkietal environment" is

adopted as a general problem , this will mean raising tlie

problems of the environment wiach are related to its de-

mogzaphic , social , economic , recreational and cultu-

ral conditions and studying all this through practice and

activity througn learning reading , writing , arithmetic,

geomet7ry , scientific culture $ and the included moral

aspects , besides absorbing values derived from holy books

througn all practices .

0 86
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Second : The School Textbook

It has been revealed in this research that the pupils

of the oneclaes school use the textbooks prescribed

for the pupils of the formal school Therefore , there

fare in one class 28 books at the same time i 6 books for

'Arabic , 6 for arithmetic and geometry 1 6 for science

and health , 4 for social studies , and 6 for religious

education This makes the process of teaching rather

difficult . Therefore , we recommend prescribing one

book for the first cycle one for the second-cycle

including paragraphs (.).0 the syllabus in an integrated

form , so that ihe framework of the subject matter for

both books may be para6raphs of the tests in reading (1),

4
writing (2)

, and arithmetic and geometry (3) applied in

this researcl, for they are graded tests and measure

the standard of learning with great accuracy . Inte6rated

with these paragraphs , there mow be some scientific ,

(1) See Appendix 4

(2) See Appendix 5

(3) See Appendix 6
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health , social and motal information suitable for the

stage of maturity of the pupils , and the nature of the

'subject , beside6 the findings revealed by the tests 'Of

scientific , cultural and social standards , included

in the previous Chapter .

Concerning the third cycle 1 there should be two

books only :

First : One for Arabic , scientific and soci.al culture

as well as moral culture , derived from religious

books , so that they may be integrated and interwoven.

Second :The other one mainly for arithmetic and geometry

and inserting some pnysical s,iences , such as

the law of levers .

Implementing this recommendation , will lead to-the

reductionsof books circulated inside the room of the one-

class school to 4 instead of 28 books .

Third: Teacher preparation and Training

Neither the curriculum , nor the recommended text-

book is of any value 1 uLless there is a teacher who is

excellently qualified in such a way as to be suitable

for tile conditions of the, one-class school .
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The role of the teacher becomes of great importance,

because of some considerations , including the following:

- He is the only teacher in his school , whereas in the

case of a formal school , there is a grouii of teachers

who are of various capabilities which complement each other.

- He is a teacher who undertakes teaching in the six

grades at the same time 1 whereas , the class teacher of

the formal school teaches the first four grades , while

subject matter teaChers t4,ach at the fifth and sixth

grales . Therefore , We recommend the following :

(1) Creating a nsW department (The One-Class School Teacher)

in the teacher training institutes , or at least setting

a spedial program to prepare all students at the teacher

training institutes to teach in the one-claski school ,

where emphasis in preparing the student should be on the

following :

- How to teach more than one educational level at the

same time in one place 1 such as acquiring the habit of

giving a group of pupils an assignment of writing a seen

dictation . Meanwhile 9 another group undertakes doing

exercises and solving arithmetic problems , while the
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teacher is conducting a discussibn with a third group

of a topic in social subjects

How to benAfit from some types of educational techn-

ology such as cassette tapes used with an apparatus

that is woiked by battery $ for it is well known tbat ,

one of the cilefinitions of educational technology is Aat

it is a means that would undertake some roles cif the

teacher And that is what distinguishes it froxvvisual

educational aids Which help the teacher in dbinglais
OIL

job . If there are many cassettes on which some, lessons

have been recorded 1 the tape recorder will be consid-

ered a substitute for the traditional definition that

used to aid the teacher of the textbook .

- How to provide for the children's participation in

the activities of his environment $ such as :

** Collecting geographical information about the place.

* Benefiting from the religious preacher of the

village 1 or one of the educated people therein

by giving him the assienment of conducting a dis-

cussion with the children of a cycle on a subject

included in tte curriculum .
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** Collecting samples from the environment 2 such as

19/ves 2 feathers 2 Siones 2 seeds 2 ale class-

ifyine them in a notebook or a cardboard box 2 in

a scientific way Hvery pupil will write his per-

sonal notes and observations under each one of the

samples 2 concerning the date of obtaining it 2

morphologioal deScriptkon 2 how to press:we it 2

its function 2 etc... and continue recording his

observations of what occurs to them .

** Collecting beliefs rif tb.e villagers,from what they

.sAy and do aspeciallY in the areas of health 2

food recreational and moral customs 2 then

holding seminars in which the pupils 2 the teacher

a.nd some villagers participate in order to.find

out the rationale behind such beliefs This re-

search has revealed that the villagers always justi-

fy their beliefs and resent any sudden attack on

them However 2 they may come to believe in

opposite ones-1 or modify 2 cancel or change them

in the course of the discussiOn
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- To study both theoretically and practically methods of

vocationalizing the syllabus of the one-class schoo.l . he

will thus learn differenle approaches by treating aAy

topic in the syllabus , and then actually -practise theE.e

approaches during practice teaching , whether these api,-

roaches are environmental 1 narrative or functio.al, .

- Participating with pupils and parents in some agri-

cultural processes in seasons of cultivation 1 irtigation

and harvesting .

- This research has revealed that the teacher coming from

another village*is less productive than the one belonging

to the same village . Therefore , it is recommended that

some members of the small inhabited areas where there is

a one-class school , should be encouraged to join the

teacher training institutes usually found in the capitals

of the governorates ruad the expenses should be met by

local authorities'until these persons graduate and under-

take the work,in their village school .

(2) In-Service Trainin of the Teacher

Since the implementation Of the previous recommendation
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ielated to teacher pitiparation may-take not less than

five years )*it is therefore recoMMended that an effective

4.1.-service training should be organized for the personnel

actually working in the one-class school to achieve the

following objectives :

AcademiCally

Increasing the informatioa of the teachers aad inten-

sifying the subject they are teaching to the pupils of the

one-class school .

CLIlturally

Developing their knowledge of the importance of the

one-class school and the roles they have to play .

asaaa1.2)22.11z

Helping them to acquire skills 1 interests and attit-

udes reviated to treating children and how to give them

all various assignments at the same time . Training could

be conducted through the two following techniques

0 Lectures , seminars aud discussions This should

be within very narrow limits because this research has

revealed that the teacher soon becomes fed up with this

2 93
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kind of training which forcescaith to go to the capital

of the governorate or to town where he has to spend some

days during which 'Lie spends more than he can afford.

b) Meetings .on the'premises of the oner.class scho1.

These should be the basic technique of training ,

whereby the supervisors and headmasters of the mother

schools or their representatives hold periodical.meetings

with the teacher and guide him during his work on how

to use more effective techniques and provide.him 1

through loans or ownership , with sothe books that,would

intensify his understanding of the subject or that wotild

provide him with general culture to help him in his work,

or that would upgrade his professional proficiency . Then,

the teacher wOuld be asked to summarize these 1)ooks and

write reports on them .

We also recommend that there should be an adequate

guide that would derive moat of its paragraphs from tests

of the standard of learning used in this research .

Every teachei.- should be asked to present other examples

and techai,ques on the basis of this guide or taking it

as a starting point .
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Fourth : Financial and Administ ative Or anization

This research has revealed that the present finan-

cial and administratiVe organization has had a nogatiye

affeot on motivating the teacher to make an effort as

well as motivating the supervisor to attempt regular

follow-up s' caring for pupils and consolidating the

material possibilities of the sghool Therefore , we

reó6mmend the following :

(1) Concerning_ the Teacher's Saler incentives and

Follow-up

- This research has revealed that all the teachers of

the,sample are not full-time teachers in the one-class

school 1 for everyone of them is dding other jobs that

may add to his income in order to enjoy a decent life

We , therefore , recommend that the teacher should do

a full-time job in this school Henze , remuneration

for every class he teaches should be doubled while in-

creasing his teaching load from 16 to 22 classes per

week , in order to cover the curriculum and at the same

- time to increase his income There should be no limits

to the monthly remuneradon .
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Thib research has shown that the teacher goes to the

mother school more than once during the first two weeks

of the month to get his remuneration Therefore 1. we

4.edommend that the supervisor responsible for the follow-

up of the One-class school shotild visit it once a month

lit least 1 in order to calculate the required remunera-

tion for every limited period and pay it off at once

This financial aspe2t should coincide with the technical

work of the supervisor . This requires reducing the

assignment of the supervisor to not more theuT fifteen

one-clasp schools (instead of.fifty), so that he may

perform his financial and technical roles in a reason-

able way .

- This research has revealed that the supervieor res-

ponsible for El Haddadin school at Fayoum has a motor

cycle , which enables him to pay frequent visits.to

the schoOl , which has actually led to raising the

standard,of its pupils .

We therefore recommend that.everyssupervisor should

be provided with a bicycle , so that he may be able'

to follow-up , evaluate and guide the work in the

2 9,6
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one-class schools adequately , especially that most of

them are away from public roads and beyond the reach of

public means' of communication Sometimes , the road

leadingyto. the school may mt be more than 80 cm wide
4

ahd may extend for many kilometres .

-, We recomiend that the teacher of a one-class school

should be allowed to fix teaching time 1 and the times

of holidays , according to the neede and .conditions of

the local environment . Besides , financial consider-

ations should not be a hindrance to the extension of

the school year more than eight months

(2) Con6ernin4 Pupils' Care

- Werecommend distributing the-school uniform Out to

all pupils-of the one-class school , free of charge 1

because thismresearch has proved that it is a common

request made by all parents of the pupils of these schoo1,3.

- ?he pupils in deprived areas suffer more'than their

colleagues trom mal-nutrition . This research has re-

vealed that some mother formal schools offer meals to

their pupils 1 consistilig of : bread , cheese and
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halawa tahinia (a special kind of Processed seasame and

.sugar used as food) , whereas the affiliated one-
A

class schools are deprived of.these meals bedause of the

roughness of the roads leading to them , and'the re-

luctance of fobd contractors to take the trouble of

supplying them with meals .

Therefore 1 we recommend the following :

a) That the food offered to the pupils should not con-

sist of the above-mentioned kinds 1 which are liable

o be,contaminated , but the pupils should be provided

with pies including carbohydrates , proteins 1 vitamins,

etc.... 1 and should be packed-in plastic bags . It is

worthwhile mentioning that there are some successful

Egyptian experiments in this respect .

b) That the food contractors when concluding agreements

should undertake delivering the share of food due to

the one-class school in the same way as they do in the

case of mother schools .

- We also recommend that:the pupils of-one-class schools

should be exempted from fees paid when applying for

doing the Primary 3tage Certificate exam The state
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should also offer.a financiai grant toevery pupil Who

applies forthe examination to get this certificate , in

Ordei to meet the transportation expenses required'fdz

travelllng to the examination centre at the mother school

which isy6sually some kilometres away from the one-

class echool .

- This reseach has revealed that the one-class schools

are found in et7ironments where illiteracy , poverty and

aisea;:e prevail . We therefore recommend that the state

should encourage some pupils of these schools who obtain

thp Primary Certificate , and help them financially and

technically in other educational stages to become quali-,

fled as leaders of rural development in their envirou-
>

ments Some of them will join teacher training instit-

utes to become teachers in the one-class schools in

their areas .

(3) Concerning Material Su2port of the School , we

recommend':

- That providing the one--.:lass schools with blackboaeds,

seats 1 and cabifiets for keeping school.record.s and

si4le-educational aids ,,should be compulsory for

every educational administration .
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- That local raw materials should be used totLether

with private efforts so that a room amy be built and

roofed with palm tree trunks and trees lin order to be-

come an independent one-class school I attached to a

mosque instead of the existing schools which use the

mosque itself as a school so that the school may be

free to perform its tasks $ because the holiness of

the mosque may be a hindrance to practisins some school

activities .

Fiftn : Concerning Evaluation we recommend :

UsiLg the tests for measuring the standard of learn-

ing adopted by this research 1 as a means to evauate

the standard of every new pL.pil so that he may be placed

in the cycle suitable for his standard 1 and for being

promoted from one cycle to the following one .

- That the evaluation of a teacher should be linked to

the results of the pupils who succeed in the exam 1 and

some incentives should be given to the teachers who

prove to be efficient in tneir work .

- Evaluation should be carried out according to an ob-

jective checklist 1 and its items should be discussed

as a kind of self instruction and training .
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- One of the aspects of teacher evaluation should be

how far he keeps systematic records of the Ipapils

attendance and absence and follow-up of their achieve-

ment , as well as his lesson preparation notes .

Sixth : LookinE Ahead

The efforts exerted in planring this research ,

the scientific approach followed in implementing its

procedures , the results arrived at and the recommend-

ations suggested , all help to look ahead and suggest

the following :

- aolding a conferenee comprising the leaders of primary

education , literacy campaigns , social service and social

work , as well as economists and mass media personnel,

to study the subject of "The integration of social ,

economic , cultural and educational efforts to develop

local environments in Egypt through the al,proach of

education" .

Our present research will serve as a stepping stone

for the conference members to define the form of this

integration because the research has revealed that
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education can not be the only means of civilizational

progress , especially in environments below poverty line,

where most of the one-class schools..,are established .

- Undertaking researches in the following aspects :

a) Preparing and training the one-class school teacher.

b) Textbooks and curricula of integrated subjects of

the one-class schools .

c) Training the supervisors responsible for the work

in the one-class school .

d) The environment school and its roles in local societies.

e) Educational technology which helps in upgrading the

efficiency of teaching in the one-class school .
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